Utah State University is a premier land- and space-grant institution committed to excellence, access, and inclusion. We empower all people to lead successful lives of involvement, innovation, and impact, and we champion exceptional education, research and discovery, and community contribution.
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As a land-grant institution, Utah State University campuses and centers reside and operate on the territories of the eight tribes of Utah, who have been living, working, and residing on this land from time immemorial. These tribes are the Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Indians, Navajo Nation, Ute Indian Tribe, Northwestern Band of Shoshone, Paiute Indian Tribe of Utah, San Juan Southern Paiute, Skull Valley Band of Goshute, and White Mesa Band of the Ute Mountain Ute. We acknowledge these lands carry the stories of these Nations and their struggles for survival and identity. We recognize Elders past and present as peoples who have cared for, and continue to care for, the land. In offering this land acknowledgment, we affirm Indigenous self-governance history, experiences, and resiliency of the Native people who are still here today.

For more information about USU’s Land Acknowledgment, visit www.usu.edu/dei/land-acknowledgment.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
Thursday, May 2, 2024

ACADEMIC PROCESSION AND UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
8:00 a.m. Assemble: undergraduate, graduate students, and faculty will assemble on the University Quad.
8:20 a.m. Academic Procession: Taggart Student Center and University Quad to Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
9:00-11:00 a.m. 137th Commencement Ceremony: Dee Glen Smith Spectrum

COLLEGE CONVOCATIONS AND HOODING CEREMONIES
Thursday, May 2, 2024
12:00 p.m. College of Humanities and Social Sciences - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
12:00 p.m. S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources - Newel and Jean Daines Concert Hall
2:30 p.m. Caine College of the Arts - Newel and Jean Daines Concert Hall
3:00 p.m. College of Science - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
5:30 p.m. Bachelor of Integrated Studies and Associate of General Studies - Newel and Jean Daines Concert Hall
6:00 p.m. College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum

Friday, May 3, 2024
8:00 a.m. Jon M. Huntsman School of Business, Graduate Degrees - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
10:00 a.m. Jon M. Huntsman School of Business, Undergraduate Degrees - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
12:30 p.m. Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services, Undergraduate Degrees - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
3:00 p.m. Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services, Graduate Degrees - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
6:00 p.m. College of Engineering, Graduate Degrees - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum

STATEWIDE CAMPUSES GRADUATION CEREMONIES
USU Southwest  Thursday, April 18, 2024, 6:00 p.m., Juab Junior High School, 555 E 800 N - Nephi, UT
USU Brigham City  Friday, April 19, 2024, 6:00 p.m., Box Elder High School, 380 S 600 W, Brigham City, UT
USU Tooele  Saturday, April 20, 2024, 11:00 a.m., Tooele High School, 301 West Vine Street, Tooele, UT
USU Moab  Thursday, April 25, 2024, 6:00 p.m., Hoodoo Hotel Moab, 111 N 100 W, Moab, UT
USU Blanding  Friday, April 26, 2024, 2:00 p.m., San Juan High School, 311 N 100 E, Blanding, UT
USU Eastern  Saturday, April 27, 2024, 10:00 a.m., Bunnell-Dmitrich Athletic Center, 475 E 400 N, Price, UT
USU Uintah Basin  Saturday, April 27, 2024, 4:00 p.m., Uintah Conference Center, Flaming Gorge Ballroom,
313 East 200 South, Vernal, UT
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
137TH COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY EXERCISES

Thursday, May 2, 2024
Recording Available on USU Commencement Website www.usu.edu/commencement

ACADEMIC PROCESSION ACROSS CAMPUS
8:20 a.m.
USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps
James Pitts, Professor of Biology, Director
Andrew Earl, Pipe Major
Emily Densley, Drum Sergeant
Braden Earl, Matthew Earl, Matthew Gilbert, Matt Judd
Ethan Judkins, Sam Rice, Thomas Crook, Emma Lundell,
Alex Kelley, Bagpipers
Emily Densley, Anthony Murdock, Mikelle Murdock,
Joseph Bean, Drummers

PRELUDE INSIDE THE
DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM
“Crown of Chivalry,” Percy Fletcher
USU Wind Orchestra, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer

PROCESSIONAL INTO THE
DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM
9:00 a.m.

PRESENTATION OF COLORS
Air Force and Army ROTC

NATIONAL ANTHEM
“Star Spangled Banner,” Francis Scott Key
Maribelle Taylor, vocal soloist

MUSICAL SELECTION
“Highland Cathedral,” Traditional: arr. Chad S. Steffey
Featuring USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps USU Chamber Singers, Chorale and Sapphire Singers,
directed by Dr. Cory Evans
USU Wind Orchestra, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer

WELCOME
Provost Laurens H. Smith
Vice President for University Advancement, Matthew White

MUSICAL SELECTION
“Rise Up”
Words and music by Cassandra Batie and Jennifer Decilveo; arr. Mac Huff
Performed by the USU Chamber Singers, Chorale and Sapphire Singers, directed by Josh Musselman,
vocal soloist Miriam Penrod

ADDRESS TO GRADUATES
Gail Miller
Co-Founder and Owner of the Larry H. Miller Company

RECOGNITION OF SPECIAL AWARDS
President Elizabeth R. Cantwell

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
Gail Miller
Co-Founder and Owner of the Larry H. Miller Company,
citation read by Clark Whitworth

Bruce Carlson
Retired General in the U.S. Air Force and Chair of the
Space Dynamics Laboratory Board of Directors,
citation read by David H. Huntsman

Darren B. Parry
Storyteller, teacher, and former Chairman of the
Northwestern Band of the Shoshone Nation,
citation read by Jacey Skinner

ADDRESS TO GRADUATES
Sterling Scott Sturgill, Valedictorian
College of Science

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR
GRADUATION & CONFERRING OF DEGREES
President Elizabeth R. Cantwell
Provost Laurens H. Smith

MUSICAL SELECTION
“Alma Mater Hymn,” Theodore M. Burton
USU Chamber Singers and University Chorale,
directed by Dr. Cory Evans
USU Wind Orchestra, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer

RECESSIONAL
“Regal Procession,” Clifton Williams
USU Wind Orchestra, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
ELIZABETH R. CANTWELL

Dear Esteemed Graduates,

On this extraordinary day, I extend my warmest congratulations to you, Utah State University’s graduating class of 2024. As we gather to celebrate your achievements, I am deeply honored to address you for the first time as the president of our esteemed institution.

Your journey to this moment has been marked by dedication, resilience, and a profound commitment to excellence whether you pursued your studies online, on campus, or across our beautiful state. Each of you has played an integral role in advancing our university’s mission as a public service institution.

As we look ahead to the future, I am filled with optimism and confidence in your ability to make a meaningful impact in the world. Armed with the knowledge, skills, and values instilled by your education at Utah State, you are well-equipped to address the challenges of our time with integrity and compassion.

As you embark on the next chapter of your journey, I urge you to embrace the opportunities that come your way and to continue striving for excellence in all that you do. Remember that you are not just graduates of Utah State, but ambassadors of change and champions of the greater good.

Wherever your paths may lead, may you continue to embody the spirit of service and innovation that defines our university. Congratulations, class of 2024! Your achievements are a testament to your hard work and determination, and I am honored to celebrate this momentous occasion with you.

With warm regards,

Dr. Elizabeth R. Cantwell
President, Utah State University
THE MACE

The history of academic maces dates back to their origins as weapons of war, depicted in ancient Egyptian art. Over time, they were used by campus officials in the Middle Ages to maintain order. Today, university maces primarily serve as symbolic representations of tradition, commonly appearing at solemn events like commencement ceremonies. This symbolism reflects the profound academic journey of students, paralleling the significance of the commencement ceremony itself, which celebrates beginnings and the promise of personal growth through education.

CEREMONIAL MACE

Utah State University’s mace, with its lantern-like head marked with an ‘A,’ serves as a ceremonial beacon inspired by the Luminary ceremony and the tradition of lighting the ‘A’ atop Old Main. While modern, the mace’s enduring design incorporates several elements symbolizing the history and values of Utah State University.

At the top of the mace sits a marble known as an Aggie, reminiscent of our institution’s early days as the state’s agricultural college. The mace’s design includes two beehives—one near the top and another at the base—symbolizing the industriousness and vitality of the Beehive State. Depictions of the Aggie bull adorn each corner of the lantern, symbolizing the strength, diligence, and resilience of Utah State Aggies. Below the inscription of ‘USU’ on the mace’s head, thistle vines intertwine, evoking USU’s agricultural heritage as the state’s land-grant university.

Situated at the base of the mace’s light is Utah’s state flower, the Sego Lily, serving as a symbol of the resilience and resourcefulness ingrained in the Aggie family.

The mace’s twisted handle represents the staircase found on Old Main Hill and symbolizes progress, growth, and discovery. At the handle’s base lies the university seal, reflecting the three pillars of our foundation as a land-grant institution: research, public service, and teaching.

Utah State University’s mace stands as a powerful embodiment of the institution’s rich history, enduring values, and commitment to guiding Aggies toward a bright and prosperous future.

Our deepest appreciation to Joe Needham of S.E. Needham Jewelers and Professor Dennis Hassan and Dean Nicholas Morrison from the Utah State University Caine College of the Arts for their artistic vision and attention to detail in designing and creating the mace.
ACADEMIC HERALDRY

The history of academic heraldry reaches back into the early days of the university. In England in the fourteenth century, the statutes of certain colleges forbade “excess in apparel” and prescribed the wearing of a long gown. Hoods were used to cover the head until replaced by the skull cap and later academic caps. When American colleges and universities decided to adopt some suitable system of academic apparel, it seemed best to agree on one that all might follow. Accordingly, there was held on May 16, 1895, at Columbia University, a conference of representatives of the boards of various interested institutions. From that meeting came a code of academic dress for the colleges and universities of the United States.

GOWNS
The academic gown for the associate and bachelor’s degrees has pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The gown for the master’s degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. It is designed this way so that it can be worn open or closed. The gown for the doctoral degree has bell-shaped sleeves and may be worn open or closed.

HOODS
Academic hoods are worn by recipients of advanced degrees. The master’s degree hoods are three-and-one-half feet in length and are lined with the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree, which at Utah State University are navy blue and white, displayed in a heraldic chevron. The doctoral hood consists of a larger and longer assemblage of institutional color draped over the recipient’s shoulders and falling well down the back. The binding or edging of the hoods is of velvet or velveteen, three inches wide for the master’s degree and five inches wide for the doctoral degree.

CAPS
Academic caps come in two forms: the traditional mortarboard (from Oxford) or square cap; and a soft cap that resembles an oversized beret (from Cambridge). The mortarboard used by Utah State University is worn with a tassel. The color of the tassel designates the graduate’s major field of learning, and gold tassels indicate doctors and the governing officials of institutions.

COLORS
For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctoral gowns, edging of hoods and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the different academic disciplines are as follows:

- Agriculture and Applied Sciences, *Maize*
- Arts, *Brown*
- Business, *Drab*
- Education and Human Services, *Light Blue*
- Engineering, *Orange*
- Humanities and Social Sciences, *White*
- Natural Resources, *Russet*
- Science, *Gold-Yellow*
- School of Graduate Studies, *Black*
- Bachelor of Integrated Studies and Associate of General Studies, *Black*
A Utah native born in Sandy, Utah, Karen Gail Miller is known throughout the state for her philanthropy, compassion and desire to promote positive change. Gail is the co-founder, owner and immediate past chair of the Larry H. Miller Company. Originally established with Larry in 1979, the Larry H. Miller Company grew into a diverse and successful enterprise, spanning industries such as automotive, entertainment, sports and real estate.

Gail has long been recognized for her philanthropic work, as she’s donated millions of dollars and countless hours of service both personally and through the LHM Group, with the support of education and entrepreneurship being a recurring theme. She has donated to colleges and universities throughout the state, including USU’s Jon M. Huntsman School of Business and Utah State Athletics.

As a female pioneer in the business world, Gail has received numerous awards and recognitions. In 2019 she was named the “Utahn of the Year” by The Salt Lake Tribune and was also recognized by the Joint Leadership Commission of the Congressional Award Foundation with the Horizon Award for her work in the community and with young people.

Gail served as chair of the LHM Board of Directors for five years before turning over that position to her son, Steve. During that time, she focused on and directed the company’s culture and the growth and diversity of its operations. She remains an active member of the board.

Gail is also chair of the Larry H. & Gail Miller Family Foundation and presides over the Larry H. Miller Education Foundation.

In 2010 she married Kim Wilson, and between the two they have nine children. They reside in Salt Lake City and enjoy traveling.
HONORARY DOCTORAL DEGREE
BRUCE CARLSON

Retired Air Force General Bruce Carlson began his 38-year military career as a commissioned officer in 1971, after graduating with distinction from the Air Force ROTC program at the University of Minnesota Duluth with a degree in accounting. Following flight school, he flew fighter and forward air control aircraft, serving a combat tour in Southeast Asia. He also is a graduate of the Air Force’s Fighter Weapons School.

As a command pilot with more than 3,900 flying hours in several fighter aircraft, he commanded the Air Force’s first stealth fighter wing, the 49th Fighter Wing at Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico. He also served in the offices of the secretary of the Air Force and secretary of defense and as the director, J-8 Force Structure, Resources and Assessment on the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In his final assignment he commanded the Air Force’s Materiel Command at Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

Following his retirement from active duty, General Carlson was asked by the Obama Administration to serve as the 17th director of the National Reconnaissance Office for three years. Currently, he is a member of Lockheed Martin’s Board of Directors and serves as chair of the USU Space Dynamics Laboratory (SDL) Board of Directors and as chair of the SDL Guidance Council.

Through his work with SDL, Bruce has a strong connection to USU. His business success has afforded him the opportunity to give back to the university, where he generously supports nearly every area of campus.

Bruce and his wife of 54 years, Vicki, have three children and 14 grandchildren.
Darren B. Parry is a storyteller, teacher, and the former Chairman of the Northwestern Band of the Shoshone Nation. He is the author of “The Bear River Massacre: A Shoshone History”. Parry currently serves on numerous boards, including PBS Utah, Utah Humanities, and the Allen and Alice Stokes Nature Center.

Parry is the driving force behind fundraising for the Northwestern Band to build the anticipated Wuda Ogwa Cultural Interpretive Center. This center will be adjacent to the site of the Bear River Massacre—one of the deadliest massacres of Native people in U.S. History. His great-great-great-grandfather, Sagwitch Timbimboo, was the chief of the band at the time and escaped as the horrific events unfolded.

Parry frequently lectures on Native American issues surrounding history and Indigenous views related to sustainability. He has taught Native American History at Utah State University and currently works as a visiting instructor in the University of Utah’s College of Humanities. In 2017 he was a recipient of the Esto Pepetua Award from the Idaho State Historical Society, honoring his efforts in preserving and promoting the history of Idaho.

Parry attended the University of Utah and Weber State University, receiving a Bachelor of Science in physical education from the latter. His passions in life are his wife, Melody, their combined nine children, 17 grandchildren, and his Tribal family. His goal is to make sure those who have gone before him are not forgotten.
Dr. Rose Qingyang Hu is internationally known for her work in 4G/5G wireless networks design, modeling/performance evaluation, and technology standardization. Her distinguished research career encompasses fifteen years of academic research and teaching, coupled with a decade of industrial research and development. She has consistently addressed the foremost research challenges in 4G/5G wireless communication and networks, as well as distributed collaborative AI and machine learning within 5G networks. She has published 6 books, 4 book chapters, 310+ papers in leading IEEE journals and conferences with a GS citation 14,300+, and holds 29 patents. In 2020, she attained the prestigious honor of being elected as a Fellow of IEEE, a distinction conferred upon only 0.1% of the entire voting membership each year. Her research has been widely recognized through many other research honors and awards, including IEEE Distinguished Lecturer (2014-2022), National Institute of Standards and Technology Communication Technology Laboratory Innovator (2020), Faculty Researcher of the Year (2014/2016 ECE; CoE 2014), Outstanding Graduate Mentor of the Year (2022 USU), and four IEEE Best Paper Awards. She is currently serving as a Board Member for IEEE ComSoc and ASEE Engineering Research Council, and the upcoming Editor-in-Chief for the highly influential IEEE Communications Magazine starting January 2024.
E.G. PETERSON EXTENSION AWARD

DAVE FRANCIS

The E.G. Peterson Award is the highest recognition available to Utah State University (USU) Extension faculty members. It is awarded to those who provide outstanding service to the state of Utah.

Dave Francis is doing just that as he plays a crucial role in ensuring that Utah youth have every opportunity to excel. Dave is an Extension professor, the director of Extension Youth Programs, and a 4-H program leader.

Dave truly believes in his work, and his passion for youth development is infectious. He strives to ensure that youth, even in the most rural areas of Utah, have access to programs and clubs. Under his guidance, 4-H participants have gained confidence, developed essential life skills, and embraced leadership roles.

Dave’s direction and sense of inclusion are evident in the programming he has led or created, such as Junior Master Gardeners, robotics, Maker Spaces, agricultural and environmental literacy, and others. He has worked with the National 4-H Council, with support from Google, to develop capacity within 4-H for a computer science pathway for 4-H programs across the nation. Dave has been instrumental in the development and success of the Bastian Agricultural Center – the single largest donor gift in USU history. His efforts in building partnerships, fostering collaborations, and securing resources have been pivotal in creating a supportive and thriving environment for agricultural education and youth development.
Dr. Kelly Kopp is a Professor and Extension Specialist in the Plants, Soils & Climate department at Utah State University (USU), where her research efforts are focused on plant water use efficiency, sustainable turfgrass management, landscape water conservation, and irrigation technologies. She is the Director of USU’s Center for Water Efficient Landscaping and is a board member and past president of the Utah Water Conservation Forum. From 2007-2016, she served on the Board of Directors of the Alliance for Water Efficiency (AWE), an international organization promoting all aspects of water efficiency, serving as Chair from 2014-2016. Her service with AWE gave her the opportunity to work with numerous members of the water and irrigation industries, USEPA’s WaterSense team, non-profit organizations in the water sector, and other governmental agencies. She continues to work with these groups in pursuit of water use efficiency in the state of Utah, the Intermountain West, and beyond.

Recently, Dr. Kopp has directed her research and outreach efforts toward characterizing “resource-positive” landscapes, with the goal of developing and characterizing ornamental landscapes that provide enhanced ecosystem services to the urban and suburban environment. This research takes a life-cycle analysis approach to identifying landscape designs and management practices that characterize these landscapes for the state and region, with the added objective of improving their climate resilience. Dr. Kopp also leads broad outreach efforts through her work with USU Cooperative Extension, including the development of educational support materials for industry associations and clientele groups and numerous invited speaking events in the state, region, and nation. She is also active with various national and international organizations including the American Water Works Association, the American Water Resources Association, the International Turfgrass Society, the Professional Grounds Management Society of America, the National Association of Landscape Professionals, and the Golf Course Superintendent’s Association of America.
Pedram Jahangiry, CFA, is a Professional Practice Assistant Professor at Utah State University’s Huntsman School of Business, specializing in Data Analytics and Information Systems. With a Ph.D. in Economics from Arizona State University attained in 2017, Pedram transitioned from a research associate position at BlackRock NYC’s Financial Modeling Group to academia. His research interests are deeply rooted in machine learning, deep learning, and time series forecasting, areas that form the backbone of his teaching curriculum, including courses in Introduction to Regression, Machine Learning, Deep Learning, and Advanced Time Series Forecasting.

Beyond his teaching responsibilities, Pedram has been recognized with the 2023 ETE Scholar Award and has received a Teaching Scholar Certificate, highlighting his dedication to educational excellence. As a project mentor at the Analytics Solutions Center (ASC), he offers students practical experience in analytics projects through partnerships with industry leaders, fostering a hands-on learning environment. His mentorship at ASC is integral in arming students with the necessary tools to adeptly utilize AI and prepare for future industry demands.
Michael Shipley is an actor, director, teacher, and coach whose various pursuits grew out of his love for acting and theatre. His creative scholarship seeks methods to increase the effectiveness of the rehearsal process for actors and to give them greater creative freedom. As a voice and speech professional, he strives to help students integrate voice skills and acting technique in performance.

Michael received his BS in Electrical Engineering from Texas A&M University, his MS in Electrical Engineering from Stanford University, and his MFA in Acting from the American Conservatory Theatre. He is also a Certified Associate Teacher of Fitzmaurice Voicework, Certified Teacher of Knight-Thompson Speechwork, and a Certified Trainer and Coach of Vocal Combat Technique. Michael was the founding Voice and Text Director for the Great River Shakespeare Festival in Minnesota and has coached productions and taught Shakespeare and voice for festivals across the country. As an actor, he has performed with many regional theaters including the American Conservatory Theater, Missouri Repertory Theatre, American Players Theatre, Sacramento Theatre Company, as well as the Utah, Idaho, San Francisco, and Livermore Shakespeare festivals. Michael was also a founding member of the San Francisco Bay Area performance group Monday Afternoon Productions, which produces live theatre and web content. He is a proud member of the Actors’ Equity Association.
Stacy Bevan, MS, RDN is a professional practice associate professor for the Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences Department at Utah State University (USU). She enjoys the journey of teaching and learning with her students in her courses Food Literacy and Maternal and Child Nutrition. About mid-week most semesters, you can find Stacy surrounded by students in chef hats and aprons fine-tuning their culinary skills in the historic Family Life kitchens. She actively engages with learning opportunities hosted by USU’s Empowering Teaching Excellence to support evidenced-based teaching techniques in her courses. She received a Certificate in Effective College Instruction from The Association of College and University Educators and the American Council on Education and was selected as a USU Teaching Excellence Scholar.

Stacy has been awarded the Young Dietitian of the Year award by the Utah Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, the 2024 NDEP West Coast Region Outstanding Dietetic Educator Award, and as well as teaching awards by her department and by the North American Colleges and Teachers of Agriculture. She strives to create an inclusive and enriching learning environment for her students to build foundational knowledge and skills to be successful dietitians. In her spare time, Stacy enjoys gardening, being outdoors, and spending time with her husband, three kids, and puppy.
Cassandra McCall, Ph.D. is an Assistant Professor in Engineering Education and Co-Director of the Institute for Interdisciplinary Transition Services at Utah State University. Her research leverages qualitative methods and universal design principles to explore the intersections of disability, access, and identity formation in STEM as well as their cultural implications for engineering academia and industry. She has led two noteworthy projects funded by the National Science Foundation. The first project developed a grounded theory model of professional and disability identity formation among undergraduate civil engineering students with disabilities.

The second project entails the creation of auditory resources to convey the stories of these students to engineering faculty. To create more inclusive learning environments for students with disabilities, McCall applies her research findings to the design and facilitation of technical undergraduate engineering courses. Since joining Engineering Education in August 2020, McCall has developed innovative pedagogical and assessment approaches that encourage her students to personally connect with and apply course material in ways that promote student learning and identity formation as engineers. Her contributions to the field have been acknowledged with prestigious awards from premier engineering education journals, including the Australasian Journal of Engineering Education and the Journal of Engineering Education.
Brian Champagne grew up in the less-famous Central California, but left after starting his television news career there. He worked 22 years in news for NBC, ABC, Fox and CBS affiliates in four markets. He served as Chief Photographer for KTXL-TV in Sacramento, but worked in front of the camera, too.

Brian earned his bachelor’s degree from California State University, Bakersfield, and his master’s from the University of the Pacific in Stockton. Look for it in the exterior shots from the movie Flubber, which was shot while he was attending.

He now teaches Broadcast Journalism full-time at Utah State University, but connects the professional and academic worlds by doing stringer, freelance, and contract work for all stations in the Salt Lake City DMA and beyond.
Dr. Missy Kofoed, a lecturer in the Department of Chemistry and Department of Biochemistry, earned her B.S. degree with majors in chemistry and biology from the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh before completing her Ph.D. in biochemistry at Utah State University in 2011. Her passion and aptitude for teaching led her to seek a teaching focused career which included seven years as a high school science educator before joining the faculty at USU in 2018. During her tenure at USU, she has taught more than 7,900 students in various courses including Introductory Chemistry, General Chemistry, and Introductory Biochemistry through both traditional face-to-face and online delivery methods.

Her teaching aims are centered around providing effective instruction through intentional, evidence-based course design and her commitment to innovation in pedagogy inspired her to earn her certificate in Effective Online Teaching from the Association of College and University Educators as well as a Teaching Scholar designation from the office of Empowering Teaching Excellence at USU. In her role as a mentor, she actively fosters student success within and beyond the classroom, guiding students as teaching assistants, facilitating student engagement in community outreach activities, and supporting students in their pursuits of graduate education and careers.
TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD

AMANDA DELIMAN

Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services

Dr. Amanda Deliman is an Assistant Professor in the School of Teacher Education and Leadership (TEAL), based out of Utah State University-Salt Lake campus. She teaches courses in early childhood and elementary literacy education. Dr. Deliman’s creative scholarly pursuits focus on the intersections of teacher learning and teacher education, children’s literature and curriculum integration, and social-emotional learning.

Dr. Deliman is dedicated to supporting the well-being of her students and prioritizes student-centered learning and the practical application of newly learned content as core tenets of her philosophy of teaching. She makes it a top priority to attend to district and state initiatives so that USU teacher candidates enter the workforce prepared to be effective teacher leaders. As a member of the faculty committee for the Office of Empowering Teaching Excellence, Dr. Deliman proudly supports the mission of promoting a culture of teaching excellence across our statewide system.
TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD

GUSTAVO OVANDO-MONTEJO

S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources

Dr. Gustavo Ovando-Montejo is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Environment and Society and is based on the USU Blanding Campus. He was born in the ancient city of Tenochtitlan, now known as Mexico City, but was raised in the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico. At the age of 18 he moved to Utah to attend Brigham Young University. While there, he developed an enigmatic appreciation for maps and map-making processes, leading him to major in Geography. Since then, his passion for maps has ultimately led him to earn a master’s and a doctorate in Geography from Oklahoma State University.

His teaching and research interests deal in general with human-environmental systems and natural resource management including the integration of GIS and remote sensing techniques for application in these areas.
SPECIAL HONORS

VALEDICTORIANS

Caine College of the Arts
Emma M. Thackeray

College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences
Megan Terry

College of Engineering
Caleb S. Miller

College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Preston D. Waddoups

College of Science
Sterling Scott Sturgill

Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services
Celina Larsen

Jon M. Huntsman School of Business
Hunter Anthony Ted Smith

S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources
Austin James Garner

STUDENT AWARDS

Masters Student Researcher of the Year
Rae Fadlovich

Doctoral Student Researcher of the Year
Samuel Skidmore

Graduate Student Teacher of the Year
Megan Bagley

Peak Prize: Undergraduate Researcher of the Year
Cristina Chirvasa

Scholar of the Year
Kristina Ann Roller

Legacy of Utah State Award
Megan Raddatz

Female Athlete of the Year
Kelsey Kaufusi

Male Athlete of the Year
Darius Brown II

Talent of the Year
Lele Bonizzi

Achievement of the Year
Regan Tracy

Organization of the Year
Huntsman Scholar Program Student Leadership Board

Val R. Christensen Service Award
Tyler Rich

Nicholas Robins Memorial Award
Abraham Rodriquez

Geraldine Robins Memorial Award
Vanessa Richards

Bill E. Robins Memorial Award
Breanna Beck

Citizenship Awards
Hope Ward
Tyson Packer

HONORS PROGRAM GRADUATES

Hannah Kristine Baxter
Nate Gwan-Jone Bee
Kaitlyn Blotter

Jamie Butikofer
Cristina Chirvasa
Morgan Lee Christensen
Melissa E. Cook
Joe Thomas Cooney
Landon John Corbett
Katelyn Davies
Alyssa Gaither
Davis Riley Haag
Marcus T. Hayden
Rylee Jo Howe
Kalli Hull
Cassey Grace Ivie
Elleke Grace Kofford
Abby Lauren Lee
Kristin Theresa Leutgeb
Kimberly Ann Lewin
Jordan Claire Lockwood
Bella B. Lonardo
Patrick Adam Merighe
Sara Michelle Miner
Jackson Jeffrey Morley
Carter Jacob Ottley
Lily Xiulan Roth
Gracie Shippen
Tate Edwin Smith
Hunter Scott Stanger
Julia Elisabeth Suess
Alyssa Dawn Taylor
Josh Dennis White
Sophia Lee Withers
SPECIAL HONORS

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE COMMISSIONS
Marshall D. Breck
Jackson Ford Jepperson
Jacob M. Oldham
Tyson Nicholas Packer
Nathan R. Rakowski
Ariick Monroe Smith
Andrew Lee Watt

UNITED STATES ARMY COMMISSIONS
Charlie Carl Baggett
Josh Michael Bowcut
Alexa M. Dean
Abe Chase Graham
Michael Helsley
Makayla Lewis Huff
Rebecca Ann Jensen
Jens Shumway Jones
Nielsen Pratt Lundgren
Noah E. Mendenhall
Nathan E. Miller
Truman Marc Semadeni

COMMUNITY ENGAGED SCHOLARS
Kylie Lynne Bell
Alexis Bennett
Jillian Ivy Bouchard
Cristina Chirvasa
Landon John Corbett
Anna C. Durrans
Annalisa Gregory
Makara Morgan Humes
Cassey Grace Ivie
Kalli Hull
Kate Markman
Sarah Beatrice Moore
Taylia Norris
Ashlyn Shae Robinson
Tessa Renee Sabin
Emma Adrienne Templeton
Michelle Leann Webb

GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT SCHOLARS
Cristina Chirvasa
Katie Creglow
Amber Paige Hall
Alex J. Lambert
Sara Michelle Miner
Camryn McKenna Rigby
Abi Kate Roberts

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH SCHOLARS
Skyler Malone Andam
Maia Elizabeth Andam
Paul Bridger Bradford
Marshall H. Burrows
Kiernan Taylor Callister
Cristina Chirvasa
Ethan Elijah Dayley
Tori Dehlin
Jaron Jayce Dixon
Cassandra Jenette Dubose
Levi Clifford Hopkins
Alivia Dawn Jolley
Jordan Claire Lockwood
Nathan Grant Pace
Basil Leigh Payne
Tyler Wendell Rich
Ashleigh Taylor Sabin
Sydney Kara Schmidt
Gracie Shippen
Alyssa Dawn Taylor
Sariah Rose Tillotson
Preston D. Waddoups
Hana Lynne Walker
Samantha Kay Wallace
Maggie Arin Zentner
Fellow Aggies,

Congratulations to our newest Utah State University alumni, the class of 2024! Your journey through college is merely the initial chapter in a lifelong bond with USU.

As you embark on your next endeavors, being an Aggie is one of those assets you can continue to use to thrive. Graduation signifies the conclusion of an extraordinary chapter and the commencement of a fresh phase — embracing membership in the Aggie Alumni Family, a network renowned for its connections, camaraderie, and support.

175,000 strong
Today, you become part of a community of more than 175,000 alumni — Aggies bound by shared experiences and aspirations. The USU Alumni Association is dedicated to nurturing this network, fostering connections that transcend boundaries and benefit both the university and its graduates.

Proudly proclaim, “I am an Aggie!” and seize every chance to showcase your affiliation with USU. It holds the power to unlock new opportunities and forge meaningful connections.

Stay connected
As a new member of our alumni community, you have the opportunity to support and guide future students who follow in your footsteps. By ensuring your contact information remains current, you’ll stay informed about the latest news and upcoming alumni events, accessible at usu.edu/alumniupdate.

Engaging in alumni activities is another avenue for involvement. Join your local Aggie Alumni Chapter and become part of the dynamic Aggie Network at aggienetwork.usu.edu. These connections not only foster friendships, but also serve as invaluable networking resources, opening doors to new opportunities and professional growth.

Support scholarships
If you’re staying in Utah, showcase your pride in USU and contribute to scholarships by adorning your vehicle with an Aggie license plate. Explore usu.edu/alumni/gradpack to secure your first year of the A-plate on us!

Additionally, consider the Aggie affinity credit card, a great way to support scholarships and programs supporting future USU students with everyday purchases. Learn more about these and other exclusive alumni benefits at usu.edu/alumni/benefits.

Enjoy the journey
We are incredibly grateful for the committed alumni who continue to shape our community. On behalf of the USU Alumni Association, I extend heartfelt congratulations on your graduation. As you set forth on your next journey, I have every confidence that the trail you blaze will be a source of pride for USU and an inspiration to all. Best wishes for the exciting road ahead!

Stay in touch and Go Aggies!

Heather Mason BA ’96
USU Alumni Association President

Email: alumni@usu.edu
Website: usu.edu/alumni
Social: usu.edu/alumni/social
LEGEND

LATIN SCHOLASTIC HONOR DESIGNATIONS
Latin Scholastic Designations at graduation are earned by completing a minimum of 40 USU credits and are based solely on the USU GPA, as follows:

^ Summa Cum Laude  3.95 to 4.00 GPA
+ Magna Cum Laude  3.80 to 3.94 GPA
* Cum Laude  3.50 to 3.79 GPA

These designations will appear on the diploma and on the official transcript.

HONORS FOR ASSOCIATE DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES
Honors are based solely on the USU GPA, as follows:

^^ High Honors  3.75 to 4.00 GPA
** Honors  3.50 to 3.74 GPA

These designations will appear only on the official transcript.

Institutional Certificates of Proficiency will not be awarded honors.

UNDERGRADUATE CREDENTIALS EARNED
ICP Institutional Certificate of Proficiency
CC Certificate of Completion
CP Certificate of Proficiency
AS Associate of Science
AA Associate of Arts
AAS Associate of Applied Science
BS Bachelor of Science
BA Bachelor of Arts
BM Bachelor of Music
BLA Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
BIAD Bachelor of Interior Architecture & Design
BFA Bachelor of Fine Arts
CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS CONVOCATION

May 2, 2024
Newel & Jean Daines Concert Hall
Chase Fine Arts Center
2:30 pm

PRELUDE
USU Jazz Combo, Braun Khan, Professional Practice Assistant Professor, Director

PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps

WELCOME
Nicholas Morrison, Dean

INTRODUCTION OF EMMA M. THACKERAY, VALEDICTORIAN
Robert Waters, Professional Practice Professor, Music

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Emma M. Thackeray

INTRODUCTION OF MICHAEL SHIPLEY, TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Nicholas Morrison, Dean

TEACHER OF THE YEAR ADDRESS
Michael Shipley, Assistant Professor, Theatre Arts

PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
Nicholas Morrison, Dean
Presented to Jon Gudmundson, Professor of Music Emeritus

HOODING OF MASTER’S CANDIDATES

RECOGNITION OF 2024 CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

CLOSING REMARKS
Nicholas Morrison, Dean

RECESSIONAL

RETURN TO THE TABLE OF CONTENTS
2023-2024 CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS
AWARD RECIPIENTS

Nicholas Morrison, Dean

BILL E. ROBINS MEMORIAL NOMINEE
Ian Richard Parvin

COMMUNITY-ENGAGED STUDENT
Morgan Empey

INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE STUDENT
Meghan Hatfield

GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHER
Amanda Joy-Petersen

LEGACY OF UTAH STATE NOMINEE
Hillary Callister

MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER
Carter Pasma

ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR
USU Collegiate Chapter of Utah Music Teachers Association

OUTSTANDING SENIORS
Department of Art + Design:
Maddie Elise Anderson, Lily Jarvis,
Rebeca Kaylee Mathis
Department of Music:
Amy Abel DeSpain, Anna Leigh Johnson,
DJ Wayne Combs
Department of Theatre Arts:
Brooklyn N. Bullard, Levi Clifford Hopkins,
Mark Brandon Hulse

SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Kennedy Fry

USUSA ARTS SENATOR
Frances Simpson

TALENT OF THE YEAR AWARD
Department of Art + Design: Eleonora Lele Bonizzi
Department of Music: Caden Webb
Department of Theatre Arts: Jordan Claire Lockwood

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER
Levi Clifford Hopkins

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW
Hope Elizabeth Ward

VALEDICTORIAN
Emma M. Thackeray
Music
Faculty Escort:
Robert Waters, Music

Emma Thackeray is graduating with a Bachelor of Music in violin performance. She has studied under the mentorship of Robert Waters and the Fry Street Quartet in the Caine College of the Arts. From 2022 to 2024, Emma has held the positions of concertmaster in the USU Symphony Orchestra and first violinist in the Caine String Quartet. In 2023, she showcased her talent as a Concerto Competition winner with the USU Symphony Orchestra. Additionally, Emma has achieved first place twice in the Utah ASTA Chamber Music Competition. Emma was also the 2023-2024 Presser Scholar, awarded for achieving a high level of musical and academic excellence and exemplifying equity and inclusion values. Her recent projects have encompassed performance psychology, healthy musicianship, and female representation in performance repertoire.

In addition to her performance degree, Emma holds a minor in business from the Huntsman School of Business. Alongside her academic endeavors, Emma enjoys hiking, collage art, and is learning how to cook.
CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS
2023-2024 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION & HOODING

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

MASTER’S DEGREE

Betzer, Zekiel Dirk
Master of Fine Arts
Department of Art and Design
Woody Shepherd

Isaacson Bauer, Katelyn
Master of Fine Arts
Department of Art and Design
Susie Tibbitts

Joy-Petersen, Amanda
Master of Fine Arts
Department of Art and Design
Kathy Puzey

Keen, Ashton
Master of Fine Arts
Department of Art and Design
John Neely

Lutz, Marlaina Marie
Master of Fine Arts
Department of Art and Design
Dan Murphy

Madsen, Christian Sigfrid
Master of Music
Department of Music

McAllister, Andrew
Master of Fine Arts
Department of Art and Design
Jared Ragland

Musselman, Josh Lynn
Master of Music
Department of Music
Dr. Craig Don Jessop

Nathan, Ben Alan
Master of Fine Arts
Department of Art and Design
Kathy Puzey

Pasma, Carter Alexander
Master of Fine Arts
Department of Art and Design
Dan Murphy

Rau, Mark Nathaniel
Master of Music
Department of Music

Teixeira Testoni, Leonardo
Master of Music
Department of Music
CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS
2023-2024 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

ART + DESIGN
Anderson, Maddie Elise, BFA
Ashby, Grace Anne, BFA +
Baker, Aubrie Faith, AA
Ball, Aubrey, BS *
Barlow, Rachael, BIAD ^
Beckstead, Kade Ryan, BS
Bell, Eliza Jane, BA
Bell, Jakob Aaron, BFA +
Berg, Emma J., BFA ^
Boley, Mykay Moulton, BS
Broadhead, Shelby Anne, BS ^
Bunton, Caimage K., BIAD *
Caron, Hailey Elizabeth, BS +
Castro, Samantha, BFA *
Cheney, Caden James, BFA
Clark, Janelle Alice, BFA +
Coleman, Caden Hinckley, BFA +
Conover, Olivia, BIAD +
Cooper, Samuel David, BS +
Cummings, Alida Katherine, BIAD +
Davis, Abby Lynn, BFA *
Davis, Rosic Rose, BFA *
Edelman, Raegan Ashley, BA +
Elliker, Tjaden, BIAD *
Endischeck, Leyonah Leola, AA ^^
Ethington, Olivia Noelle, BFA *
Flores Cabrera, Alisson, BIAD
Foley, Elizabeth, AA **
Freeman, Alexis A., BIAD +
Geddes, Mattalyan, BIAD +
Greene, Samantha Robyn, BFA +
Hull, Shelby Lynn, BIAD *
Johnston, Klint Karson, BFA ^
Kukuk, Matthew, BFA +
Lam, Katrina H., BFA ^
Larsen, Jacey Alexis, BIAD ^
Larson, Ethan McKay, BFA +
Lawnson, Savannah, BFA *
Lentz, Megan L., BS *
Lewis, Angela M., BFA *
Lippert, Allison, BS +
Mabbott, Kameron Nicole, BIAD +
Madden, Lars C., BFA *
Markman, Kate, BS *
Massey, Mya Mercedes, BFA
Mathis, Rebecca Kaylee, BIAD +
McNeil, Maia Justine, BFA *
Midgley, Clarissa Maria, BS +
Moore, Sarah Elizabeth, BA *
Nemelka, Caroline Clayton,
BFA, BIAD ^
Ogilvie, Morgan Elizabeth, BS
Olney, Quincy JoLynn, BFA +
Page, Kate Wilhelm, BFA +
Paskett, Baylee, BIAD *
Pearson, Avery B., BS
Petersen, Lily Susan, BFA +
Price, Zoe, BFA *
Rindlisbacher, Brynnne, BIAD +
Simiskey, Lindsay Ann, BFA ^
Smith, Faith, BIAD *
Sprouse, McKenna Alyse, BFA
Staley, Emily Anne, BFA ^
Stanger, Elizabeth Sariah, BFA +
Stewart, Sadie Kristina, BFA ^
Stolworthy, Brooklynn Shane, BS
Stowell, Hannah Camille, BFA
Swan, Susie Mary, BS
Swenson, Kylie M., BFA *
Tanner, Natalie, BIAD *
Thomas, Ali Grace, BFA *
Thompson, Alaine Suzanne, BFA +
Thorndyke, Nico Erin, BS *
Todd, Kendzi Anna, BFA *
Tolley, Sydney Ann, BS
Von Horn, Irene, BS
Walker, Jaden Gracie, BFA +
Wells, Brynn Alien, BFA *
Whirby, Cassity Jo, BFA *
White, Lucinda, BIAD *
Wise, Kelsey N., BIAD *
Yancey, Lydia Elaine, BIAD *
Zhu, Kanran, BS

MUSIC
Allen, Haley Kristin, BM
Anderson, Erik Robert, BM
Anderson, McKay H., BS *
Baer, Phoebe Caroline, BS +
Becker, Ryan, BS +
Billings, Anna Maylee, BA ^
Bonyy, Andy Mick, BS
Bonny, Cammy, BS *
Burton, Kaela Brooke, BS *
Carlson, Sadie E., BS
Chenery, Abby Joyce, BS +
Chesley, Megan Elise, BS
Christian, Abi Joyce, BS ^
Colombel, Jules R., BM
Combs, DJ Wayne, BM *
Corry, Emme E., BS ^
Cummings, Rebecca Michelle, BM *
Curtis, Mckaela Rose, BS +
Despain, Amy Abel, BM +
Erekson, Savannah Marie, BS
Fairbourn, Katie Janette, BS +
Ferrara, Meghan Danielle, BS ^
Gadd, Maggie Grace, BA *
Gammon, Arianne Jade, BM
Gardner, Sam Leavitt, BM
Geertsen, Abigail Edwards, BA ^
Gieseke, Eric S., BS
Hakes, Hannah Lynn, BS +
Hessing, Aubree Elizabeth, BS ^
Huff, Matt Thomas, BM
Hunt, Jacki Mae, BM *
Jepsen, Wendy Lee, BS
Jessop, Andrew Lance, BM ^
Johnson, Anna Leigh, BM *
Jones, David Craig, BA ^
Kaufman, Ben B., BS *
Kearl, Amelia, BM ^
Larsen, Nedra Noelle Oldham, BM +
Lee, Abby Lauren, BS *
Lewin, Kimberly Ann, BM ^
Longhurst, Rheannon, BS +
Matheson, Kendrick Ericson, BM ^
McCoiter, Sophie Elane, BS +
Mohlmam, Kaya Theresa, BS *
Mortensen Garnett, Nana, BS ^
Olson, Carissa, BA +
Parvin, Ian Richard, BA +
Perez, Gabriela Isabel, BS *
Rhea, Amanda Fonda, BS +
Riddell, Sylvia Maeve, BS +
Smith, Tori Elizabeth, BS *
Stacey, Hannah, BM ^
Stewart, Tim Kenneth, BM
Stowell, Julia Rose, BM ^
Taylor, Alyssa Dawn, BS *
Taylor, Maribelle Mareatta, BM +
Thackeray, Emma M., BM
Timmerman, Emma Brooke, BS *
Ward, hope Elizabeth, BS *
Welch, Nicholas Ryan, BM *
Willmore, Ethan George, BA
Yates, Abigail C., BS +
Zhou, Jie, BA

THEATRE ARTS
Bauer, Katie L., BA *
Bullard, Brooklyn N., BA *
Chiappia, Ollie Therese, BFA *
Clawson, Jake Chandler, BFA ^
Fayard, Arden L., BFA *
Francis, Brynn R., BFA *
Garcia, Mason Lorenzo, BFA +
Hopkins, Levi Clifford, BFA +
Hostetler, Nicole Brooke, BFA
Hulse, Mark Brandon, BFA *
Jackson, Harmon, BFA +
Lingardo, Natalie LaVon, BFA *
Lockwood, Jordan Claire, BFA ^
Minshew, Mac McCaslin, BFA *
Newton, Mary Eliza, BA *
Rasmussen, Timo Walter, BFA +
Secley, Dylan Madison, BFA
Shoell, Summer J., BFA *
Singleton, Serenity Jo, AA
Staley, Willoughby Hall, BFA *
Willmore, Elise Mae, BFA ^
May 2, 2024
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
6:00 p.m.

PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps

INTRODUCTIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Mateja Savoie Roskos, Associate Dean for Academic Programs and Student Services

RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES
Kenneth L. White, Dean

GRADUATE REMARKS
Greg Cuomo, Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Student Services

2023-2024 GRADUATE HOODING

VALEDICTORIAN
Megan Terry, Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Sciences
Valedictorian’s Faculty Escort: Stacy Bevan
Professional Practice Associate Professor
Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Sciences

2023-2024 PRESENTATION OF UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

RECESSIONAL
Megan Terry is graduating with a degree in dietetics and a minor in mathematics. She is from Hooper, Utah, and graduated from Fremont High School where she excelled in orchestra, track and field, and cross country, earning First Team All-State and Fremont High School Female Athlete of the Year honors. Megan continued her running career as a member of Utah State’s cross country and track and field teams. She earned the Whitesides Scholar Award all four years of her running career and was runner-up in 2023 as the USU Whitesides Scholar Athlete of the Year.

Megan has enjoyed her time at Utah State and has learned the importance of good nutrition. She has noticed through her experiences where gaps in nutrition education exist and hopes to fill some of those gaps by educating others and promoting equal access to good nutrition.

Megan has enjoyed her time at Utah State and has learned the importance of good nutrition. She has noticed through her experiences where gaps in nutrition education exist and hopes to fill some of those gaps by educating others and promoting equal access to good nutrition.

Education has always been a priority for Megan and she has enjoyed becoming a learner during her time at Utah State. She believes that becoming a creative thinker and problem solver, being dependable, and genuinely caring about people are more important than being a good student. Megan will begin pursuing a master’s degree in the fall with the goal of becoming a registered dietitian.

Megan comes from a True Aggie family as her grandparents, father, aunts and uncles, and two older sisters all graduated from Utah State. Her younger sister is also currently attending. Megan loves to spend time with her family, be outside, play soccer, run, and do puzzles. Megan would like to thank her parents Beverly and Spencer, and her family and friends who supported and encouraged her in every endeavor she pursued. Without them, she would not be here today.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Adams, Laura Anne
Doctor of Philosophy
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Irina Polejaeva

Borhara, Krishna
Doctor of Philosophy
Plants, Soils, and Climate
Dr. Shih-Yu Wang

Boyle, Paige Elizabeth
Doctor of Philosophy
Plants, Soils, and Climate
Dr. Kelly L. Kopp

Chen, JJ
Doctor of Philosophy
Plants, Soils, and Climate
Dr. Youping Sun

Clayton, Mike Joseph
Doctor of Philosophy
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Arnaud Van Wettere & Dr. Bryan Stegelmeier

Clouse, Michelle
Doctor of Philosophy
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education
Dr. Lucy Delgadillo

Dixon, Chihiro
Doctor of Philosophy
Plants, Soils, and Climate
Dr. Scott Jones

Duhan, Naveen
Doctor of Philosophy
Plants, Soils, and Climate
Dr. Rakesh Kaundal

Fernberg, Phillip J.
Doctor of Philosophy
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning
Dr. Brent Chamberlain

Konakis, Zak
Doctor of Philosophy
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education
Dr. Michael Pate

Maeser, Stan
Doctor of Philosophy
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education
Dr. Spielmaker

Marsh, Melissa
Doctor of Philosophy
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences
Dr. Silvana Martini

Miller, Amelia Jean
Doctor of Philosophy
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education
Dr. Brian Warnick

Miller, Phearen Kit
Doctor of Philosophy
Plants, Soils, and Climate
Dr. Jeanette M. Norton

Munns, Kelli Colleen
Doctor of Philosophy
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education
Dr. Brian Warnick

Nur, Habiba Ali
Doctor of Philosophy
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences
Dr. Heidi J. Wengreen

Park, Hye Yeon
Doctor of Philosophy
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning
Dr. Carlos Licon

Paudel, Asmita
Doctor of Philosophy
Plants, Soils, and Climate
Dr. Youping Sun

Regouski, Misha
Doctor of Philosophy
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Heloisa Rutigliano & Dr. Irina Polejaeva

Riskas, Tyson Michael
Doctor of Philosophy
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education
Dr. Kelsey Hall

Rodriguez, Daphne Michelle
Doctor of Philosophy
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Abby Benninghoff

Ruesch, Emily Kaye
Doctor of Philosophy
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education
Dr. Joseph Staheli Furse

Ruesch, Emily Kaye
Doctor of Philosophy
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education
Dr. Joseph Staheli Furse
Sullivan, Tina Marie  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Matt Yost

Wang, Zuyi  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Applied Economics  
Dr. Man-Keun Kim

Westmoreland, Mitchell  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Bruce G. Bugbee

Wood, Matthew  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education  
Dr. Tyson Sorenson

Yang, Haishan  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Applied Economics  
Dr. Reza Oladi

Yen, Li-Ting  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Astrid Jacobson

MANY’S DEGREES

Ali, Lamis Adnan  
Master of Science  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Prateek Sharma

Anderson, Madison Daynes  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Bachman, Kara M.  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Mateja Renee Savoie Roskos

Bahr, Corinne M.  
Master of Science  
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning  
Dr. Jake F. Powell

Bailey, Anna  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Baker, Megan J.  
Master of Science  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Matt Yost

Beckert, Patricia Virginia  
Master of Landscape Architecture  
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning  
Dr. David Thomas Evans

Bergsma, Micah  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Bjerke, Kendal  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Boyle, Chenese  
Master of Education  
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education

Breinholt, Karli Ann  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Heidi J. Wengreen

Broadbent, Chester Riley  
Master of Science  
Applied Economics  
Dr. Ryan Clark Feuz

Bry, Stephanie Megan  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Burlakoti, Saroj  
Master of Science  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Shital Poudyal

Castro Veloz, Camila  
Master of Science  
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences  
Dr. Fernanda Batistel

Chappell, Kelsey  
Master of Education  
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education

Chilinski, Melissa Leanne  
Master of Science  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Paul R. Grossl

Christenson, Makenzie Taylor  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Creer, Maddi  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Casey Coombs

Crompton, Rhees  
Master of Science  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Taylor S. Oberg

Decker, Kjersti  
Master of Science  
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education  
Dr. Michael Pate

Devkota, Ananta  
Master of Science  
Plants, Soils and Climate  
Dr. Amita Kaundal
Drake, Shayln  
Master of Aviation Science  
Aviation Technology

Durbin, Paytin  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Eddington, Alex Grant  
Master of Public Health  
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences  
Dr. Jane Kelly

Elgiar, Tyler Raymond  
Master of Science  
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences  
Dr. Seth Lyman

Evans, Brittany  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Farnsworth, Amria Lan  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Casey Coombs

Faulkner, Misty  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Fogle, Kenzy Christian  
Master of Landscape Architecture  
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning  
Dr. Jake F. Powell

Fowler, Molli  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Fowles, Karen Phyllis  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Fredette, Elody Joy  
Master of Public Health  
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences  
Dr. Jane Kelly

Frost, Cailee Elizabeth  
Master of Landscape Architecture  
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning  
Dr. Sean Edward Michael

Frost, Jonathon  
Master of Science  
Applied Economics  
Dr. Tanner McCarty

Gifford, Robert  
Master of Science  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Heidi Wengreen

Goodey, Chase Todd  
Master of Science  
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences  
Dr. S. Clay Isom

Gray, KC  
Master of Education  
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education

Greenough, Aaron James  
Master of Aviation Science  
Aviation Technology

Gunter, Madi Lea  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Mateja Renee Savoie Roskos

Hales, Lydia Ann  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Hendry, Derrick Scott  
Master of Science  
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education  
Dr. Rhonda L. Miller

Henrie, Micah Lynn  
Master of Science  
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences  
Dr. S. Clay Isom

Hermansen, Ben Clark  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Hershkowitz, Julie  
Master of Science  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Bruce G. Bugbee

Hettinger, Erin Marie  
Master of Science  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Corey Verlin Ransom

Higbee, Steve Paul  
Master of Aviation Science  
Aviation Technology

Hoch, Kristin Leigh  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Casey Coombs

Holden, Melanie Hicken  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Hunsaker, Lisa  
Master of Education  
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education

Israelson, Benson Falslev  
Master of Science  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Earl Creech

Jenkins, Emily Lisea  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Casey Coombs
Johnson, Samuel Donald  
Master of Landscape Architecture  
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning  
Dr. Keith Christensen

Jones, Dalton Monroe  
Master of Science  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Paul G. Johnson

Kelly, Kristine  
Master of Education  
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education

Khan, Asif Ahmed  
Master of Science  
Applied Economics  
Dr. Man Li

Kidd, Landen Don  
Master of Food Safety and Quality  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Karin Allen

Kim, Ashley Ann  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Kim, Hongjun  
Master of Aviation Science  
Aviation Technology

Koelling, Alexis J.  
Master of Science  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Kelly L. Kopp

Kopaigora, Alex  
Master of Aviation Science  
Aviation Technology

Krause, Will Vincent  
Master of Science  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Paul G. Johnson

LeBaron, Jon Curtis  
Master of Food Safety and Quality  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Karin Allen

Locke, Aaron Gardner  
Master of Aviation Science  
Aviation Technology

Long, Jennifer Elise  
Master of Science  
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education  
Dr. Michelle Burrows

Macfarlane, Devin Valberg  
Master of Landscape Architecture  
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning  
Dr. Jake F. Powell

Martin, Addison Capri  
Master of Landscape Architecture  
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning  
Dr. Carlos Licon

Mason, Olivia Kathryn  
Master of Science  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Stephan Van Vliet

Mathews, Jesse  
Master of Science  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Youping Sun

Mathis, Ashley Karen  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Maughan, Wes  
Master of Science  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Corey Verlin Ransom

McBride, Natalie  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Memmott, Allie Glenn  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Mateja Renee Savoie Roskos

Mildenhall, Seth E.  
Master of Food Safety and Quality  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Karin Allen

Nelson, Amanda  
Master of Science  
Applied Economics  
Dr. Ryan A. Larsen

Nelson, Rodney  
Master of Science  
Plants, Soils, and Climate  
Dr. Earl Creech

Nielsen, Christopher  
Master of Aviation Science  
Aviation Technology

Nixt, Taylor Jean  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Norris, Jack Conrad  
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Mateja Renee Savoie Roskos

Page, Karli Rayanne  
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences
Palmer, Katelynn
Master of Science
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences
Dr. Prateek Sharma

Pancoast, Joe
Master of Landscape Architecture
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning
Dr. David T. Anderson

Peterson, Amie
Master of Education
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education

Peterson, Kylie
Master of Public Health
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences
Dr. Mateja Renee Savoie Roskos

Phipps, Kara Lynn
Master of Dietetics Administration
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Porter, Jennifer
Master of Dietetics Administration
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Pougher, Nathan Edward
Master of Science
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences
Dr. Prateek Sharma

Pupkiewicz, Ben David
Master of Aviation Science
Aviation Technology

Quiroz Elizondo, Sandra Karina
Master of Public Health
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences
Dr. Mateja Renee Savoie Roskos

Reid, Amy Michelle
Master of Landscape Architecture
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning
Dr. Ole Russell Sleipness

Richard, Morgan Ashley Byrd
Master of Public Health
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Jane Kelly

Rioveros, Diorella Mae Gatchalian
Master of Dietetics Administration
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Robbins, Myrick
Master of Education
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education

Salter, Jessie
Master of Public Health
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Kerry A. Rood

Scholes, Derek Jon
Master of Dietetics Administration
Agriculture

Scow, Spencer
Master of Science
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences
Dr. Korry Hintze

Searle, Kenny Jay
Master of Public Health
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences
Dr. Mateja Renee Savoie Roskos

Sears, Karissa
Master of Dietetics Administration
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Smith, Conner Robert
Master of Science
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning
Dr. Daniella Hirschfeld

Spencer, Mariah Anne
Master of Science
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education
Dr. Rose Judd-Murray

Spencer, Mariah Anne
Master of Science
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education
Dr. Rose Judd-Murray

Springer, Becca Lyn
Master of Landscape Architecture
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning
Dr. Benjamin Hollis George

St Clair, Sarah Jayne
Master of Dietetics Administration
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Stephens, Catina
Master of Public Health
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences
Dr. Mateja Renee Savoie Roskos

Stewart, Eliza Catherine
Master of Science
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Abby Benninghoff

Stout, Elizabeth N.
Master of Dietetics Administration
Agriculture

Sullivan, Meghan
Master of Dietetics Administration
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Taylor, Zoe Kyoko
Master of Science
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Brett Hurst

Teneng, Astrida Awa
Master of Dietetics Administration
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences
Thompson, Katie M.
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Thompson, Shanda
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Mateja Renee Savoie Roskos

Thornton, Amber
Master of Science  
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences  
Dr. Heloisa Rutigliano

Tingey, Laura
Master of Public Health  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Casey Coombs

Ustach-Smith, Julie Mae
Master of Education  
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education

Verburgt, Kelly J.
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Verma, Anjali
Master of Science  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Prateek Sharma

Vigil, Mickey Elain
Master of Landscape Architecture  
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning  
Dr. Keith Christensen

Weight, Abbie Elizabeth
Master of Science  
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences  
Dr. Justin G. Julander

Westover, Chanden C.
Master of Science  
Applied Economics  
Dr. Tanner McCarty

Whitaker, Taryn
Master of Science  
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education  
Dr. Rose Judd-Murray

Wilkins, Colby
Master of Science  
Applied Economics  
Dr. Ryan Clark Feuz

Wood, Brantzen Richard
Master of Science  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences  
Dr. Taylor S. Oberg

Wright, Heather
Master of Dietetics Administration  
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Sciences

Zinger, Nicole E.
Master of Aviation Science  
Aviation Technology

Ziyadah, Khalid
Master of Aviation Science  
Aviation Technology
AGRICULTURE
Barrus, Shawndi Marie, BS
Bell, Kylie Lynne, BS
Claridge, Jordan David, BS
Goodey, Kyleigh Miranda, BS
Grimaud, Airelle Lynn, BS
Lawes, Avery, BS
Peterson, Camrie Jan, BS
Rivera, Anahi Kristen, BS
Rollins, Heather, BS *
Scarbrough, Chloe Elise, BS *
Scott, Morgan Sydney, BS *
Shelton, Olivia J., BS
Smith, Tiriana, BS
Staley, Tucker Owen, BS *
Stockman, Spencer Joshua, BS
Treacy, Cameron Ward, BS

ANIMAL, DAIRY AND VETERINARY SCIENCES
Armajo, Clara Mae Precious, CC ^^
Arnsworth, Kenya Felicity, BS
Aston, Abby June, BS *
Ball, Elizabeth M., BS
Barker, Jolee Lynn, BS
Barton, Ashlee Mikayla, BS *
Baxter, Hannah Kristine, BS *
Biesinger, Joseph Albert, BS *
Bosshardt, Shelby, BS
Brophy, Kimmi Annghaela, BS
Brown, Bailee Lynn, BS
Carlson, Courtney Dawn, BS
Craig, Chey Bailey, BS
Dalto, Jane Alexandra, BS
Durham, Hallie Rae, BS
Eberhard, Madi Elizabeth, BS *
Erickson, Aubrey Sabin, BS
Felkins, Paige, CC
Fenn, Brooklyn, BS
Field, Hannah Jo, BS *
Garside, McKay Lydia, BS +
Giles, Andrea L., BS *
Guenther, Katie N., BS *
Hasebi, Noah Player, BS
Hemmert, Nathaniel Alexander, BS *
Hernandez, Kaitlyn Ruth, BS
Holgate, Brooke Ann, BS
Jessop, Seaira Finlinson, BS
Joy, Mikayla Noel, BS *
Kendrick, Madeline, BS
Kimball, Alena Katheryn, BS
King, Tristan L., BS
Lachenmyer, Sarah Elizabeth, BS *
Limb, Karisa A., BS
Loveless, Makell Mary, BS
McPherson, Jaxson, BS *
Mickelson, Glenn Ryan, BS
Morgan, Brady Kelton, BS
Murdoch, Mikelle, BS *
Murray, Brinley Jo, BS *
Naerebout, Sidnee Jaymes, BS *
Neff, Loulou Nicole, BS *
Nielson, Abby Leigh, BS
Olsen, Brandi L., BS *
Orton, Elyse R., BS
Packer, Kamela, BS
Paras, Zoorie Nicole, BS
Parkinson, Laura, BS *
Perry, Teagan Leigh, BS *
Petersen, Elena Louise, BS *
Petry, Allyson A., BS
Pierson, Chelsea, BS *
Popp, Beth Jane, BS
Rice, Drew Michael, BS
Robison, Lydia Kate, BS *
Sagers, Erick Bruce, CC **
Segi, Caelyn Quinn, BS *
Sego, Mia, BS
Smalley, Ariana Joesine, BS
Sorensen, Macoll Noelle, BS *
Stuart, Morgan Danielle, BS +
Swan, Kennedy Blake, BS
Thompson, Abbi Erin, BS
Trowbridge, Vivian, BS
White, Serena Camacho, BS

APPLIED ECONOMICS
Anderson, Ashlee, BS *
Anderson, Tyson, BS *
Bake, Ryan Glenn, BS *
Burton, Whitney Vee, BS +
Casdorph, Porter Vaughn, BS
Chirhabwirwa, Japhet, BS
Cliff, Ellen E., BS
Crosby, Aubrienne, BS *
Ferguson, Alyssa, BS
Fielding, Jackson G., BS
Geary, Benjamin T., BS *
Gee, Patrick Kevin, BS *
Gentillion, Dawson Stott, BS
Giles, Cole D., BS
Hale, Corban Michael, BS *
Heaton, Kaitlyn Ann, BS
Jacklin, Wytney Chae, BS *
Jackson, Cade Sutton, BS
Knowles, Landan M., BS *
Mager, Cade Lynn, BS *
Marchant, Peyton C., BS *
McCarthy, Matthew David, BS *
Mecham, Brayden J., BS *
Neilson, Kolin Everett, BS
Patterson, Eric Calvin, BS *
Peterson, Traven R., BS *
Pickett, Dustin John, BS
Rawson, Paige Eliza, BS *
Schoeber, Tanner Richard, BS *
Schumann, Carson L., BS
Shoemaker, Kayla, BS
Sorensen, Kacie Lynn, BS *
Stringam, Peter, BS
Williams, Hunter McKinley, BS *
Woolley, Michael J., BS

APPLIED SCIENCES, TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION
Allen, Kaylee, BS *
Austin, Nick Jordan, AAS
Barlow, Vanessa, ICP ^^
Bennett, Tate Kendell, ICP
Beyeler, Jaidie Lynn, ICP
Black, McKayln Lynne, ICP, BS
Bolen, Naomi, BS *
Calvin, Leanne, ICP
Carter, Thomas, BS
Cavender, Madison Grace, ICP, BS +
Chambers, Cameron Chad, CERU
Christensen, Torie R., BS
Coleman, Tyler Chet, BS
Darrington, Alannah Marie, BS *
Davies, Cheyenne Elizabeth, ICP, BS *
Davis, Kendall John, BS
Dfia, Jaden Cameron, CC ^^
Dell’Ergo, Kaden Mark, ICP
Duvall, Ellie Caroline, ICP, BS *
Edwards, Johnathan Larsen, BS *
Eggert, Julie Jeannie, ICP, BS *
Fujimoto, Sara Jo, ICP, BS *
Goble, Callie, BS *
Hafen Stephens, Shannon Mei, ICP
Harris, Kordale Warren, AAS, BS
Harris, Megan R., BS +
Herbert, Jessica, BS
Hobbs, Katelyn Rae, ICP **
Holland, Anna Elizabeth, ICP
Jaterka, Morgan T., BS
King, Allyson, BS *
Lavender, Cassie, BS *
Lawes, Avery, ICP
Liquin, Georgina Anne, ICP, BS *
Lyons, Stetson Richard, AAS
Mangum, Sadie Grace, BS
Manser, Emeline Mitchell, ICP, BS +
Mathis, Sam Jerald, BS *
McConkie, Mitchell Harmon, ICP
McNeely, Zach Lee, AAS, BS
Mecham, Kennaide Aisle, ICP
Mecham, Michaela Jane, BS *
Mikesell, Kassidy Martha, BS *
Miller, Nathan E., BS *
Millet, Luke Jackson, CC, AAS ^^
Mills, Dalton G., BS
AVIATION TECHNOLOGY


LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING

Adamson, Samantha, ICP, BLA * Bab, Corinne Mana’o’to, BLA ^ Billings, Zane Isaiah, BLA Briggs, Azure Rain, BLA Brown, Elliana J., BLA + Craig, Andrew T., BLA * Durrant, Carson Thomas, BLA Egbert, Aimee Lynn, BLA ^ Frost, Catherine, BLA + Griffith, Taylor, BLA * Guenther, Amy Elise, BLA Hansen, Devin, BLA * Hernandez, Celeste Berenice, BLA Lawson, Hazen, BLA + Livingston, Maylee Rose, BLA Marshall, Mykenzee June, BLA Merrill, Harrison R., BLA + Perry, Kenneth Tate, BLA * Randall, Renee A., BLA Smoot, Payton James, BLA * Sorensen, Nora Mae, BLA Sutherland, Molly, BLA * Tabone, Brenna, ICP, BLA + Thompson, Maylee Aslynn, BLA + Turner, Tyson N., BLA + Woodward, Devin Leo, BLA + Wyatt, Tanner B., BLA *

NUTRITION, DIAETETICS AND FOOD SCIENCES

Armstrong, Macei Hicken, BS ^ Bedke, Jae, BS * Bennett, Alexis, BS * Bochme, Holly Carpenter, BS * Breitweiser, Catherine May, BS Brunelle, Joy, BS * Burr, Heather Lynn, BS Campbell, Brooke, BS ^ Capener, Brandon Robert, BS + Chase, Logan P., BS + Chronister, Meg, BS Davis, Rachel L., BS + Dustin, Sydney J., BS + Eddy, Hannah Alexis, BS * Evans, Alyssa Grace, BS * Farr, Aurora Noel, BS Fonesbeck, Alivia Mae, BS +
Fulgham, Josh Cullen, BS
Harris, Abby Gail, BS +
Hartzog, Shawn Andrew, BS *
Hopkins, Heidi C., BS *
Jarman, Lindsay Michele, BS *
Johnston, Carson Kevin, BS +
Jones, Allison Leigh, BS
Jorgensen, Bridger LaVon, BS *
Kellens, Mary Margaret, BS
Kennedy, Taelie Ann Nauvoo, BS ^
LaCome, Jouri Grace, BS
Lawson, Halle Anne, BS +
Lemon, Janessa C., BS ^
Linton, Garrett Joseph, BS
Loutzenhiser, Melody Lee, BS
Marshall, Sara Nicole, BS *
Millward, Joan, BS *
Moore, Sarah Beatrice, BS +
Mortensen, Alton Whicker, BS
Nava, Saul Ethan, BS
Nelson, Liv Grace, BS *
Nelson, Whitney Ann, BS
Nilsson, Naome K., BS +
Pace, Nathan Grant, BS *
Payne, Tyson Allen, BS +
Prescott, Keenan Thomas, BS +
Reed, Brooke Sierra, BS *
Searle, Addison Trinity, BS *
Singh, Sakshi, BS *
Sjostrom, Emme, BS
Smith, Jinder Bethany, BS +
Sorensen, Ashley Jean, BS
Spaulding, Abby Lenor, BS +
Staheli, Max Armin, BS *
Staley, Grace Jennifer, BS *
Strikwerda, Hailey, BS *
Terry, Megan, BS *
Weaver, Abigail, BS ^
West, Kaylee B, BS *
White, Curtis Jacob, BS *
Wilson, Justin Alexander, BS *

Hawkes, Jacob Wells, BS
Hawkes, Skylen Wade, BS *
Hume, Doug, BS
Israelsen, Abby, BS ^
Jacobson, Layna Farrell, AAS, BS
Jeppesen, Katherine Elizabeth, BS *
Knight, Emma K., BS
MacCabe, Quinton John, BS
Mathews, Maggi Emeline, BS
Matthews, Cassidee J, BS +
Meeh, Ayla Kohana, BS
Nay, Grace E., BS *
Orgill, Ashby Kimball, BS
Parker, Riley Grace, BS +
Payne, Lauren Elizabeth, BS *
Petrie, Emily Kate, CC, AAS
Platt, Allie Renata, BS
Porter, Abigail Lea, BS +
Reed, Becky, CC **, BS +
Russell, Noah Lynn, BS
Scheiving, Jessica Lauren, CC **, AAS **, BS *
Scott, Jane May, BS +
Sim, Zoe May, CC, AAS
Smith, Dakota Florence, BS +
Snowball, Cheyanne Marie, BS
Stewart, Olive Andrea, BS +
Thacker, Odessa, BS *
Tucker, Malory, BS
Van Leuven, Justin Bryon, BS
Watson, Pascal, BS
Weaver, Aaron S., BS *
Zander, Zachary, BS +

TECHNOLOGY, DESIGN AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Acox, Jennifer Lee, CP
Adams, BJ Rulon, CC
Andersen, Calie, AAS **
Anderson, Ashlee, AAS **
Anderson, Bennett Gibb, AS
Anderson, Brody K., AS **
Anderson, Jesla Sherolene, CP **
Anderson, Maria Alejandra, BS *
Anderson, Taybree Dawn, CP
Applegate, Rhonda Kay, CP
Armadillo, Bexar (Bear) Darlene, AS **
Armajo, ClaraMac Precious, AS ^
Arnell, Chloe, BS
Atene, Christopher Jay, CP ^
Atene, Cleve Eagleheart, CC
Atene, Cordell Jalen, AAS
Atkin, Gage Howard, CP
Awood, Jacee Rae, CP
Awood, Jeremy Ryan, CC ^
Bake, Brinley Amanda, AS **
Baker, Ellise Marie, CC, AAS **
Baker, Jenny, CC, AAS **
Balzen, Kaylee Ann, AAS
Bang, Kasey Christopher, BS +
Barfuss, Daniel Louis, BS +
Barlow, Vanessa, AS ^
Barmore, Nolan, CP ^
Barnardt, Clara, BS
Barry, Matthew Joseph, BS *
Bauer, Karl Heinz, CP
Bedonie, Damien Neveah, CP ^
Begay, Brody Dale, CC, CP ^
Begody, Roy, CP
Bejarano, Michael Steven, CP
Bell, Jaxson R., BS *
Bell, Kenny George, CC
Benally, Colin Damianian, CC
Benally, Lane Lee, CP
Benally, Yardynda, CP ^
Benn, Lynnih Ronnie, CP **
Bennett, Tate Kendel, BS *
Bensaha, Mohktar, BS
Beyeler, Jaidée Lynn, AS
Bingham, Logan J., BS *
Bishop, Andrew David, BS +
Bishop, Jocelyn, AAS **
Black, Aly E., AAS **
Black, Brenda Mae, CP ^^
Black, Jim Lee, CP
Black, Monique, BS +
Blackhorse, LeSean June, CP **
Blackwell, Syrris Gates, CP
Blake, Kim Ann, CP **
Boehme, Nathan Redford, BS *
Boonstra, Ariel, AS
Bowman, Tracie Leigh, CP
Boy, Shaun, CP ^^
Brady, Kacie Lynn, AS ^^
Brady, Meg L., AS
Brady, Stuart Carl, CP
Brarin, Tristen Blake, BS
Brunam, Craig Martin, BS *
Brian, Roger Caib, CP
Broad, Barack Ace, BS
Broderick, Keaton Davis, AS **
Brown, Colin Brent, AAS ^^
Brown, Haylee Ann, BS +
Bruno, Gianna Marie, CC, CP ^^
Bryner, Trey William, BS
Burton, Jayce Raymond, CP
Burton, Leo, CC, AAS **
Butler, Nikki Odina, CC
Calvin, Leanne, BS *
Candelario, David Emanuel, AAS ^^
Cannon, Taylor Ellis, BS
Carpenter, Lizzie Louise, CC, AAS
Carter, Paysen Lee, AS
Carter, Ty Russell, CP **
Cedarface, Khalli, CP ^
Chadd, Amber Dalene, CP
Chadd, Audrie James, CP
Charleston, Liv, CC, CP
Charley, Cody Jay, CP *
Chatham, Brady Gregory, BS
Chiara, Mallory L., CC, AS
Chidester, Hagen D., CP **
Christensen, Abbie Diane, CC, AAS **
Christensen, Bracken Lyle, AS
Christensen, Celeste, AS
Christensen, Jon Samuel, CC, AAS ^^
Christensen, Kylan Shae, BS *
Clark, Brady K., CP ^
Clegg, Kenzie McBride, AAS
Cling, Herschel Armando, CP ^
Cloward, David George, BS
Clutter, Hayden Michael, CP
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USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps

WELCOME
Dr. Jagath Kaluarachchi, Dean

INTRODUCTION OF VALEDICTORIAN
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INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
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WORDS OF INSPIRATION
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BY DEPARTMENT HEADS
Biological Engineering: Dr. Jixun Zhan
Civil & Environmental Engineering: Dr. Marv Halling
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Engineering Education: Dr. Ning Fang
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering: Dr. Zhongquan Zheng

CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Jagath Kaluarachchi, Dean

RECESSIONAL
2023-2024 COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
AWARD RECIPIENTS
Jagath Kaluarachchi, Dean

SALUTATORIANS
Morgan Lee Christensen, Biological Engineering
Adam Ward Naser, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Logan Joshua Ward, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Kade C. Howes, Computer Engineering
Jordan Michael Johnson, Electrical Engineering
Brendan Michael Rios, Electrical Engineering
Justin Wellington, Electrical Engineering
Alex Musashi Cole, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Erica Anne Francis, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jairus W. Larsen, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jake Todd Murdock, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

OUTSTANDING SENIOR AND SCHOLAR
Kristina Ann Roller

TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Dr. Cassandra McCall

ED GLATFELTER FACULTY SERVICE AWARD
Dr. Nicholas Roberts

FACULTY RESEARCHER
Dr. Greg Droge

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR
Dr. Ryan Berke

UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR
Dr. Ronald Sims

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MENTOR
Dr. Angela Minichiello

VALEDICTORIAN
Caleb S. Miller
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Faculty Escort:
Dr. Douglas Hunsaker
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering

Caleb Miller, graduating with a mechanical engineering degree with an aerospace engineering emphasis and a minor in Spanish, was drawn to the university’s campus in Cache Valley and the warm, small-town ambiance of Logan. The decision to join Utah State University in 2018 was solidified by the esteemed mechanical and aerospace engineering program, offering quality instruction and numerous opportunities for research and projects. Caleb’s journey at Utah State is marked by academic excellence and notable achievements, including playing a pivotal role in placing a satellite in space in 2021 as part of the Get Away Special Team. In 2022, he was initiated into Tau Beta Pi, the engineering honor society, and has served in its presidency ever since. In addition to being recognized as the Spring 2024 valedictorian for the College of Engineering, Caleb is the first Utah State graduate to be accepted into the Navy Nuclear Submarine Program, which is a dynamic and intensely competitive program in Washington, D.C. Participating in a three-day examination, highlighting Caleb’s technical and emotional endurance, proved to be a strong testament to his outstanding academic achievements and contributions to the university community.

To incoming Utah State first-year students, Caleb shares valuable advice: share a love for learning beyond career pursuits, establish good habits with supportive peers, and actively contribute to endeavors larger than oneself. His fondest memory is of his advanced dynamics class, where theoretical knowledge seamlessly connected to real-world engineering applications, marking the initiation of a profound educational experience.

Professors such as Zac Humes, Douglas Hunsaker, and Christian Bolander have played pivotal roles, inspiring excellence, curiosity, and mentorship. As Caleb steps into the future, his time at Utah State has left a mark, fostering a passion for learning, meaningful connections, and a commitment to service, laying the groundwork for a purposeful and impactful future.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Abdellaoui, Hamza
Doctor of Philosophy
Biological Engineering
Dr. Foser Agyei-Agblevor

Acharya, Sailesh
Doctor of Philosophy
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Michelle M. Mekker

Anderson, Jon David
Doctor of Philosophy
Engineering Education
Dr. Wade Goodridge

Asghar, Muhammad
Doctor of Philosophy
Engineering Education
Dr. Angela Minichiello

Dakshinamurthy, Hemanth Narayan
Doctor of Philosophy
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Sierra Young

Cox, Skylar Alan
Doctor of Philosophy
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dr. Greg N. Droge

Elliott, Jack C.
Doctor of Philosophy
Engineering Education
Dr. Angela Minichiello

Furman, Brandon Alexander
Doctor of Philosophy
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Dr. Ryan Berke

Gao, Rui
Doctor of Philosophy
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Alfonso Faustino Torres

Gundi, Noel Daniel
Doctor of Philosophy
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dr. Sanghamitra Roy

Hansen, Matthew Jeffrey
Doctor of Philosophy
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dr. Abhilash Kamineni/Dr. Greg N. Droge

Jones, Amber Spackman
Doctor of Philosophy
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Jeff Horsburgh

Khatiwada, Bikalpa
Doctor of Philosophy
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dr. Scott E. Budge

Ma, Xiang
Doctor of Philosophy
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dr. Rose Hu

Merck, Madeline F.
Doctor of Philosophy
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. David Tarboton

Mortensen, Daniel Taylor
Doctor of Philosophy
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dr. Jacob Gunther

Nasr-Isfahani, Hossein
Doctor of Philosophy
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Ziqi Song

Openshaw, Lori
Doctor of Philosophy
Engineering Education
Dr. Angela Minichiello

Paterson, Chase
Doctor of Philosophy
Biological Engineering
Dr. Elizabeth Ann Vargis

Rasheed, Marium
Doctor of Philosophy
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dr. Regan Zane

Ren, Jie
Doctor of Philosophy
Biological Engineering
Dr. Jixun Zhan

Salehabadi, Homa
Doctor of Philosophy
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. David Tarboton
Smith, Tyson Karl  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Dr. Greg N. Droge

Vaikasi, Pilaiwan  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Marv Halling

**MASTER’S DEGREES**

Abraham, Trenton  
Master of Science  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Achenbach, Parker Jed  
Master of Engineering  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Bethany Teresa Neilson

Altice, Bridger Kohl  
Master of Science  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Dr. Todd K. Moon

Andersen, John James  
Master of Engineering  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Andrew Dell Sorensen

Bailey, Mitchell Lee  
Master of Science  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Dr. Sierra Young/Dr. Calvin Coopmans

Beckwith, AJ  
Master of Science  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Dr. Jacob Gunther

Bettencourt, Christopher  
Master of Science  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
Dr. Nadia Kouraytem

Blaylock, Justin Ellis  
Master of Engineering  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Bethany Teresa Neilson

Brown, Alexander  
Master of Science  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Dr. Greg N. Droge

Burton, Bethany  
Master of Science  
Biological Engineering  
Dr. Ronald C. Sims

Byrd, Cameron  
Master of Engineering  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Bethany Teresa Neilson

Cannon, Kyle Schindler  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Brady R. Cox

Carter, Gary  
Master of Science  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Cartwright, Anthony  
Master of Science  
Biological Engineering  
Dr. David Britt

Case, Christine  
Master of Science  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Chamberlin, Andrew Solon  
Master of Science  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Dr. Koushik Chakraborty

Chamberlain, Blake Joseph  
Master of Science  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Dr. Scott E. Budge

Christensen, Karl Eric  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Belize A. Lane

Christiansen, Kate Elizabeth  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Andrew Dell Sorensen

Clayson, Parker Scott  
Master of Engineering  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Andrew Dell Sorensen

Coombs, Trevor  
Master of Science  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
Dr. Stephen Whitmore

Corey, Isabella  
Master of Science  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Brady R. Cox

Crump, Matthew Richard  
Master of Engineering  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Dr. Don Cripps

Dana, Seth  
Master of Science  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
Dr. Hailei Wang

Dean, Bronson R.  
Master of Engineering  
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
Dr. Andrew Dell Sorensen
Douglas, Jake Troy
Master of Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Zachary B. Sharp

Ford, Lance
Master of Science
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Francom, Max
Master of Science
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Dr. Stephen Whitmore

Garner, Christopher B.
Master of Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Bethany Teresa Neilson

Ghimire, Bhuwan
Master of Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. David Tarboton

Goldsberry, Parker Robert
Master of Science
Biological Engineering
Dr. Ronald C. Sims

Gordon, Robert J.
Master of Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Bethany Teresa Neilson

Griffith, Anthoney
Master of Science
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Dr. Matt Harris

Gustafson, Bryan
Master of Science
Biological Engineering
Dr. Anhong Zhou

Hansen, Mead
Master of Science
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dr. Rose Hu

Hathaway, Tucker E.
Master of Science
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dr. Todd K. Moon

Harames, Matt Scott
Master of Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
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<td>Perkins, Sydney Jane</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson, Mitch Kerry</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pound, Josh Earl</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preisler, Bostin Bradley</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivera, Daniella Sierra</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowlan, Thomas</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sangster, Alec James</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwemmer, Nathan</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott, Cragun Taggart</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedgwick, Jonathan Kendall</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seegmiller, Adam J.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servedio, Anthony</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slade, Anika Frances</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slade, Cem Clay</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Jackson Clyde</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Jaime Noel</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Jesse</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Zachary T.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spangenberg, Ethan L.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer, Tristan T.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spilker, Austin David</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamps, Amy M.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steele, Hunter Daniel</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens, Barak Rohrer</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens, Connor James</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens, Nalen Grant</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewart, Whitney Sarah</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stout, Hayden Spencer</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratton, Natalie Leana</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tak, Nick Hendrik</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, Kari C.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, Payton Matthew</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teague, Kaeden Adam</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry, Landon Bradley</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theurer, Wyatt Scott</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thornley, Trenton Lee</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tischner, Kathie Clark</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy, Derek Allen</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VandeMerwe, Brockton Piet</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogel, Maddy Tate</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadsworth, Derek</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wakley, Mack D.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, Jared Anthony</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster, Kira Annmarie</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinand, Tyler Alan</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western, Mitchell Blaine</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Boyce</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, McKay Timothy</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiggins, Braxton Michael</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willard, Ben Taylor</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Nij Corban</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willmore, Kent Craig</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor, Justin Niklaus</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiser, Stanton Lawrence</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooten, Summer Nicole</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Austin Hale</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Jonny Stewart</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PROCESSIONAL

WELCOME
Joseph P. Ward, Dean

INTRODUCTION OF VALEDICTORIAN
Michaelann Nelson, Associate Professor
Department of English

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Preston D. Waddoups

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Brian Champagne, Professional Practice Professor
Department of Journalism and Communication

RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES

CLOSING REMARKS
Joseph P. Ward, Dean

RECESSIONAL
2023-2024 COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES AWARD RECIPIENTS

Joseph P. Ward, Dean

SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR NOMINEE
Zachary Zito

KIWANIS OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD
Samantha Kay Wallace

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHER
Basil Leigh Payne

LEGACY OF UTAH STATE NOMINEE
Braydon J. Wright

DOCTORAL STUDENT RESEARCHER
Hannah L. Stevens

MASTERS STUDENT RESEARCHER
MaKayla Chadwick Lindsay

GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHER
Charlotte Williams

STUDENT SENATOR
Colin A. Hastings

AGGIE FIRST SCHOLAR LEADERSHIP
Lisser Delgado
Abraham Bernabe Steven Rodriguez

AMBASSADORS
Makayla Darrow
Brielle Dursteler
Carson Hair
Claire Hansen
Beau Andrew Jenson
Bethany Ilene Miller
Abigail Stanger
Jade Velazquez Hernandez
Felicity Westwood
Hannah Wetzel

VALEDICTORIAN
Preston D. Waddoups
Philosophy and English
Faculty Escort
Michaelann Nelson

Preston Waddoups is a double major in philosophy and English with an emphasis in literature. While at Utah State, he has enjoyed being part of a number of campus organizations, such as the Ethics Bowl team, the Philosophy Club, Sink Hollow magazine, and the Sigma Tau Delta English honor society. He has also enjoyed working as a teaching fellow, a writing fellow, and a copy editor at the library.

Preston plans to attend graduate school after completing his studies at Utah State to research modernist literature and philosophical aesthetics. Born and raised in northern Utah, Preston loves the mountains and spends much of his free time in them.
2023-2024 COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES AWARD RECIPIENTS

Joseph P. Ward, Dean

STUDENTS OF THE YEAR
Maren Archibald, Technical Communication and Rhetoric
Abbey Jean Bryant, French
Baileigh Elizabeth Campbell, Social Media
Piper A. Caravella, Criminal Justice
Jonah Christopher Carlson, International Studies
Collin Carter, German
Clarissa May Casper, Print
Rylee Michelle Dangerfield, Literature
Alexa M. Dean, Military Science
Zoe Denison, Political Science
Betul Dogan, Intensive English Language Institute
Bridger Kade Esplin, Law and Constitutional Studies
Alexis Gibbons, Portuguese
Reina Gilman, Religious Studies
Carter Brett Hansen, English Teaching
Katie Jenkins, History Teaching
Emily Elizabeth Jensen, American Studies
Anna Johnson, Utah Public Radio
Paige Emily Johnson, Broadcast/Multimedia
B. Sky Jones, Sociology
Miranda Alta Judson, Interdisciplinary Studies
Jordan Lee, Global Communication
Jack William Leonard, Philosophy
Jacob Robert Martin, Anthropology
Jeffrey Blackham Merrill, Spanish
Laura Mortensen, French Teaching
Tanner Craig Olsen, History
Tyson Packer, Aerospace Studies
Jay Lachlan Paine, Creative Writing
Miriam Lara Penrod, Chinese
Tyler Jess Perry, Classics
Eliza Saunders, Liberal Arts
Tom Richard Sherlock, Social Work
Madison Kelsey Weber, Public Relations
Audrey S. Woodbury, Asian Studies
Sarah Elizabeth Young, English
Tia A. Zebe, Communication Studies
## DOCTORAL DEGREES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abulbasal, Rana</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Sociology and Anthropology</td>
<td>Dr. Christy Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olusola, Omisakin AkintoYE</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Sociology and Anthropology</td>
<td>Dr. Eric Noel Reither</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koci, Kristen Rene</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Sociology and Anthropology</td>
<td>Dr. Jessica Dawn Ulrich Schad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens, Hannah Leigh</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Dr. Rebecca Walton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Claudia Mendez</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Sociology and Anthropology</td>
<td>Dr. Erin Trouth Hofmann</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MASTER'S DEGREES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Christine Lyn</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addley, Brenda</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acheampong, Joseph Ofori</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Dr. Damon Cann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akhiat, Mimoun</td>
<td>Master of Second Language Teaching</td>
<td>World Languages and Cultures</td>
<td>Dr. Joshua Thoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Jenny</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andersen, Megan Lynn</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aragon, Andrew</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball, Katie Ann</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballard, Raya Jean</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnett, Shelly Anne</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barlow, Kinsey</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barowski, Nancy Dorothy</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bates, Janelle</td>
<td>Master of Technical Communication</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Dr. Lynne McNeill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batista-Cacciatore, Andrea Susana</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begay, Sherry C.</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beikmann, Virginia Gabrielle</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Dr. Charles M. Waugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell, Taylor Ryan</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benally, Clydene</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennion, Heidi Hodges</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett, Jared Gage</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Dr. Patrick Quinn Mason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergeson, Chloe</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bierwolf, Keeley  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Bills, Shawn Darwin  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Bird, Denny Keith  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Boardman, Luke Steven  
Master of Arts  
History  
Dr. Frances B. Titchener  

Boyce, Britney Audry  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Boyle, Maureen  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Braddock, Sadie Jay  
Master of Science  
Sociology and Anthropology  
Dr. Jennifer Givens  

Brenes, Ariana Catalina  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Brouwer, Nicole  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Bunting, Amy Nicole  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Bylund, Jack  
Master of Science  
English  
Dr. Amber Caron  

Chavarria, Frank Carlos  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Cheney, Chelsea E.  
Master of Science  
Sociology and Anthropology  
Dr. Judson B. Finley  

Christensen, Shan’tel Nelson  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Clark, Jared Lindsay  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Clayburn, Marianne Evans  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Colazo-Garcia, Erica  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Conrado, Christine Verenise  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Cornell, David Lee  
Master of Arts  
History  
Dr. Susan R. Grayzel  

Cox, Jaylee  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Craig, Cassandra Mignon  
Master of Science  
Communication Studies and Philosophy  
Dr. Bradford Hall  

Crisp, Emma Elizabeth  
Master of Science  
English  
Dr. Afsane Rezaeisahraei  

Crosby, Kymberlie  
Master of Science  
Communication Studies and Philosophy  
Dr. Nicole Allen  

Cutler, Paige Marie  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Dalley, Zoe Sheridan  
Master of Arts  
English  
Dr. Adena Rivera-Dundas  

De Castro Deus Reis, Aline  
Master of Second Language Teaching  
World Languages and Cultures  
Dr. Sarah E. Gordon  

Devey, Ella Marie  
Master of Science  
Political Science  
Dr. Austin Knuppe  

Dexter, Tricia Yvonne  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Didericksen, Jaxon  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Donaldson, Linda Lee  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Draper, Pamala  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work
Dunsmore, Toni Brooke
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Durrant, Shelbie Elise
Master of Arts
History
Dr. Susan M. Cogan

Earl, Rebecca A.
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Edvalson, Kit
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Edwards, Mackenzie Anne
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Edwards, Sandra
Master of Arts
English
Dr. Benjamin Edward Gunsberg

Elkins, Garrett Ray
Master of Arts
History
Dr. Patrick Quinn Mason

Erekson, Carol Drew
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Evansen, Matysen
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Farnworth, Keri Danielle Ralls
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Flanders, Taylor
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Finlayson, Deborah
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Finn, Jennifer Michelle
Master of Science
Sociology and Anthropology
Dr. Judson B. Finley

Freeman, Rebecca
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Fuller, Heather Lynne
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Furniss, Rebekah Lillian
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Gill, Tara Lee
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Gonzales, Marissa
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Goodrich, Renette Fay
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Groat, Elizabeth Anne Hyde
Master of Science
Sociology and Anthropology
Dr. Anna Cohen

Hale, Marianne Tenny
Master of Arts
English

Hansen, Eric Kent
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Hardy, Mindy Donnale
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Haycock, Erin Celeste
Master of Science
Sociology and Anthropology
Dr. Anna Cohen

Heal, Kristin
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Higgins, Christina Squire
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Hill, Kylee
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Hinchcliff, Becky Louise
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Hocheisch, Amy Petersen
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Hoferitza, Michele Esther
Master of Science
Sociology and Anthropology
Dr. Judson B. Finley

Holley, Drew Orvil
Master of Science
English
Dr. Lynne McNeill

Holiday, Dinah
Master of Social Work
Social Work
Horman, Holly Greer  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Hunsaker, Maria  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Hunt, Cazzie Justeen  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Hutchinson, Brook  
Master of Science  
Sociology and Anthropology  
Dr. Christy Glass

Hveem, Rachel  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Jaques, Kristin  
Master of Science  
History  
Dr. Kyle Timothy Bulthuis

Jarest, Michelle  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Jenkins, Trinity M.  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Jergensen, Monica  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Jewell, Angela  
Master of Technical Communication  
English

Jimenez, Isamar  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Johansen, Sheila Jean  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Johnson, Hannah  
Master of Science  
Communication Studies and Philosophy  
Dr. Sidi Becar Meyara

Johnson, Madison Marie  
Master of Second Language Teaching  
World Languages and Cultures  
Dr. Ekaterina Arshavskaya

Johnson, Maia  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Jolley, Meleiana Schenk  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Jones, Brenna Paige  
Master of Science  
History  
Dr. Victoria Marie Grieve

Jones, Hunter  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Keck, Kayla Marie  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Kemp, Kenya J.  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Kwallek, Lauren  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Landrum, Maddie B.  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Larsen, Myra Rochelle  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Laub, George Scott  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Laws, Grant Asa  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Lawton, Hovan Tapani  
Master of Arts  
History  
Dr. Patrick Quinn Mason

Leautaud, Cathy Jo  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Ledesma, Cristina  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Lewis, Stefani  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Lindsay, MaKayla Chadwick  
Master of Arts  
Communication Studies and Philosophy  
Dr. Jennifer A. Peeples

Linford, Noah James  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work

Lopez, Lilian  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work
Loscher, Leanne Marie  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Luke, Josie  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Lytle, Mason Curtis  
Master of Science  
History  
Dr. Nichelle S. Frank  

Madden, Mindi L.  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Martinez, Rebecca Dawn  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Marinho, Jessica  
Master of Science  
Communication Studies and Philosophy  
Dr. Mollie Murphy  

Mason, Melissa de Leon  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Mathews, Lindsey Bree  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Mayfield, Misty Dawn  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Maxwell, Julie Raie  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

McDonald, Connie Etta  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

McGrath, Ryan Patrick  
Master of Science  
Sociology and Anthropology  
Dr. Judson B. Finley  

McKinnon, McKayla Gail  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Miller, Tennille  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Montague, Eric C.  
Master of Arts  
History  

Morris, Sally Ann  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Moss, Brandy Lee  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Moss, Sarah Christine  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Murphy, Connor S.  
Master of Arts  
History  

Murray, Kameron Kae  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Myśliński, Austin  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Naylor, Brandie  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Nelson, Sam Mark  
Master of Arts  
Political Science  
Dr. Robert Ross  

Nielsen, Adelina Anderson  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Nielsen, Alexandra Ray  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Ochsenhirt, Rebecca  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Oostveen, Camille  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

O'Scanlon, Gayle M.  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Palma, Andreina J.  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Parr, Haylee  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work  

Parson, Max Charles  
Master of Science  
Political Science  
Dr. Damon Cann  

Paxman-Black, Kendall  
Master of Social Work  
Social Work
Popp, Theresa Cecelia
Master of Science
Sociology and Anthropology
Dr. David Byers

Pelt, Toni Lynn
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Peterson, Ana Catrina
Master of Arts
History
Dr. Patrick Quinn Mason

Peterson, Brenda Bergeson
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Peterson, Taylor Garrett
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Peterson, Zane Kernan
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Peterson, Terasa Lynn
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Pond, Becki L.
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Porter, Kimberly
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Post, Amber Nicole
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Powell, Andrea L.
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Powell, Tiffany C.
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Prestwich, Cortney Ann
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Quartuccio, Talia Lee
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Ramirez, Victoria Rae
Master of Science
Sociology and Anthropology
Dr. Judson B. Finley

Ramos, Irma
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Rees-Maw, Kelly E.
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Reinoso, Cristy Jannet
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Rivera, Angela Betzabe
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Robertson, Jennifer Joan
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Robertson, Shylo Shantae
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Robison, Kim Pelo
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Rowe, Brooke
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Ruell, McKall Erin
Master of Arts
History
Dr. Patrick Quinn Mason

Salisbury, Deven
Master of Arts
History
Dr. Mark Damen

Sanchez, Jennifer
Master of Arts
English
Dr. Christine Frances Cooper Rompato

Shepherd, Reagan Elizabeth
Master of Arts
Political Science
Dr. Damon Cann

Sieverts, Kimberlee Metcalf
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Smith, Brittany Eleanor
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Smith, Harlee McKenna
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Smith, Laurel Ann Hilton
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Smith, Skye Jaclyn
Master of Technical Communication
English
Dr. Lynne McNeill
Soderborg, Kaleigh
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Steed, Jacie
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Stevenson, Heather Marie
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Steinicke, Nicole Sarah
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Strong, Chelsea Cali
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Stucki, Macayle
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Swan, Melissa Kae
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Switzer, Elizabeth
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Tacy, Kolyn
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Tarin Alba, Yvette
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Taylor, Jacob B.
Master of Arts
English
Dr. Jennifer A. Sinor

Taylor, Kayla
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Taylor, Matthew
Master of Second Language Teaching
World Languages and Cultures
Dr. Ko-Yin Sung

Thacker, Jonathan D.
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Theophilus, Alex Woodworth
Master of Science
Sociology and Anthropology
Dr. Jessica Dawn Ulrich Schad

Thompson, Eliza Ruth
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Thompson, Samantha Jean
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Thomson, Erin Lindsley
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Thornton, Amber Christine
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Timberlake, Brian Tanner
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Trujillo Barajas, Cecilia Belen
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Vaughn, Marc
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Wade, Kassie
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Waddell, Rachel Numbers
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Walker, Jared
Master of Arts
Political Science
Dr. Damon Cann

Waller, Keegan Wright
Master of Arts
English
Dr. Charles M. Waugh

Walter, Brandon Seth
Master of Science
Sociology and Anthropology
Dr. Judson B. Finley

Walzer, Mariah Gael
Master of Science
Sociology and Anthropology
Dr. Judson B. Finley

Warburton, Louise
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Warren, Hunter Harris
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Watkins, Sara
Master of Arts
History
Dr. Susan R. Grayzel

Weeks, Meena Noel
Master of Arts
English
Welsh, Kaitlin
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Wengreen, Reagan
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Westergard, Ally Brooke
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Westover, Jenny Ruth
Master of Social Work
Social Work

White, Anarie
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Whitnack-Davidson, Anna Jean
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Wilde, Tyrel
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Wilkinson, Miriam Kay
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Williams, Adam W.
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Williams, Charlotte Emelia
Master of Science
Communication Studies and Philosophy
Dr. Mollie Murphy

Wilson, Chase
Master of Science
History
Dr. Seth Archer

Wilson, John Ronald
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Wolberg, Alexandra Lynn
Master of Science
Sociology and Anthropology
Dr. Judson B. Finley

Wood, Katie Black
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Woods, Darla Grace
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Wright, Heather Lynn
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Wright, Liz J.
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Younger-Stuart, Stephanie Anne
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Zeeman, Misty Dawn
Master of Social Work
Social Work

Zind, Stefani Lyndsy
Master of Social Work
Social Work
Kaluhikaua, Kainoa Christensen, BS *
Johnson, Justin Gubby, CP , BA
Johnson, Dustin, BS
John, Kyra Kandice-Morgan, BS
Johnson, Dustin, BS
Johnson, Justin Gubby, CP, BA
Kaluhikaua, Kainoa Christensen, BS *

PHILOSOPHY

Thompson, Mia Gabrielle, BS +
Thomas, Tyler C., BS
Taylor, Caleb Jed, BS
Tatro, Adam Daines, BS +
Sweet, Renae Madison, BS *, CP **
Styles, Jadiah, BS
Stott, Mitchel Drewry, BA *
Stokes, Chloe Elisabeth, BS ^
Stott, Mitchel Drewry, BA *
Styles, Jadiah, BS
Sweet, Renae Madison, BS *, CP **
Seipert, Kelly, BS
Skeby, Brindalyn Danielle, CP ^, BS +
Smith, Heidi Anna-Marie, BS
Soto Chavez, Amanda Zarai, BA
Spencer, Nathan McCann, CP ^, BA ^
Stemler, Lauren Elizabeth, BS
Stokes, Chloe Elisabeth, CP ^
Stott, Mitchel Drewry, BA *
Styles, Jadiah, BS
Sweet, Renae Madison, BS *, CP **
Tatro, Adam Daines, BS +
Taylor, Caleb Jed, BS
Thomas, Tyler C., BS
Thompson, Mia Gabrielle, BS +
Thomson, Joshua Matthew, BS
Thornley, Rebecca, CP ^, BA +

ENGLISH

Aardema, Maddi, BS +
Ahlstrom, Michael Bruce, BS
Allen, Andie Joyce, BS *
Anderson, Kailynne J., BS
Anderson, Sierra C., BA *
Andrus, Kassidi Alicia, BS *
Archibald, Maren, BS ^
Ashby, Grace Anne, BS +
Bowie, Meg Deon, BS
Buckley, Kaylee Jeanette, BS +
Budge, Hannah Marie, BS *
Burnett, Olivia F., BS +
Burnham, Madalynn Jane, BS ^
Butler, Shayna Kristen, BS
Carmona Estrada, Yamilex, BS +
Clark, William Gunnar, BS
Cook, Melissa E., BS +
Cragun, Emily, BS +
Cunningham, Brienna Noelle, BA *
Daly, Sophia Rachelle, BS *
Dangerfield, Rylee Michelle, BS ^
Darrow, Makayla, BS ^
Downs, Ashley, BS +
Dymock, Kimberly Grace, BA *
Eggenberger, Ryker McBride, BA *
Flanary, Mikayla Jo, BS
Goodfellow, Samuel Jensen, BS ^
Gromachey, Amanda Taylor, BS *
Hansen, Carley Marie, BS *
Harris, Kendall Marie, BS *
Harris, Madison, BS ^
Harris-Boundy, Sol, BA
Hasty Read, Ariana Rose, BS *
Himelberger, Elisabeth Dawn, BS
Hulet, Jennifer Ruth, BS
Jackson, Taybri Lynn, BS
Jacob, Eden Noelle, BS
Jensen, Emily Elizabeth, BS ^
Johnson, Jack H., BA *
Johnson, Megan A., BS *
Johnson, Nathan, BS *
Kallas, Karli Dee, BS *
Lamborn, Collin Owen, BS *
Larson, Luke Robert, BS
Larson, Nils Hemming, BS +
Little, Sydney Piper, BA ^
Lofthouse, Kaitlyn Elizabeth, BA *
Lopez Chavez, Tianna Marie, BS *
Mackay, Amanda Michelle, BS ^
Madsen, Bergen Paige, BS ^
Mahnken, Kael Serenade, BS
Mathieson, Karalee Ann, BS +
Matthews, Leatha A., BS
McCuen, Amber Kate, BS +
Meehan, Kaylee Jean, BS ^
Morales, Karen Kendall, BS
Mountcastle, Keitha Kerrin, BS *
Murphy, Jessy Mary, BS
Nelson, Allison Paige, BA +
Nelson, Brylee Summer, BS +
Nielson, Lincoln Brandon, BS
Ottley, Carter Jacob, CP ^^
Paine, Jay Lachlan, BA +
Payne, Basil Leigh, BS
Peck, Jacquelynnie M., BA +
Petersen, Chase Kimball, BS +
Reyes-Lopez, Emelly Saralee, BA
Sabin, Ashleigh Taylor, BA ^
Samuels, Olivia Brittany Marin, BS ^
Scott, Isabelle Himeko, BS ^
Seyfried, Sophie Marie, BS
Shaw, Amy Jayne, BS +
Short, Trystan Hope, BS +
Sumway, Kami Joy, BS +
Shupe, James Roy, BS ^
Skowyra, Anthony J., BS
Smith, Amber Leila, BS
Spencer, Alyssa Eden, BA
Steele, Danielle Jean, BS
Taylor, Danica Wray, BS ^
Thayn, Cyndie N., BS *
Thorton, Elizabeth Riley, BS
Van Beekum, Sierra Louise, BA +
Van Tassell, Maryn Care, BS ^
Van Wagener, Emily Rachael, BA *
Waddoup, Preston D., BA ^
Wadsworth, McKay Merrill, BS +
Wallace, Samantha Kay, BA ^
Watts, Olivia Jane, BS *
White, Hunter Allen, BS *
Williams, Porter E., BS ^
Williams, Seven Elisabeth, BS *
Woodard, Celeen Marie, BS *
Worthington, Abby, BS *
Yoder, Abby Lynn, BS *
Yoshikawa, Nicole Grace, BS +
Young, Sarah Elizabeth, BS ^
Zimmerman, Jacob Charles, BA

HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Charlesworth, Mckensi, BS
Creglow, Katie, CP **
Darton, Brooke Lynn, BA *
Eldredge, Quentin Nathaniel, BA
Felix, Spencer Michael, CP
Frost, Jason Douglas, BS *
Groesbeck, Anna Lyn, CP
Hafen, Spencer Kent, BA
Haight, Lindsey Sandrann, BA *
Hansen, Meagan Lyn, BS
Harris, Madison, BS ^
Hart, Patrick, BS
Herrick, Amelia, BA +
Herron, Jamien, BS
Hulett, James Lloyd, BS *
Hunter, Hannah Kathryn, BS *
Hutchinson, Kendall Arthur, BA
Johnson, Anna Elizabeth, CP ^^
Johnson, Jack H., BS *
Jones, Lauren R., BA ^
Kekauoha, Islay Mae Belen
Nawahineokekai, CP ^^
Lamb, Staci Rose, BA *
Leonard, Jacob William, BA +
Liddell, Richard Blake, BA
Mayers, Sarah Kate, BA ^
McMullin, Makena Dawn, BS
Miller, Lindsie Kristine, BS *
Moore, Sarah Elizabeth, BA *
Morrey, Lynne Smith, BS
Myers, Joseph Far, CP **
Nelson, Taylor James Marvin, BA
Olsen, Tanner Craig, BA ^
Perry, Tyler Jess, BA +
Phillips, Krista, CP
Powell, Tyler James, BS
RAND, Bryan Alexander, BA
Shakespeare, Drew Lex, BA +
Shelley, Erik, BA
Staheli, Eyyyn Grace, BA ^
Tarrant, Tennessee Jackson, BA *
Tonks, Brynley, BS *
Topham, John, BA *
Vogelsberg, Laura, BS *
Waldram, Madison T., BA
Wall, Rachel Mary, CP ^
Wamsley, Shyanne, BS +
Westlake, Trevor James, BS
White, Gregory Elmer, BS *
Wilkinson, Cecil Yamato, BA

JOURNALISM AND COMMUNICATION

Alder, David Lee, BA *
Allcott, Alexis Ann, BS
Allen, Andie Joyce, BS *
Banks, Kara Rae, BS +
Barnett, Maycee McCall, BS
Bingham, Heidi Lynn, BS
Boren, Naomi, BS +
Brimhall, Hailey Ann, BS +
Brown, Hailey Elizabeth, BS +
Budge, Mackenzie Lynne, BS
Bunch, Emily Karren, BS +
Campbell, Baileigh Elizabeth, BS +
Casper, Clarissa May, BS
Davidson, Hannah Joy, BS
Edelman, Raegan Ashley, BS +
Ferry, Madelyn Ann, BS *
Fuhriman, Eden May, BS *
Gardner, Kelsey Josephine, BS *
Giles, Noah Walter, BA
Goddard, Amanda Rose, BS ^
Good, Sabrina Marie, BS
Grange, Macy, BS +
Gutke, Julia Lydia, BS *
Hedelius, Bryan C., BS *
Holmes, Rylee Martinda, BS +
Hutchinson, Ella Christine, BS
Johnson, Anna Elizabeth, BS *
Johnson, Paige Emily, BS *
Johnson, Thomas Kainoa, BS
Jones, Cooper Mitchell, BS
Keith, Carlin, BS *
Kelly, Austin Jacob, BS *
King, Allyson, BS *
Kung, Lisa Anna, BS
Lee, Emma Jane, BS *
Lund, Parker Samuel, BS
Lundell, Bryson Boyd, BS
Macferran, Abbie Marie, BS +
Mickelson, Bradley Steven, BS *
Mikesell, Kassidy Martha, BS *
Milledenhal, Alyssa Emily, BS +
Mills, Dalton G., BS
Napier, Madelyn Belle, BS

COMMUNICATION

SCIENCES

Zimmerman, Jacob Charles, BA
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Anderson, Tanner Edward, BS +
Anderson, Victoria, BA *
Archibald, Zachary Hunter, BS *
Ashdown, Jonathan Edward, BS
Bailey, Emmett Nikolas, BS *
Barnard, Emisha N., BA +
Barrett, Mycece McCall, BA
Bingham, Hunter James, BS *
Borecki, Emilia, BA ^
Bowman, Brenten David, BS +
Brewer, Finn, BS
Brown, Hailey Elizabeth, BS *
Burgon, Cayden D., BS *
Cabrera, Maya Lauren Mariposa, BA *
Card, Alahah Lin, BS *
Carlson, Jonath Christopher, BA *
Chatterton, Amilia L., BS *
Christensen, Camren Joseph, BA *
Christensen, Kevin Leland, BS *
Conlee, Ethan J., BA
Cox, Amelia Elizabeth, BA, BS *
Crabtree, Jeffrey Alan, BA +
Creglow, Katie, BA *
Davidson, Adoria Megan, BA
De Leon, Ashley Melissa, BA
DenBleyker, Bennett Charles, BS *
Dickamore, Taeya Alyse, BS *
Dorsey, Emilie A., BS +
Duffin, Gage, BS
Espkin, Bridger Kade, BS^
Evans, Cole Hutton, BS
Ferrini, Lindsey Jane, BA
Fraughton, Nicole J., BS *
Garrard, Jae Scott, BS +
Gleed, Nicholas Lavar, BS +
Halling, Mariah A., BS
Handy, Shelby A., BS +
Hansen, Claire, BA^*
Henderson, Liv Rose, BS
Hunsaker, Brodie John, BS
Jarman, Kate Matilda, BS *
Jensen, Noah Christian, BA *
Jenson, Beau Andrew, BA
Johnson, Anna Elizabeth, BS *
Juracan, Harmony Blue, BA *
Keddington, Lizzie R., BA *
Keppner, Jacob Prolo, BA *
Kester, Nathan James, BS +
Kram, Morgan Delaney, BS *
Magleby, Ryan Walker, BA
Maxson, Kaitlyn Anzley, BA
Merrill, Madison Lauri, BA *
Myers, Joseph Far, BA *
Nickle, Jeffrey Brian, BS *
Nelsen, Lincon Brandon, BS *
Nunes, Ethan James, BS
Olsen, Ethan Gary, BS *
Palmer, Benjamin N., BS *
Palmer, Douglas Ross, BS *
Parry, Jamie A., BA *
Phillips, Kai O., BS +
Phillips, Krista, BA
Piersch, Tyler Jonathon, BA
Pilling, Abigail M., BS *
Roberts, Abigail Kate, BA ^
Schipaanoord, Elizabeth Margaret, BS *
Scott, Stratton Spencer, BS ^
Seale, Avery B., BA *
Semadeni, Truman Marc, BA *
Sheets, Curtis J., BS *
Slack, Aubony, BA *
Smith, May Adora, BS *
Smith, Wesley Elizabeth, BS +
Stemler, Lauren Elizabeth, BS
Stevens, Lucas Joel, BS
Sullivan, Sofia Lilian, BS
Thomas, Reagan Dawn, BA *
Twitty, Aidan C., BA *
Virgin, Macl M., BS *
Walker, Josh Stanley, BA *
Walls, Rachel Mary, CP ^ *, BS *
Walsman, Nathanael Thomas, BA *
Weber, Madison Kelsey, BA +
Welch, Ali Grace, BA
Wentworth, Jack Ryan, BS
Wight, Hannah, BS
Wright, William Kaponos, BS *
Young, Samantha Kate, BA *

SOCIAL WORK

Anderson, Haley Ashlyn, BS
Anderson, Tyler Carey, BS *
Barr, Alexia Ella, BS *
Bennion, Ashton Kim, BS ^
Bohman, Nate Mark, BS *
Boyer, Aspen Shay, BS *
Boykin, Kimberly M., BS
Braveheart, Cannon, BS +
Burgener, Lianna Michelle, BA
Burr, Katie Louise, BS
Burton, Melissa Ann, BS
Claytor, Amber, BS
Cox, Sadie Lorraine, BS *
Crozier, Ryan Cole, BS +
Dehek, Monica, BS *
Dobson, Carlie C., BS +
Dotson, Ragen Jo, BS
Elliker, Joelyn, BS *
Farnsworth, Avary Joy, BS *
Fellins, Kelsey A., BS *
Gibson, Nia Katheryn, BS +
Gilbert, Hannah Elise, BS
Gomez, Rachel, BS
Gonzalez, Brynzlie, BS
Gorrine, Christopher Brock, BS
Gregory, Annalisa, BS *
Hall, Kate, BS *
Hall, Mikayla, BS +
Hamilton, Katie Dyan, BS *
Hanover, Emily Ann, BS +
Harrell, Maya Jessic, BS
Harris, Kenedee Chris, BS *
Hernandez, Myriam Guadalupe, BS *
Hill, Clarissa, BS *
Hillier, D.J. Mclay, BS *
Hopper, Amy BS *
Ishbel, Kaitlyn Morgan, BS *
Jacobsen, Makennale Alesie, BS *
Jensen, Skye Emma, BS *
Johnson, Elizabeth Jane, BS *
Jorgenson, Abby Jewel, BS *
Killpack, Callee Ann, BS *
Larisch, Isabel, BS *
Larsen, Elizabeth Amy, BS *
Lloyd, Dakota Marie, BS +
Lloyd, Landon Jayson, BS *
MacMurray, Ingrid J., BS *
Mata, Lizz, BS
McClellan, Madeline Grace, BS +
McKee, Malena, BS +
McNeil, Rebecka Esther, BS *
Meeck, Amanda, BA +
Miller, Ellie LaRae, BS *
Moncada, Ashley, BS *
Moser, Cameron Seth, BS *
Patton, Dallin M., BS *
Pexton, Claire Nicole, BS *
Pitcher, Simon Daniel, BA ^
Quintanilla, Keisly M., BS *
Rees, Cassie Nicole, BS *
Rigby, Brayden Wayne, BS *
Rutherford, Taylor M., BS
Samano, Kaitlin Marie, BS *
Sessions, Trieste J., BS *
Sherlock, Tom Richard, BS *
Smiper, Shyanma Lola, BS
Slwoski, Mia V., BS
Smart, Adam Joseph, BS *
Sturgill, Grace Victoria, BS *
Swensen, Zachary Justus, BS +
Thompson, Adriana Jayne, BS +
Tillotson, Sarah Rose, BS *
Tremelling, Miranda Kaylynn, BS *
Tuttle, Emma Catherine, BS *
Valle, Jessica, BS *
Wagner, Roshelle Rose, BS *
Watts, Jourdan Hansen, BS *
White, Adalie, BS *
Wilkinson, Daisey Elaine, BS *
Winn, Ann Marie, BS *
Wood, Rachel Lynn, BS *

SOCIOLOGY AND...
SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY

Addley, Shawn Rex, BS *
Addley, Stacy L., BS *
Alcon, Ellicia Faith, BS
Anderson Asay, Melissa Paige, ICP, BS *
Anderson, Haley Ashlyn, ICP
Bailey, Emmett Nikolais, ICP
Baumann, Katherine Lane, BS
Beck, Hannah, BS *
Begay, Jehiiah Joel, AS
Bell, Regan Mercy, BS
Bingham, Abel Sage, BS
Blanchard, Briley Ann, ICP
Bodily, Olivia Lauren, ICP, BS
Bonsall, Michael Reid, BS *
Boyd, Alexa K., AS *
Brady, Bremen Nicole, AS
Brewster, Haley, ICP, BS
Buhler, Spencer Gene, AS, BS
Burnard, Brooklyn Kendall, BS *
Cameron, Erin Shalene, BA
Caravella, Piper A., AS *
Chatterton, Amillia L., ICP, AS **, BS *
Chavez, Jose Guadalupe, BS
Cole, Elia Washburn, ICP
Cooper, Abigail Inez, BS *
Daines, Daniel Jose, AS
Dalton, Rylee, BS *
Davis, Sabrey, BS *
De Leon, Ashley Melissa, ICP
Dean, Alexa M., BS
Del Rio, Nevaeh Lynn, AS
Delgado, Lisset, BS *
Dixon, Destyne Leona, AS
Domínguez, Francisco, BS
Driggs, Faith Anne, AS
Eckburg, Lea Dawn, BS *
Esplin, Katrina Knight, BS
Evans, Emma LaRee, BS +
Flint, Kaytrauna Jennesca, BS
Foster, Margaret Grey, ICP
Fraughton, Nicole J., ICP
Frederickson, Mekenzie F., ICP, BS *
Gilbert, Hannah Elise, ICP
Goodrich, Rachel Henny, BS *
Gordon, Savannah Lynne, BS
Grass, Jaron Michael, ICP, BS *
Groesbeck, Anna Lyn, CP, BS
Han, Christopher, BS
Hansen, Brayden Scott, AS
Hanson, Corinne Marjorie, BS *
Haro, Jessica Cabrera, BS
Haroldsen, Grace Dee, BS
Hawkins, Paola, BS +
Haws, Julie Ann, AS
Heywood, Zachariah T, BS
Hicks, Savannah Emily, ICP, AS **, BS +
Hillyard, Addison Anne, BA *
Hopkins-Sargent, Travis Seth, BS
Hoskin, Camry Alyssa, ICP, BS *
Huber, Casey Cane, AS
Huff, Makayla Lewis, BS
Hutchens, Tiffani, ICP, BS *
Jackson, Emma, BS *
Jasso Torres, Deleny Victoria, BS
Jeffries, Hannah, BA *
Jensen, Rebekah R., BS *
Johnson, Rylee E., BS
Johnson, Samantha Diane, ICP, AS **, BA *
Kaminsky, Amber Dawn, AS
Kekauoha, Islay Mac Belen
Navahineokekai, BS *
Kelly, Mike Charles, ICP, BS
King, Kellee A., AS
Knudsen, Ashley Marlene, BS
Kowarski, David, BS
Kram, Morgan Delaney, ICP
Kuykendall, Amiah Grace, AS
Landsom, Aubry Nikole, BS *
Larsen, Isabel, ICP *
Larsen, Derek P., BA *
Lawer, Grace A., BA *
Lemons, Tasia Lois, BS
Mann, Cortland Parker, ICP, BS
Martin, Jacob Robert, CP, BS
Martineau, Kaylinn Ann, BS *
Mathews, Micah A., BS
Mathys, Parker, ICP, AS **, BS *
Mattinson, Lucy Monroe, BS *
Mayers, Sarah Kate, ICP
Meairs, Holly A., BA *
Mehota, Inka Maria, BA *
Merrill, Madison Lauri, ICP, BA *
Merritt, Jenna, ICP, BS *
Midgley, Hailee Nicole, BS *
Midgley, Irene Renae, BS
Miller, Bethany Ilene, ICP, BS *
Moellendorf, Cameron, BS
Morkel, Anna Sophia, BS
Mott, Austin Steven, AS
Murphy, Iris Isadora, BS *
Murphy, Madison Paige, BS *
Nelson, Isaac, ICP, BS *
Pardone, Doria, BA *
Parent, Ally Nichole, BA
Parent, Kaitlyn Ann, BS
Peabody, Brittany, ICP, BS *
Pilling, Abbie M., ICP, BS *
Reblud, Melia Diulgil, BS
Reel, Keaton R., BS
Regalado, Hali, AS **
Riesen, Audrey Elizabeth, BS
Roberts, Yasabella Nicole, ICP
Robinson, Tia, ICP, BS *
Rogers, Kellianne Petith, ICP
Sanders, Delta Fae, BS *
Schipapaabood, Elizabeth Margaret, ICP
Sherlock, Tom Richard, ICP
Siddoway, Tara Whittier, BS *
Sirisans, Megan Love, BS
Skanchy, Jared Steven, BS
Smith, Courtney Marie, BS
Smith, Olivia June, BS *
Sorenson, Erika Faye, BA
Springer, Hannah Dale, BS *
Stearns, Alyssa Dawn, AS
Steed, Rhylee K., ICP, BS
Strong, Laura Jessie, BS *
Sullivan, Sophia Lilian, ICP
Tamilos, Lainee Kait, AS
Thomas, Audrey E., BS
Timmerreck, Sadie R., ICP, BS *
Torrie, Bree Ashlyn, BS *
Trejo Bravo, April Catalina, ICP, AS **, BA *
Tremelling, Miranda Kaylyne, ICP
Trette, Benjamin Paul, ICP, BS +
Trevizo, Victoria, AS
Tripp, Emma Lee, BS *
Uhler, Rhianneon, BS
Utley, Sarah Nicole, AS *
Valadez Olvera, Gitlali, BS
Vaughan, Brianna R., BS *
Wall, Ariel Ruth, ICP, BS *
Warren, Kayla F., BS *
White, Katie Jean, BS *
Wight, Kiley A., ICP, BS *
Williams, Porter E., ICP
Willie, Brittni, BS *
Winder, Alexandria Grace, AS
Winn, Ann Marie, ICP
Woodbury, Annie J., BS *

WORLD LANGUAGES AND CULTURES

Andrews, Aubrey Mae, BA +
Berringer, Mara, BA *
Brown, Martin Alexander, BA
Bryant, Abbey Jean, BA *
Caudle, Logan Cameron, BA
Christiansen, Gabriela Smith, CP **, BA *
Cook, Michelle, BA *
Davis, Natalie Ann, CP **
Hadden, Teancum A., BA *
Hernandez, Virginia, BA *
Hogge, Nathan Justin, BA *
Houskeeper, Kristen, BA
Kelson, Caleb Aaron, BA *
Kronmiller, Claire Elizabeth, BA *
Lamoreaux, Anna, BA *
Longhurst, Emma Lee, CP *
Madsen, Tenaya Leigh, BA *
Mather, Chelsea, BA *
Maughan, Christian Seth, BA
Merrill, Jeffrey Blackburn, BA *
Morales, Jasmine, BA
Nunes, Ethan James, BA
Oar, Lydia Marie, CP
Penrod, Miriam Lara, BA *
Roberts, Al, BA
Scott, Coleman Grant, BA *
Shakespeare, Madison Brooke, BA *
Shelton, Michael Allan, BA
Smith, Paige Alaina, BA
Whitney, Gabriel Ivins, BA *
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Dee Glen Smith Spectrum  
3:00 p.m.

PROCESSIONAL  
USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps

WELCOME  
Michelle A. Baker, Dean

INTRODUCTION OF VALEDICTORIAN  
Ryan Jackson, Associate Professor Chemistry and Biochemistry

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS  
Sterling Scott Sturgill, Biology

RECOGNITION OF 2023-2024 GRADUATES AND HOODING  
Sean Johnson, Associate Professor, Associate Dean, Chemistry and Biochemistry

RECOGNITION OF 2023-2024 UNDERGRADUATES  
Brynja Kohler, Professor, Associate Dean, Mathematics and Statistics

BY DEPARTMENT HEADS  
Lance Seefeldt, Chemistry and Biochemistry
Joel Pederson, Geosciences
Xiaojun Qi, Computer Science
Jan Sojka, Physics
Al Savitzky, Interim Department Head, Biology
Luis Gordillo, Associate Department Head, Mathematics and Statistics

CLOSING REMARKS  
Michelle A. Baker, Dean

RECESSIONAL
2023-2024 COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AWARD RECIPIENTS
Michelle A. Baker, Dean

TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Melissa “Missy” Kofoed, Chemistry & Biochemistry

ED GLATFELTER FACULTY SERVICE AWARD
Daniel Coster, Mathematics & Statistics

FACULTY RESEARCHER
Soukaina Filali Boubrahimi, Computer Science

GRADUATE MENTOR
Alexis Ault, Geosciences

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR
Stephen Walsh, Mathematics & Statistics

UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR
Nghiem Nguyen, Mathematics and Statistics

GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHER
C. Xavier Parent, Mathematics and Statistics

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW
Sophia Withers, Biology

LEGACY OF UTAH STATE NOMINEE
Bella B. Lonardo, Chemistry & Biochemistry

DOCTORAL STUDENT RESEARCHER
Helen Plylar, Ecology-Biology

MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER
Emma Kroczyk, Geosciences

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHER
Sydney Kara Schmidt, Chemistry & Biochemistry

SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Emeline N. Haroldsen, Mathematics and Statistics

STUDENT SENATOR
Jaxton Winder, Computer Science

DEAN’S SCHOLARS
Nathan Robert Butler, Mathematics and Statistics
Nicole E. Cook, Biology
Spencer Douglas Fairbanks, Biology
Louis Falck, Mathematics and Statistics
Lindsay Stephanie Hand, Mathematics and Statistics
Emeline N. Haroldsen, Mathematics and Statistics
Tucker E. Hathaway, Mathematics & Statistics
Sterling Scott Sturgill, Biology
Kaleb Jay Keller, Biology
Joshua Allen McClung, Computer Science
David Mikel Mendenhall, Computer Science
Kollin Walker Murphy, Computer Science
Alex Smith, Mathematics and Statistics

VALEDICTORIAN
Sterling Scott Sturgill
Biology
FACULTY ESCORT:
Ryan Jackson, Chemistry and Biochemistry

Sterling Scott Sturgill grew up in Kimberly, Idaho. The son of Rob and Michelle Sturgill, he is the middle of five children. In the valleys of Idaho, Sterling gained a deep respect for hard work and service while learning from his parents and local leaders. He spent summers working as a river guide on the Middle Fork of the Salmon River. He graduated from Kimberly High School after three years full of rock climbing, lacrosse, and cross country.

At USU, he was determined to pursue a profession in health care and began studying human biology with a minor in business. His weekends were often a balance between climbing, running, and studying. During his second year, he began working in Dr. Ryan Jackson’s laboratory in the biochemistry department. Sterling then served a mission for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Poland. While there, he learned invaluable lessons with and from refugees and volunteers. After graduation, he will attend medical school in the fall with hopes to specialize in oncology.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Anderson, Steve N.
Doctor of Philosophy
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Dr. Lisa M. Berreau

Bogen, Sarah Christine
Doctor of Philosophy
Mathematics and Statistics
Dr. Noelle Gabriele Beckman

Butcher, Kirsten Rebecca
Doctor of Philosophy
Biology
Dr. Michelle Baker

Chen, Qiuxiao
Doctor of Philosophy
Computer Science
Dr. Xiaojun Qi

Claridge, Brandon
Doctor of Philosophy
Biology
Dr. James Pitts

Decker, Brenna
Doctor of Philosophy
Biology
Dr. James Pitts

Denson, Joshua Mark
Doctor of Philosophy
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Dr. Sean J. Johnson

Frantzi, Rachel Marie
Doctor of Philosophy
Mathematics and Statistics
Dr. Luis Fernando Gordillo

Ghimire, Aashish
Doctor of Philosophy
Computer Science
Dr. John Martin Edwards

Gibson, Zack
Doctor of Philosophy
Physics
Dr. JR Dennison

Hagadorn, Mallory Anne
Doctor of Philosophy
Biology
Dr. Karen Marie Kapheim

Han, Xiao
Doctor of Philosophy
Computer Science
Dr. Shuhan Yuan

Hardy, Koleton Dee
Doctor of Philosophy
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Dr. Nick Dickenson

Hart, Kaden
Doctor of Philosophy
Computer Science
Dr. John Martin Edwards

Hu, Maowei
Doctor of Philosophy
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Dr. Lisa M. Berreau

Hudson, Spencer Bruce
Doctor of Philosophy
Biology
Dr. Susannah French

Jo, Jawon
Doctor of Philosophy
Physics
Dr. Jeong-Young Ji

Kocabas, Huzeyfe M.
Doctor of Philosophy
Computer Science
Dr. Mario Harper

Kepas, Megen E.
Doctor of Philosophy
Biology
Dr. Al Savitzky

Lee, Hankyu
Doctor of Philosophy
Physics
Dr. Jeong-Young Ji

McDermott, Max Van
Doctor of Philosophy
Biology
Dr. Erin Bobeck

Odemba, Mercy Adhiambo
Doctor of Philosophy
Biology
Dr. Fabiane Mundim

Partridge, Todd
Doctor of Philosophy
Mathematics and Statistics
Dr. Kady Schneiter

Pomeyie, Kenneth Kin
Doctor of Philosophy
Mathematics and Statistics
Dr. Brennan Lynn Bean
Sledge, Taylor
Doctor of Philosophy
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Dr. Lisa M. Berreau

Tanski, Natalie
Doctor of Philosophy
Geosciences
Drs. Tammy Rittenour/Joel Pederson

Williams, Mary-Kate Frances
Doctor of Philosophy Biology
Dr. Robert Nelson Schaeffer

Wu, Wenda
Doctor of Philosophy
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Dr. Tianbiao Liu

Zhang, Liping
Doctor of Philosophy
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Dr. Tianbiao Liu

MASTER'S DEGREES
Alavala, Nithya
Master of Computer Science
Computer Science

Amirhajlou, Leila
Master of Computer Science
Computer Science

Anderson, James Ryan
Master of Science
Computer Science
Dr. Mario Harper

Anderson, Taylor Gordon
Master of Science
Computer Science
Dr. Mario Harper

Andreasen, Sydnee Richards
Master of Science
Mathematics and Statistics
Dr. Brynja R. Kohler

Aryal, Santosh
Master of Science
Computer Science
Dr. Curtis Elliott Dyreson

Astle, Ragan Marie
Master of Science
Mathematics and Statistics
Dr. Juergen Symanzik

Atkin, Eli Thomas
Master of Science
Physics
Dr. Jim Wheeler

Baker, Tayler Don
Master of Science
Computer Science
Dr. Mario Harper

Bates, Jayden Edward
Master of Computer Science
Computer Science

Bhawsar, Siddharth
Master of Computer Science
Computer Science

Bingham, Laurel G.
Master of Science
Computer Science
Dr. Mario Harper

Brian, Garron
Master of Mathematics
Mathematics and Statistics
Dr. Brynja R. Kohler

Brown, Chris R.
Master of Computer Science
Computer Science

Burr, Jarom M.
Master of Computer Science
Computer Science

Bushman, Ryan Chase
Master of Science
Mathematics and Statistics
Dr. Steve Walsh

Callister, Brian R.
Master of Computer Science
Computer Science

Chanprame, Sarit
Master of Science
Biology
Dr. Robert Nelson Schaeffer

Chidambaram, Valliappan
Master of Computer Science
Computer Science

Childs, Michael Keith
Master of Computer Science
Computer Science

Clevenger, Joe Jerome
Master of Science
Geosciences
Dr. Carol Dehler

Crowley, Bailey Lynn
Master of Science
Biology
Dr. Robert Nelson Schaeffer

Crowther, Trey Dallas
Master of Science
Computer Science
Dr. Mario Harper
Daniels, Jake Tyler  
Master of Science  
Mathematics and Statistics  
Dr. Nghiem Vinh Nguyen

Dayarathne, Aloka  
Master of Science  
Mathematics and Statistics  
Dr. Steve Walsh

Deng, Yingying  
Master of Computer Science  
Computer Science

Dittmar, Taylor Marie  
Master of Science  
Chemistry and Biochemistry  
Dr. Lisa M. Berreau

Dunn, Morgan Scalici  
Master of Science  
Biology  
Dr. Diane G. Alston

Francis, Elise  
Master of Computer Science  
Computer Science

Gaona-Partida, Paul Rogelio  
Master of Science  
Mathematics and Statistics  
Dr. Yan Sun

Gouda, Menna Asaad  
Master of Science  
Mathematics and Statistics  
Dr. Jim Powell

Gupta, Shubham  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. Steve Nicola Antonio Petruzza

Hansen, Hyrum John  
Master of Science  
Mathematics and Statistics  
Dr. Steve Walsh

Hansen, Melissa  
Master of Science  
Mathematics and Statistics  
Dr. Kady Schneiter

Hansen, Tyler Stenberg  
Master of Science  
Physics  
Dr. Ian M. Anderson

Hanson, Asher E.  
Master of Science  
Mathematics and Statistics  
Dr. Steve Walsh

Haycock, Sam Allan  
Master of Science  
Mathematics and Statistics  
Dr. Brennan Lynn Bean

Hegerhorst, Michael Dennis  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. Vicki Allan

Hegerhorst, Michael Dennis  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. Vicki Allan

Hovey, Randi  
Master of Data Analytics  
Mathematics and Statistics  
Dr. Richard Cutler

Johnson, Robert Michael  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. Soukaina Filali Boubrahimi

Johnson, Scott  
Master of Science  
Computer Science  
Dr. Soukaina Filali Boubrahimi

Keaton, Tom D.  
Master of Science  
Physics  
Dr. JR Dennison

Kotte, Venkata Shiva Sai Dheeraj  
Master of Computer Science  
Computer Science

Krolczyk, Emma Taylor  
Master of Science  
Geosciences  
Dr. Tammy M. Rittenour

Larsen, Curtis Gale  
Master of Computer Science  
Computer Science

Lu, Jia  
Master of Science  
Chemistry and Biochemistry  
Dr. Steve Scheiner

McDaniel, Skylar Skylar  
Master of Science  
Biology  
Dr. Robert Nelson Schaeffer

Michalski, John Michael  
Master of Science  
Geosciences  
Dr. Benjamin J. Burger

Nalley, Brian  
Master of Science  
Mathematics and Statistics  
Dr. Alan Wisler

Parry, Gideon Richard  
Master of Science  
Mathematics and Statistics  
Dr. Brennan Lynn Bean
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pedersen, Kris Benoni</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Dr. Charles Taylor Hanifin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pena, Melania</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Dr. Titus Yuan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poudel, Pravin</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Steve Nicola Antonio Petruzza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redman, Olive David</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Chemistry and Biochemistry</td>
<td>Dr. Ryan Neal Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rideout, Liz Lyn</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Dr. Diane G. Alston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rios, Zac David</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics and Statistics</td>
<td>Dr. Yan Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roylance, Justin</td>
<td>Master of Computer Science</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saini, Kartik</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Shah Muhammad Hamdi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider, Logan Douglas</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Mathematics and Statistics</td>
<td>Dr. Brennan Lynn Bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shallue, Michaela Karrie</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Geosciences</td>
<td>Dr. Joel L. Pederson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamma, Zarin Subah</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Mario Harper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidran, Megan Meilie</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Dr. Becky Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer, Kitri Sabrina</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Geosciences</td>
<td>Dr. Katie Potter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syndergaard, Caleb</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. John Martin Edwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tera, Preethi Reddy</td>
<td>Master of Computer Science</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urry, Joshua</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. John Martin Edwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vemireddy, Arun</td>
<td>Master of Computer Science</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulcano, Kevin</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Shuhan Yuan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiteley, Jenny Rebecca</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Dr. Jan Josef Sojka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willard, Jack</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Geosciences</td>
<td>Dr. Joel L. Pederson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woznick, Hawke</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Geosciences</td>
<td>Dr. Tammy M. Rittenour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xi, Xiaoqi</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Dr. Titus Yuan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaramala, Aswani</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Hamid Karimi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
2023-2024 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

BIOLOGY

Aardema, Maddi, BS +
Alt, Aintzane Aliese, BS *
Amofa, Emmanuel, BS
Andam, Maia Elizabeth, BS
Anderson, Kyler Scott, BS
Anderson, Mckay Levi, BS *
Andres, Emily Danielle, BS
Arbon, Cache Bailey, BS +
Barrus, Carter Keate, BS +
Bee, Nate Gwan-Jone, BS +
Berg, Angelina Weather, BS +
Bilanzich, Caitlin Mae, BS *
Billings, Anna Maylee, BS ^
Blakely, Olivia Mae, BS +
Blotter, Kaitlyn, BS ^
Boehme, Rachael Wallentine, BS
Boyer, Claire Lisbeth, BS
Brand, Reagan Kristie, BS
Burt, Teressa Deveave, BS +
Carter, Madison A., BS *
Chester, Hannah Grace, BS *
Christensen, Em Paige, BS
Christianson, Brady, BS
Concidine, Addison Laurel, BS *
Conroy, Kennedy Marie, BS
Cook, Nicole E., BS ^
Cox, Jordan M., BS
Dahlke, Conner DeVon, BS +
Davis, Shaylee, BS ^
Dayley, Ethan Elijah, BS +
Durrant, Charles Dalie, BS *
Eissler, Ben, BS
Erickson, Chris Lee, BS
Esplin, Hunter, BS *
Ethridge, Jacob Connor, BS +
Evans, Benjamin John, BS
Fairbanks, Spencer Douglas, BS ^
Farnsworth, Onora Ivy, BS
Ferre, Maren Aurora, BS *
Fletcher, Ella Christine, BS +
Frajndsen, Dax Lyle, BS +
Gardner, JD D., BS +
Gehring, Matthew Odin, BS
Giacalone, Nick Steven, BS
Gonzalez, Edgar Masiel, BS
Griffeth, Pratt, BS *
Griffiths, Ryan David, BS
Gunnell, Bridger Beck, BS +
Hale, Logan Christopher, BS ^
Hallows, Hayden Curtis, BS
Hannah, Jackson David, BS
Hansen, Jeffrey Walker, BS ^
Hanson, Jared Robert, BS
Honda, David, BS
Hovinga, Mason Allen, BS *
Howe, Rylie Jo, BS +
Jefferson, Samuel Nels, BS
Johnson, Shauntel Nicole, BS
Jorgensen, McKenzie Andrea, BS
Kast, Megan Marie, BS
Keller, Kaleb Jay, BS ^
Kofford, Elleke Grace, BA ^
Landsom, Aubry Nikole, BS ^
Lee, Kelson Doyle, BS *
Leutgeb, Kristin Theresa, BS *
Lloyd, Addie Rose, BS *
Lynn, Kora R., BS
Mansfield, Zackery Dennis, BS *
McBride, Scott Mikel, BS *
Merrill, Tannon Mark, BS *
Miller, Timothy Scott, BS +
Miller, Zac Todd, BS +
Moffitt, John Charles, BS *
Murray, Justin Shirley, BS ^
Nelson, McKay T., BS
Norton, Brady Andrew, BS *
Oldham, Jacob M., BS
Oliver, Zac David, BS +
Palmer, Katelyn Brooke, BS
Perlaza-Moody, Tatiana Elise, BS
Petersen Jones, Audrey Lynn, BS
Pickett, Abby S., BS *
Riddle, Clark Chandler, BS
Rodabough, Dylan Robison, BS +
Sandoval Rodriguez, Karla, BS *
Selvaneveldt, Kaden Reed, BS *
Stanger, Hunter Scott, BS +
Stevenson, Tanner Shane, BS *
Stolworthy, Maya Eden, BS
Struegill, Sterling Scott, BS ^
Symkoviak, Brooke Aurora, BS
Thornton, Tate Thomas, BS
Turley, Cohen Robert, BS +
Wals, Maille Lin, BS *
Warby, Hans Richard, BS
Watson, Benjamin Pratt, BS *
Whittaker, Clara, BS
Wild, Hayden Kory, BS
Woodbury, Rebekah W., BS
Zentner, Maggie Arin, BS *

CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY

Allen, Grace Catherine, BS *
Ashby, Ben K., BS +
Ashton, Joel Tanner, BS
Boehme, Mckay Randy, BS
Cheney, Payton Joseph, BS *
Chun, Kevin, BS
Clyde, Matt Adam, BS *
Corbett, Will John, BS *
Davidson, Hannah Irene, BS *
Dulce, Cadyn Terrick, BS *
Felt, Nicole, BS *
Furnell, Rachel S., BS *
Gaffari, Kamran Hunter, BS
Haderlie, Emmaline, BS +
Hall, Joe Stock, BS +
Hammond, Brandon Ray, BS +
Hartoldsen, Emeline N., BS ^
Hayden, Marcus T., BS +
Hill, Alex Griffin, BS +
Jacobson, Kenadee Lyn, BS *
Jensen, Christian Jay, BS +
Jolley, Aivlia Dawn, BS
Kovallis, Kaylee Ann, BS *
Kress, Emily A., BS *
Larsen, Caleb Isaac, BS +
Liebes, Mallory, BS
Lonardo, Bella B., BS ^
Maerz, Tanner Alexander, BS
Miller, George D., BS *
Miller, Logan David, BS
Morley, Jackson Jeffrey, BS ^
Mouritsen, Sophia, BS
Niu, Isaac Semisi, BS +
Norman, Ariel, BS *
Papworth, Lorenzo Dane, BS *
Pentico, Jacob Aaron, BS
Peterson, Bryce Noah, BS
Peterson, Katerina Arlene, BS
Phillips, Ellie McKay, BS *
Prom, Samalie, BS *
Reel, Keaton R., BS
Richards, Adisyn Kayla, BS +
Rossi, Zarahah, BS *
Schmidt, Sydney Kara, BS ^
Shakespeare, Madyson Brooke, BS ^
Silva, Logan Manuel, BS *
Summers, Camila V., BS
Swain, Caleb Keith, BS +
Winegar, Alec Glen, BS

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Allen, Abbey Jenne, BS
Andersen, Ryan, BS *
Anderson, Jeff Allen, BS +
Anderson, Keaton Hills, BS ^
Apedaile, Cody, BS
Arnold, Kian Read, BS
Bagley, Trax Kent, BS
Barfuss, Daniel Louis, ICP
James, Lane T., BS
Baron, Luke Robert, BS
Baxter, Reagan Caryn, BS *
Beck, Tyler James, BS
Bell, Calvin T., BS *
Boehmer, Keldon Craig, BS +
Brown, Kelly Marie, ICP
Burnham, Christopher Dean, BS
Call, Miles J., BS *
Cheney, Chase C., BS
Price, Teancum Steven, BS
Reynolds, Ben Gene, BS
Richins, Brianna Noelle, BS *
Robison, J’see Shore, BS
Roth, Lily Xiulan, BS +
Rowley, Adam Eric, BS
Sever, Jeffrey J., BS
Shumway, Deryl Scott, BS
Skabelund, Andy Robert, BS
Smith, Alex, BS ^
Smith, Landon, BS +
Stine, Megan L., BS *
Sullivan, Kashton S., BS
Swenson, Benjamin Merrill, BS +
Thomas, Sydney April, BS *
Thompson, Casen Alexander, BS ^
Wachtel, Aaron Matthew, BS
Warburton, Amy Eileen, BS *
Wheeler, Spencer Gregory, BS *
White, Josh Dennis, BS *
White, Matthew Thomas, BS *
Wiggins, Heather Afton, BS ^
Wilkerson, Jocca Shea, BS
Wilson, Dallin Matthew, BS *

PHYSICS
Anderson, Tucker Gabriel, BS
Brothers, Spencer Ammon, BS
Brown, Anastasia Noelle, BS
Cooney, Joe Thomas, BS +
Enger, Bethany Carlene, BS
Flood, Laney, BS +
Halper, Clayton Que, BS
Hill, Nicholas Isaac, BS
Ogden, Kade C., BS
Pontius, Matthew Scott, BS *
Simms, Aaron J., BS *
Tolman, Madilyn Marie, AS **
Watson, Andrew J., BS ^
Wiggins, Jayson Scott, BS *
Wilcox, Seth Lorin, BS +
EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES CONVOCATIONS

UNDERGRADUATE CONVOCATION
May 3, 2024
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
12:30 pm

PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

RECOGNITION OF 2023-2024 EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES AWARD RECIPIENTS
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

EDITH BOWEN LABORATORY SCHOOL HONOR CHOIR
Choral Director: Jill DeVilbiss
“Read Me a Memory”
“The Scotsman”

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Celina Larsen
School of Teacher Education and Leadership

RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

RECESSIONAL

GRADUATE CONVOCATION
May 3, 2024
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
3:00 pm

PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

RECOGNITION OF 2023-2024 EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES AWARD RECIPIENTS
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

ADDRESS TO GRADUATES
Tami Pyfer, Chief of Staff & VP of External Relations, Project UNITE

RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Alan L. Smith, Dean

RECESSIONAL
2023-2024 EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES AWARD RECIPIENTS

Alan L. Smith, Dean

GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHER
Megan Bagley

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW
Taelor Shae Smith

LEGACY OF UTAH STATE NOMINEE
Megan Raddatz

DOCTORAL STUDENT RESEARCHER
Samuel Skidmore

MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER
Man Zhang

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHER
Kiernan Taylor Callister

SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Audrey Louise Flood

STUDENT SENATOR
Chloe Richmond

DEPARTMENT VALEDICTORIANS
Alexa Lynne Dawson
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
Grace Noel Rawson
Human Development and Family Studies
Jake Hayward
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences
Merrill C. Ward
Kinesiology and Health Science
Brynn Aleis Bonham
Nursing
Kylen Robert Aycock
Psychology
Taylor Michelle Gibbons
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling
Celina Larsen
School of Teacher Education and Leadership

VALEDICTORIAN
Celina Larsen
School of Teacher Education and Leadership
Faculty Escort: Summer Gunn

Celina Larsen decided to attend Utah State because of the quality of its education programs and the opportunities the institution provided to gain teaching experience while completing her degrees in elementary education and special education. One of her favorite classes was technology for teaching exceptional learners, in which she learned to look at problems that limit the access of students to participate in everyday life and to find low-tech and high-tech solutions. During her time at Utah State, Celina was on the Dean's list (fall 2020, spring 2021, fall 2021, spring 2022), earned the A Pin Award, and received the Presidential Scholarship, Anthony LaPray Scholarship, and the Glen & Kathylene Jenson Scholarship.

Celina is grateful for her professors in the special education and elementary education programs who supported her, showed her grace when she was struggling, and pushed her to become more. She felt valued because they were willing to go above and beyond to help her succeed. Celina graduates from Utah State valuing the close bonds she created with other students, knowing she can be an advocate for herself and her students, and believing she can impact the world for the better.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Alvarez, Cari De La Caridad
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Melanie Domenech Rodríguez

Avila, Stephanie Dayle
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Christopher Michael Warren

Barboza, Jessica Elizabeth
Doctor of Philosophy
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Ryan Bert Seedall

Barney, Jennifer L.
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Michael Twohig

Beck, Kimberly Evagelatos
Doctor of Philosophy
Teacher Education and Leadership
Dr. Jessica Francis Shumway

Benallie, Kandice Jaclynn
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Maryellen McClain

Brown, Madison Shae
Doctor of Audiology
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Campbell, Vincent Edward
Doctor of Philosophy
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling
Dr. Thomas S. Higbee

Chou, Petra Mei Wah Sin
Doctor of Philosophy
Teacher Education and Leadership
Dr. Kit Mohr

Daugherty, Cierra Nicole
Doctor of Audiology
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Davis, Leah Catherine
Doctor of Philosophy
Teacher Education and Leadership
Dr. Amy Elizabeth Piotrowski

Estrada, Juan Jose
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Renee Galliher

Fleming, Dan Joseph Mulligan
Doctor of Philosophy
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Travis Dorsch

Ferrell, Jillian
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Susan Crowley

Folland, Michael
Doctor of Philosophy
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences
Dr. Jody Clarke Midura

Fruge, Jeremiah Ethan
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Michael Twohig

Gailey, Sara L. M.
Doctor of Philosophy
Teacher Education and Leadership
Dr. Sarah K. Braden

Gillespie, Allie
Doctor of Philosophy
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Ryan Bert Seedall

Griffith, Kristin R.
Doctor of Philosophy
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling
Dr. Thomas S. Higbee

Hadfield, Kimberly Felix
Doctor of Philosophy
Teacher Education and Leadership
Dr. Katherine N. Vela

Hardiman, Amand L.
Doctor of Philosophy
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Travis Dorsch

Hauck, Cassity Rose
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Maryellen McClain

Hicks, Tish Costello
Doctor of Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Melanie Domenech Rodríguez

Hodgson, Kirsten
Doctor of Philosophy
Neuroscience
Dr. Mona Buhusi
Isaacs, Devon Sue  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Psychology  
Dr. Melissa Tehee

Johnson, Kylie  
Doctor of Audiology  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Kartchner, David Brian  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences  
Dr. Kristin Anne Searle

Kelley, Heather Howell  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Elizabeth Braungart Fauth

Kennett, Daron  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Teacher Education and Leadership  
Dr. Amanda Sue Taggart

Lyons, Vicki A.  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Teacher Education and Leadership  
Dr. Jessica Francis Shumway

Mack, Sallie  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Psychology  
Dr. Melissa Tehee

Mendenhall, Donald R.  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Teacher Education and Leadership  
Dr. Suzanne Hutchison Jones

Miles, Sandra Jeannette  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Teacher Education and Leadership  
Dr. Katherine N. Vela & Dr. Mario Suarez

Murray, Julie  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Psychology  
Dr. Scott DeBerard

Navarro Flores, Cynthia Margarita  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Psychology  
Dr. Melanie Domenech Rodríguez

Nichols, Beverly Ann  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling  
Dr. Thomas S. Higbee

Nist, Anthony N.  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Psychology  
Dr. Timothy Shahan

Plaizier, Amanda J.  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Teacher Education and Leadership  
Dr. Amy Elizabeth Piotrowski

Raddatz, Megan  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Neuroscience  
Dr. Erin Bobeck

Redford, Rachael Kristine  
Doctor of Audiology  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Reeder, Rachel Checketts  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Teacher Education and Leadership  
Dr. Kit Mohr

Reutzel, Cody J.  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Teacher Education and Leadership  
Dr. Alyson Lavigne

Rogowski, Aubrey  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences  
Dr. Mimi Recker

Shehzad, Umar  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences  
Dr. Mimi Recker

Snow, Vanessa Megumi  
Doctor of Audiology  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Tannahill, Hallie Sarah  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Psychology  
Dr. Rebecca Blais

Urquhart, Sarah  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences  
Dr. David Feldon

Vazquez, Alejandro Luis  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Psychology  
Dr. Melanie Domenech Rodríguez

Washburn, Karen Hazel  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Teacher Education and Leadership  
Dr. Sherry Marx

Warr, Jett  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Teacher Education and Leadership  
Dr. Jessica Francis Shumway

Watson, Ethan Lynn  
Doctor of Audiology  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Weeks, Sean Neri  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Psychology  
Dr. Tyler Renshaw
Wheeler, Laura Ann
Doctor of Philosophy
Teacher Education and Leadership
Dr. Max Leonard Longhurst

Worley, Justin
Doctor of Philosophy
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Al Smith

**MASTER’S DEGREES**

Adams, Melissa Rockwood
Master of Education
Teacher Education and Leadership

Ahmad, Jenna Dotson Lyn
Master of Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Albright, Agne
Master Marriage Family Therapy
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Spencer D. Bradshaw

Allen, Kari
Master of Education
Teacher Education and Leadership

Andersen, Brandon David
Master of Education
Psychology

Anyanwu, Michael Michael
Master of Sports Management
Kinesiology and Health Science
Dr. James Morton

Armitstead, Marissa May
Master of Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Austin, Sarah E.
Master of Science
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Sarah Tulane

Baker, Stephen
Master of Education
Kinesiology and Health Science
Dr. John Kras

Balzen, Samantha
Master of Education
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Barcelona, Chrissie
Master of Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Barker, McKay Ann
Master of Sports Management
Kinesiology and Health Science
Dr. Travis Reed Peterson

Barney, Erin K.
Master of Education
Psychology

Bennett, Aileen P.
Master of Education
Teacher Education and Leadership

Binette, Auburn Kathleen
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling

Bingham, Andrea Laycock
Master of Education
Psychology

Birch, Kayla Marie
Master of Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Black, Jennnifer
Master of Education
Teacher Education and Leadership

Blackburn, Hope Chantelle
Master of Education
Psychology

Blaser, Andrew J.
Master of Sports Management
Kinesiology and Health Science
Dr. Nate Trauntvein

Blodgett, Sonja Johnson
Master of Education
Psychology

Boden, Matthew Ryan
Master of Education
Psychology

Bodily, Justin
Master of Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Bowman, Sydney L.
Master of Education
Psychology

Brewer, BreAnn Chantel
Master of Education
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling
Dr. Kaitlin Bundock

Briggs, Angela Nelson
Master of Education
Psychology

Broadbent, Isaac Jay
Master of Education
Psychology

Broadhead, Briana
Master of Education
Psychology
Brower, Kammi Jo  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling

Brown, Ashley Clara  
Master of Sports Management  
Kinesiology and Health Science  
Dr. Travis Reed Peterson

Brown, Darius Joseph  
Master of Sports Management  
Kinesiology and Health Science  
Dr. Travis Reed Peterson

Brown, Ethan Bryant  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Browning, Katie Lynn  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Burton, Monique Elise  
Master of Fitness Promotion  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Bushman, Haley Joy Dahl  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Butikofer, Craig Earl  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Byington, Jaime Paige  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Cafferty, Liz Ann  
Master of Science  
Kinesiology and Health Science  
Dr. Dale Richard Wagner

Cardena, Sonia  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Cardon, Rachel  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Carter, Megan Ashlee  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Chamberlain, Roman Christopher  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Chavez, Connie Ofelia  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling

Chen, Siya  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Chi, Kevin Joseph  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Renee Galliher

Christiansen, Mark David  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Clark, Kelly Nicole  
Master of Science  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Dave Robinson

Conners, Sean Franklin  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Coombs, Jasmihn Mariah  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Cooper, Erica  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Corso, Nicholas Frank  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling

Coverstone, Melissa Ruth  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Craig, Jennifer L.  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Cranney, Joan  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Crenshaw, Johnny Lee  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Cromwell, Robbie Neil  
Master of Education  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling  
Dr. Kaitlin Bundock & Dr. Wilhelmina van Dijk

Cummings, Karissa Peck  
Master of Science  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education  
Dr. Sandi Gillam

Cutler, Ryan Kainoa O Kalani  
Master of Sports Management  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Daines, Savannah Anne  
Master of Public Health  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Dangerfield, Alisha Michelle  
Master of Education  
Psychology
Daniels, Teasha Jean  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Davenport, Aimee L.  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Davis, Colton Karey  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling

Davis, Marinda  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Davis-Johnson, Carrie  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling

Dearden, Gayle  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Dee, Tylan  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Delfino, Bruno D Pinto  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Densley, Camille  
Master of Education  
Psychology

De Rurange, NeCole  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

DeMann, Samuel Jackson  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Dickey, Tom Alan  
Master of Science  
Kinesiology and Health Science  
Dr. Brennan Thompson

Dixon, Jennifer Irene  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Dotson, Jenna Lyn  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Durbin, Casey Ray  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Durland, Mandy LaFae  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Eborn, Jared  
Master of Sports Management  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Edmonds, BJ Joe  
Master of Sports Management  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Edwards, Bayli Godderidge  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Elders, Brad  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Elison, Emma  
Master of Public Health  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Evans, Annelise  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Evans, Emma  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Evans, Kayleen  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Evans, Maddie Nicole  
Master Marriage Family Therapy  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Spencer D. Bradshaw

Fisher, Cody Michael  
Master of Science  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Farley, Caleb D.  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Tyler Renshaw

Flint, Kelsi Joi  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Forney, Caitlyn Marie  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling

Franzmann, Thomas Kristopher  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Tyler Renshaw

Fryer, Joseph Matthew  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Fullmer, Moana Maree  
Master Marriage Family Therapy  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Ryan Bert Seedall

Gagnier, Rebecca  
Master of Education  
Psychology
Gailey, Rebecca Jane  
Master of Education  
Psychology  

Gailey, Morgan Danielle  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education  

Garcia, Raul O.  
Master of Public Health  
Kinesiology and Health Science  

Giddings, Nataiah Swenson  
Master of Education  
Kinesiology and Health Science  

Gilfillan, Rene  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling  

Gillespie, Mary  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences  

Gittins, Dallin Dallin  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership  

Godfrey, Taylor  
Master of Education  
Psychology  

Gongora, Cari Lee  
Master of Science  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Lisa K. Boyce  

Gordon, Maddie Madeleine  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences  

Gosney, Sarah Cooombs  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences  

Gough, Lauren Nicole  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences  

Graul, Megan Elizabeth  
Master of Science  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling  
Dr. Thomas S. Higbee  

Gutzman, Brie Ann  
Master of Education  
Kinesiology and Health Science  

Hamilton, Case  
Master of Education  
Psychology  

Hamilton, Kristen Erin  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences  

Hanks, Shalice Clarke  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education  

Hanni, Riley Jo  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences  

Hansen, Jesse Wes  
Master of Science  
Kinesiology and Health Science  
Dr. Breanna Studenka  

Hansen, Joshua Elkington  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences  

Harris, Lindsey Manning  
Master of Education  
Psychology  

Hatch, Bryan LaRelle  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership  

Headden, Julian  
Master of Sports Management  
Kinesiology and Health Science  

Heap, Kylee Lynn  
Master of Science  
Kinesiology and Health Science  
Dr. Brennan Thompson  

Henderson, Melissa Anne  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences  

Heywood, Sherrie  
Master of Education  
Psychology  

Hollingsworth, Rachel Catherine  
Master of Education  
Psychology  

Holt, Kiersten  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education  

Hood, Aubrey  
Master of Education  
Psychology  

Hunsaker, Jennifer Johnson  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling  

Hurd, Alyssa Marie  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Katherine Brown  

Irlbeck, Kayla S.  
Master of Sports Management  
Kinesiology and Health Science  

RETURN TO THE TABLE OF CONTENTS
Jackman, Devin Bret  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Jay, Mandy C.  
Master of Public Health  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Jeffs, Felicia F.  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Jenkins, Bethany Joy  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Jenkins, Tasha  
Master of Education  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling  
Dr. Sophia D’Agostino

Jennings, Laura  
Master of Sports Management  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Jensen, Andrew D.  
Master Marriage Family Therapy  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Dave Robinson

Jeppson, Sara Nicole  
Master of Science  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling  
Dr. Thomas S. Higbee

Jerman, Taya Godfrey  
Master of Public Health  
Kinesiology and Health Science  
Dr. Debasree DasGupta

Johnson, Adrie Lia  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Johnson, Caili  
Master of Science  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling  
Dr. Sophia D’Agostino

Johnson, Lane Thomas  
Master of Science  
Kinesiology and Health Science  
Dr. Brennan Thompson

Jones, Brad R.  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling

Kari Allen  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Keller, Yael  
Master Marriage Family Therapy  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Ryan Bert Seedall

Kerr, Shelby Gentry  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Kimball, Mayson Rose  
Master of Sports Management  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Klein, Lisa Allen  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Kreiling, Rebecca Ann  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Kunz, Delaney Nicholle  
Master of Sports Management  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Law, Loryn  
Master of Science  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Yoon Geum Lee

Lettich, Camryn Elizabeth  
Master of Science  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Lippert, Annelies  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Lori J. Burt  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Lowe, Emily Nelson  
Master of Public Health  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Lu, Bonny  
Master of Science  
Kinesiology and Health Science  
Dr. David Bolton

Luce, Aaron Aaron  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Madsen, Jennifer J.  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Mahmoudi, Saba  
Master of Science  
Psychology  
Dr. Gregory J. Madden

Main, Makaelee Kerry  
Master of Sports Management  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Marks, Sawyer  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership
Martin, Kinley Marie  
Master Marriage Family Therapy  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Dave Robinson

Maughan, Melissa Allen  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

McDermott, Jenna  
Master of Education  
Psychology

McLaws, Emily Rose  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Mecham, Elsja Irene  
Master of Sports Management  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Melmoth, Lexi Alene  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Mendoza, Mya M.  
Master of Fitness Promotion  
Kinesiology and Health Science  
Dr. Talin Louder

Miller, Jaclyn Atencio  
Master of Public Health  
Kinesiology and Health Science  
Dr. Phillip J. Waite

Miller, Ryan S.  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling

Morgan, Annie R.  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Newman, Kendra Dawn  
Master of Science  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Lisa K. Boyce

Nielsen, Bethany  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Nielsen, Chelsi Lyn  
Master of Arts  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Nielsen, Tanner Jens  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Niemela, Sarae  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Nix, Lauren  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

North, Julia Elizabeth  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Ochoa, Salina Monique  
Master of Science  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Sarah Tulane

Oldham, Cameron Grant  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Olsen, John Douglas  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Olsen, Kristen Nicole  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Olson, Lacie J.  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Orellana, Carlos  
Master of Public Health  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Otani, Josh Kei  
Master of Science  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Ryan Bert Seedall

Owens, Ellen Rae  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling

Pack, Chad  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Palmore, Keenan Thomas  
Master of Education  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Parker, Breanna M.  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Paul, Moira Silvina Soledad  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Pedersen, Mahala Isabella  
Master of Education  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Perkins, Jolyn Low  
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling  
Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling

Peterson, Bridger Lane  
Master of Sports Management  
Kinesiology and Health Science
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree/Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pew, Melanie Louise</td>
<td>Master of Education Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phan, Mary</td>
<td>Master of Science Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pickett, Abbey Nicole</td>
<td>Master of Arts Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierson, McCall</td>
<td>Master of Public Health Kinesiology and Health Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pond, Becca</td>
<td>Master of Arts Instruction Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pope, Sarah Nichole</td>
<td>Master of Science Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portnova, Alena</td>
<td>Master of Science Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poulson, Dixie</td>
<td>Master of Education Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling Dr. Wilhelmina van Dijk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pozuelos, Jannica</td>
<td>Master of Education Teacher Education and Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preston, Emma Caroline</td>
<td>Master of Science Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling Dr. Timothy A. Slocum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralphs, Jessica Dorothy</td>
<td>Master of Science Human Development and Family Studies Dr. Yoon Geum Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasmussen, Madison Thomas</td>
<td>Master of Education Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reedy, Melissa Kay</td>
<td>Master of Education Teacher Education and Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reese, Whitney Ann Draper</td>
<td>Master of Education Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riddle, Kara A.</td>
<td>Master of Education Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riddle Johnson, McKay Lynn</td>
<td>Master of Arts Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rindlisbacher, Cassidy Beth</td>
<td>Master of Education Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley, Baylee Marie</td>
<td>Master of Arts Instruction Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson, Tanner Dean</td>
<td>Master of Education Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodamaker, Kacy Marie</td>
<td>Master of Science Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling Dr. Audrey N. Hoffmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose, Maddi E.</td>
<td>Master of Rehabilitation Counseling Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rothaug, Austin</td>
<td>Master of Sports Management Kinesiology and Health Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryszkowski, Megan Carie</td>
<td>Master of Arts Instruction Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salazar, Jeshiah</td>
<td>Master of Science Human Development and Family Studies Dr. Diana Jill Meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samie, Yumna</td>
<td>Master of Arts Instruction Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanchez, Tyana Lynn</td>
<td>Master of Education Teacher Education and Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schoonmaker, McCall Brooke</td>
<td>Master of Arts Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schultz, Lauren Michelle</td>
<td>Master of Arts Instruction Technology and Learning Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp, Michael L.</td>
<td>Master of Public Health Kinesiology and Health Science Dr. Phillip J. Waite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seffker, Nate Harris</td>
<td>Master of Education Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Marshall</td>
<td>Master of Sports Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Tyler Andrew</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonderegger, McKenzie McKenzie</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorensen, Mara</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snyder, Robert Ray</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley, Jamie Nicole</td>
<td>Master of Rehabilitation Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starkey, Lisa Marie</td>
<td>Master of Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewart, Lucas Tyler</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoker, Nicki</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuckenschneider, Mark</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South, Jacob</td>
<td>Master of Sports Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suguturaga, Siki</td>
<td>Master of Sports Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan, Heather Suzanne</td>
<td>Master of Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutterfield, Hailey Jane</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaney, Jennifer Elizabeth</td>
<td>Master of Rehabilitation Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talbot, Alysen B.</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, Ashley M.</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, Elisa Olsen</td>
<td>Educational Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teuscher, Amanda Marie</td>
<td>Master of Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas, Grace Marie Lee</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson, Jared Scott</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thornton, Tifton Bernard</td>
<td>Master of Rehabilitation Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidd, Emily Claire</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy, Ashley Beth</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tufuga, Lee Fan</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turley, Rach Lynn</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner, Makenzy S.</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Allsburg, Jack Steven</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Valkenburg, Celeste Angell</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner, Macy Emma</td>
<td>Master of Sports Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walbrecht, Sherry Ruth</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walker, Mike J.</td>
<td>Educational Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiteley, Jennifer McIntire</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Webster, Cassie Albertina  
Master of Fitness Promotion  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Weibling, Kristie Ann  
Master of Education  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Weibling, Michelle Ann  
Master of Education  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

West, Wendy  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Wilhelmsen, Melanie Smith  
Master of Arts  
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education

Wilkinson, Iliana Michelle  
Master of Science  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Shawn D. Whiteman

Wirick, Shiloh Brylynn  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Wilson, Christina Luise  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership

Worley, Brayden Lance  
Master of Science  
Kinesiology and Health Science  
Dr. Talin Louder

Yazzie, Cheyenne  
Master of Education  
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences

Ybarra, Jacob Anthony  
Master of Science  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Dr. Ryan Bert Seedall

Yeaman, Tyler  
Master of Sports Management  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Yoshida, Kosuke  
Master of Public Health  
Kinesiology and Health Science

Zeyer, Jennesa Coleman  
Master of Education  
Psychology

Zipf, Dannielle D.  
Master of Education  
Teacher Education and Leadership
EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES
2023-2024 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

AGGIES ELEVATED
Comstock, Gabbie Elizabeth, CP
Cowley, Jonas Ned, CP
Hart, Hannah Alarie, CP
Roskelley, Payton, CP

COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS AND DEAF EDUCATION
Abrams, Amber Dawn, BS
Acevedo, Isabel, BS
Allgrunn, Cassie Saetrum, BS *
Allsop, Molly Kate, BS *
Anderson, Jessica, BS *
Anderson, Marie, BS +
Ashby, Clarissa, BS ^
Astle, Malinda, BS
Bagley, Derek Allen, BS *
Baker, Nicole Anne, BS ^
Baldridge, Morgan Elise, BS
Baldwin, Brianne Marie, BS
Ballstaedt, Lydia Elaine, BS *
Barlow, Amberlee, BS
Bennett, Ambree Donn, BS *
Bhatti, Mehreen Salman, BS
Bingham, Raylin, BS
Bouchard, Jilian Ivy, BS *
Bousea, Jocelyn, BS
Boyler, Allie, BS *
Broadhurst, Haven Carolyn, BS ^
Brown, Addyson, BS *
Brown, Amanda L., BS
Buckley, Morgan Elise, BS +
Burch, Jaclyn Darlene, BS
Burton, Morgan Shellece, BS
Cabrera, Jilian Marie, BS
Call, Caleb Alexander, BS +
Carmon, Keena, BS *
Cantlin, Emma Ross, BS +
Carroll, Jodi, BS
Cazeau, Franciane, BS
Chandler, Sydnee Iona, BS *
Chang, Hua-Yu, BS
Choi, Gina, BS ^
Christensen, Annie Brooke, BS
Christensen, Carrie Lyn, BS
Clare, Ayla Anne, BS +
Clements, Anderson Christian, BS +
Conrad, Amber, BS
Cook, Holly Elizabeth, BS
Cook, Tia Jade, BS *
Cooper, Cole William, BS
Couch, Madison, BS
Craven, Kaitlyn Debra, BS
Crook, Kylee Laura, BS
Crook, McKenna Louise, BS *
Dansie, ShiAnne Liberty, BS ^
Davis, Theodora, BS
Dawson, Alexa Lynne, BS ^
De Lucio, Alyssa Priscilla, BS
De Salvo, Olivia Nicole, BS
Deaver, Izzy Anne, BS
Densley, Ashley M., BS
DiCamillo, Amanda Michelle, BS ^
Dodd, Krista Kaleen Collins, BS ^
Doherty-Musto, Heather Lynne, BS *
Dokko, Krista Ann, BS
Dovers, Cynthia, BS
Draper, Lexi A., BS *
Eagen, Taylor Arnett, BS
Edmund, Isabel Joyce, BS *
Edwards, Faith Lannae, BS
Edwards, Rachelle, BS
Ellis, Carly Jesse, BS
Esquivel, Julia, BS
Eyre, Ashley Nikole, BS
Fleetwood, Camryn Britt, BS
Frost, Rebecca, BS *
Fullmer, Madison Rose, BS ^
Gavril, Rebecca Kay, BS
Gil, Leiryn Ninosca, BS
Gillespie, Ash Elizabeth, BS
Godfrey, Emily, BS
Godoy, Stephanie, BS
Gomez, Jessica Donnelly, BA ^
Gonsalves, Alexia Marie, BS
Gonzalez, Samantha Tracy, BS
Grace, Suzanne Catherine, BS +
Grimshaw, Kendall, BS
Guajardo, Chelsea Rae, BS
Guerrero, Taylor Bree, BS
Guzman, Anayi, BS *
Hammond, Nicole K., BS *
Hancock, Nicole Elise, BS
Hanks, Kerey, BS *
Harris, Allison, BS ^
Harris, Emalie, BS *
Hatch, Kaylie, BS
Haugen, Piper S., BS
Haycock, Briania N., BA *
Herbert, Jessica, BS
Hevener, Jessica, BS
Hickman, Kristy Jo, BS
Hoch, Tanner Dean, BS
Hodges, Brooklynne Lee, BS
Hopman, Victoria, BS
Hoskins, Christine Mae, BS
Hubner, Saige Noelle Kay, BS *
Huffaker, Aubri, BS *
Humes, Makara Morgan, BS *
Hummel, Nicole Kana, BS *
Ideler, Grace, BS
Jackson, Sarah, BS *
Jeffery, Anna Rae, BS *
Jeffery, Colleen Michelle, BS
Jeffery, Megan M., BS *
Jenkins, Sydney, BS *
Johnson, Olivia Susanna, BS *
Jull, Hayley, BS
Keith, Ashley Nicole, BS
Kennington, Kelsey Ann, BS
Kipp, Madilynn M., BS
Kiritharan, Katrina Mary, BS *
Knight, Esther Jama Gwenneth, BS *
Koldewyn, Jennifer Mower, BS *
Koldewyn, Maren Elizabeth, BS *
Krambule, Angela Rosenbaum, BS
Kristensen, Emma, BS
Langeveld, Mylee Patricia, BS *
Laptewicz, Angelache Christine, BS ^
Larsen, Kristin, BS
Laws, Sarah, BS +
Lazenby, Christal Grace, BS
Leavell, Jessi Lynn, BS
Lee, Jolina Abigail, BS
Leivo, Amber Nicole, BS
Lighthall, Ashton Megumi, BS
Lim, Nicole Neang, BS
Linford, Linda Marie, BS
Little, Regina, BS
Long, Regina Bethany, BS
Lucas Nessen, Janny Olivia, BS *
Luddington, Marjelle, BS *
Madden, Katie Jo, BS
Magnag, Cristal, BS
Magnuson, Katelyn L., BS *
Martinez, Kayla, BS
Masso-Serna, Manuela, BS
McBride, Autumn Alise, BS *
McCandless, Lisa, BS
McCarthy, Tia Alisha, BS +
McGary, Crystal Ata, BS
McGuire, Lauren Noelle, BS
McIlhany, Tami, BS
McKnight, Brynn Mary, BS +
McLamb, Elana Tejeda, BS
Meja, Maryane Fernandus, BS
Merrill, Emily, BS *
Morales, Melina, BS
Mortensen, Mallory, BS
Mortensen, Paydenne Leigh, BS
Norris, Taylor, BS *
Nunn, Hannah Jane, BS
Oanca, Vanesa, BS
Oladi-James, Christiana Olayinka, BS
Olsen, Kylie, BS *
Olsen, Terah Meilan, BS *
Orozco, Angela, BS
Osborn, Miranda Kay, BS
Overbye, Susan Renae, BS
Owen, Molli Kate, BS
Oyola, Kiara De Lourdes, BS
Packard, Tiani Denise, BS
Palmer, Alex, BS
Parker, Ellie Lillian, BS
Perry, Ashley L., BS +
Petersen, Jallene Bueta, BS
Poole, Libby Mae, BS +
Poppenger, Belle, BS
Powell, Jasmin Tisa, BS
Prado, Jenni, BS
Presler, Colleen Rose, BS *
Price, Shontay, BS
Raghavan, Ashika, BS
Ramirez, Alex R., BS
Ramirez, Marisela, BS
Ramon, Emma Jane, BS ^
Rasmussen, Madison Jean, BS +
Rasmussen, Noah Samuel, BS
Redfield, Annie Nicole, BS
Redmer, Ariana Skye, BS ^
Reece, Tasha Alycia, BS
Reyes, Leslie, BS ^
Reynolds, Scott, BS
Riddle, Hannah Guinevere Audra, BS
Ro, Addison Paige, BS
Roberts, Rachel Marie, BS ^
Roth, Clare Katherine, BS *
Rowley, Megan, BS
Ryba, Lilikoi Jun, BS *
Sabin, Tessa Renee, BS +
Salmon, Riley, BS +
Sanchez, Juliana Elena, BS *
Satterthwaite, Jerica Darlene, BS ^
Saucedo, Melissa, BS *
Schwebach, Esla K., BS *
Scott, Mckayl Ann, BS +
Shakeel, Gigi, BS
Sherman, Kathryn Richins, BS
Sington, Brinlee Nichole, BS ^
Skidmore, Kennedy E., BS *
Smart, Afton, BS
Smith, Kaitlyn, BS
Smuin, Alyssa Casselle Bantog, BS
Sorensen, Jasmine, BS *
Spencer, Elly Elizabeth, BS
Streff, Emma Ruth, BS ^
Summers, Emilee Sue, BS
Swallow, Kloe Elizabeth, BS
Taigen, Alissa Danielle, BS
Taylor, Martha June, BS
Toland, Anika Lee, BS
Toomey-Marvin, Cheyenne Lynn, BS
Trump, Sierra, BS *
Turnbull Justice, Nicolle Lynne, BS
Urbe, Jessica Karina, BS
Van Camp, Margaret Ann, BS
Van Stee, Caroline Berry, BS
Vance, Emma Rae, BS
VanLehn, Halli B., BS
Vasilie, Diana Andrea, BS *
Vaynberg, Shifrah, BS
Vogt, Rita, BS
Wallin, Kaycee, BS ^
Weaver, Chelsea Suzanne, BS
Weaver, Maddie Therese, BS
Webb, Michelle Leann, BS +
Whitman, Malerie Lorraine, BS +
Wiser, Anna Elizabeth, BS
Wold, Meagan Terri, BS
Wycherly, Sophia Lynn, BS +
Yates, Summer, BS ^
Zink, Aimée Dawn, BS
Zobell, Katie, BS

GENERAL STUDIES
Bennion, Kaelyn Jane, BS
Boudlin, Piper Jean, BS
Carroll, Hayley, BS
Fenton, Haley Nicole, BS
Goldsberry, Michael Brian, BS
Guenter, Olivia Paige, BS +
Haddock, Clara Ruth, BS
Holt, Tessa Elisabeth, BS
Joseph, Alexa Rose, BS
McNeil, Rachel Lynne, BS
Nebeker, Lisa, BS
Neves, Kaleo Naipo, BS
Page, Libby, BS
Richards, Kaitlyn M., BS
Smith, Alyssa Laurelle, BS *
Soffe, Lindsey, BS
Teevens, Peyton Leigh, BS
Urich, Mackenzie, BS
West, Samantha Belle, BS
Whitney, Elizabeth Celeste, BS
Zilles, Hannah, BS

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
Amis, Alli Kate, BS
Anderson, Caroline Ruth, BS *
Anderson, Rachel, BS *
Averett, Akira Matalin, BS +
Averett, Kjerrstine Sue, BS
Barton, Avery Anna, BS *
Bayles, Carley Lucille, BS
Bingham, Katie Rebecca, BS *
Bischoff, Brighton, BS
Black, Cade William, BS *
Bonney, Amber Mae, BS *
Boone, Madison Ray, BS ^
Brady, Heather Lyn, BS +
Brand, Grace Bethany, BS
Burdick, Andrea Jewel, BS
Chambers, Adrianne, BS ^
Chesnut, Kaiti, BS
Child, Jamie Rose, BS *
Corbett, Anna Elizabeth, BS *
Cox, Braden David, BS *
Daugs, Avery Frederick, BS
Donley, Shayla A., BS *
Doy, Emily R., BS +
Ehrig, Ashley Nicole, BS *
Edwards, Lily Catalina, BS *
Erasmus, Hallie M., BS *
Evans, Aj Elaine, BS
Evans, Jaylie Camille, BS *
Falslev, Kenna S., BS *
Folkman, Ellie Ann, BS
Foster, Kennedy, BS +
Funk, Brynlee Louise, BS *
Garren, Jen Rae, BS
Garrett, Cassidy Anne, BS *
Gentry, Brooklyn Marie, BS *
George, Breanna Christylnn, BS *
Gilbert, Ali L., BS *
Godfrey, Anne Kathleen, BS *
Godfrey, Carol Elise, BS +
Gordon, Natalie Louise, BS
Griffin, Kamryn Emily, BS *
Hales, Sara, BS
Hamilton, Emily Jayne, BS *
Hamlet, Abbey Marie, BS
Hankins, Makayla C., BS
Hansen, Lauren Elizabeth, BS *
Hix, Clarissa M., BS
Holcombe, Michele Candis, BS *
Hopkins, Claire Marie, BS
Hutchinson, Chelsea, BS *
Jardine, Lauren DeAnn, BS
Jenkins, Katelyn Emma, BS *
Jensen, Chantel D., BS *
Jensen, Mallory Elise, BS *
Juneau, Cecilie Renee, BS ^
Karren, Gavin Ned, BS
Kaufusi, Kelsey Jo, BS *
Kee, Rose Ann, BS
Kendall, Ann K., BS +
Larkin, Kenzie Beth, BS +
Lyman, Shara L., BS *
Malm, Sabrina Ann, BS
Matheson, Aubrey Jo, BS
May, Allie Elayna, BS
Morley, Megan, BS
Morse, Laynne Lorraine, BS
Nelson, Emily Honor, BS *
Nichols, Kaycee Michelle, BS *
Nielsen, Michele, BS +
Olsen, Natalie, BS ^
Pace, Lauren, BS
Page, Megan, BS
Palmer, Katelyn Durrant, BS
Perkes, Kennedy Claire, BS *
Petersen, Stephanie, BS ^
Pettys, Jason Boyd, BS
Pierson, Eliza Lynn, BS *
Porter, Nola, BS
Pressler, Jessica, BS +
Pritchett, Taryn M., BS
Rasmussen, April, BS +
Rawson, Grace Noel, BS *
Richie, Jenelle, BS
Robertson, Rebecca, BS *
Rogers, Mercedez J., BS
Romney, Cindy, BS *
Rosner, Kellarine Perith, BS
Salas, Carmelita, BS *
Schlappi, Sarah Marie, BS
Shamo, Elizabeth Noel, BS
Shields, Alexa L., BS
Simper, Hallie Lee, BS
Smart, Sydney Jlyn, BS *
Smith, Bethany, BS ^
Spaeth, Foreman Lee, BS *
Storer, Miranda C., BS *
Stowe, Madee K., BS *
Stratton, Morgan Sarah, BS
Swenson, Bailey Ann, BS ^
Thomas, Kylie Cook, BS ^
Thompson, Marley McKay, BS *
Thornton, Cali N., BS ^
Traveller, Kyleigh Jenis, BS *
Tuai, Chloë Ann, BS
Weakland, Keianah Faith, BS +
Whaley, Anna, BS *
Williams, Cole Jacob, BS

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND LEARNING SCIENCES
Allen, Tatum, BS
Andersen, Kaydi Mae, BS
Andrews, Audrey Elisabeth, BS ^
Barton, Landon Corey, BS *
Bott, Gabe Luca, BS
Cardon, Amy Suzanne, BS +
Casey, Matthew D., BS +
Crowther, Julia, BS +
Ericsson, Emily E., BS
Faux, Parker, BS +
Flood, Audrey Louise, BS ^
Gardner, Jared R., BS
Hayward, Jake, BS ^
Hill, Katie Hutchings, BS ^
Howard, Audrey Mieko, BS
Kienow, Audrey Hailynn, BS
King, Abby, BS +
King, Cindy S., BS
Littlecrow, Bree Lea, BS
Ludlow, Brooke Hansen, BS
Mahnken, Aryssa Harmony, BS *
Manning, Hayden Jacob, BS ^
Mano, Logan Richard, BS *
Martin, Taylor Candra, BS
Mather, Nicole G., BS +
Meecham, Jeremy Davis, BS +
Mendez, Cristian, BS *
Mikesell, Samuel G., BS
Miskimens, Nate Benjamin, BS
Murray, Coleman Jason, BS +
Nelson, Emma, BS
North, Jackson William, BS *
Oborn, Rebecca Nicole, BS ^
Ovesen, Kassy Marie, BS *
Peragallo, CJ James, BS +
Pocock, Aidan J., BS
Proctor, Lisa Â, BS
Relyea, Seurette S., BS
Rowley, Rebecca Foster, BS +
Sanders, Cooper Michael, BS
Storer, Jordan Taylor, BS *
Taylor, Brigham J., BS *
Taylor, Tiandra Mercedes, BS +
Thelin, Lilly Lee, BS
Wille, Celine, BS *
Winn, Jackson B., BS *
Wood, Brock Robert, BS
Zarate-Guillen, Ismael Isaac, BS +

KINESIOLOGY AND HEALTH SCIENCE
Allen, Simon Jay, BS *
Allgaier, Colton Nathan, BS
Alsop, Katelin Danielle, BS
Andam, Skylar Malone, BS
Andersen, KayLea Dawn, BS *
Atack, Brooklyn Kate, BS *
Audennied, Rocky, BS *
Austin, Sydney P., BS
Baggett, Charlie Carl, BS
Baler, Kinley Kathleen, BS +
Barclay, Abbie, BS *
Barclay, Daniel Logan, BS *
Barranca, Sadie Annette, BS *
Beck, Samuel Joseph, BS
Beecher, Kanyon Paul, BS +
Beelek, Katie Kristine, BS +
Beierle, Gavin Christian, BS
Bailey, Berbery, BS *
Binyon, Kaylee Elizabeth, BS
Bird, Syndee K., BS *
Bisell, Cora, BS
Black, Bailey Mae, BS +
Black, Lauren Noelle, BS *
Blaser, Erika, BS +
Botchway, Lisa Kalolaine Maamle, BS *
Bredsgard, Aaron J., BS
Brooks, Brianna M., BS *
Brown, Trinity Alexis, BS
Brownell, Emma Lorraine, BS +
Burch, Tate David, BS +
Burkey, Alicia Louise, BS
Butterfield, Cade Tam, BS
Campbell, Heather Grace, BS
Campos, Jacob T., BS *
Carey, Jasmin, BS *
Carr, Emma R., BS *
Carroll, Parker, BS *
Carter, Conner J., BS
Carter, Lexi, BS
Carter, Tabitha Dee, BS
Cerda, Gisâlî Monserrat, BS
Charley, Latanya, BS
Collings, Zia Marie, BS
Condic, Courtney M., BS *
Corbett, Landon John, BS +
Cox, Kaitlin A., BS +
Crane, Tristan C., BS
Cryer, Becca Anne, BS *
Culver, Anika Lee, BS *
Curtis, Anna Lorraine, BS *
Dallinga, Brady A., BS
Davis, Calle, BS *
Dayley, Britannie Jo, BS
DeBry, Parker, BS
Delaney, Belle Mary, BS +
Dickey, Olivia Lorraine-Joosten, BS
Eagles, Jenna Marie, BS
Elwood, Rebecca Erin, BS *
Facer, Alexa Alice, BS *
Farr, Trace Brett, BS
Feist, Lincoln R., BS *
Folau, Aaron Joseph, BS
Fotheringham, Saydi McCall, BS *
Francis, LaQuinlynn Charmayne, BS *
Fugal, Catherine Alegria, BS *
Gardner, Hannah Elisabeth, BS *
Garrard, Ryleigh Caron, BS
Garrrett, Rachel Evelyn, BS *
Gehring, Chad Daren, BS *
Gibson, Whitney M., BS
Gillman, Kerigan Reese, BS *
Gines, Danielle Nikole, BS
Gist, Sarah Catherine, BS
Glassey, Savannah Marie, BS
Godfrey, Megan Elizabeth, BS +
Gordon, Tyler Ellis, BS
Graham, Paige D., BS
Griffin, Olivia Cherie, BS ^
Grosklaus, James Arthur, BS
Hamberger, Zach Karl, BS
Hansen, Ashton Samuel, BS *
Hansen, Kate E., BS +
Haslam, Lucy McCall, BS ^
Ham, Miles Brian, BS
Hawley, Kenzleylyn, BS
Henstrom, Hailey Emma, BS +
Hicks, Sadie L., BS
Hill, Mikaeli Kahalewai, BS +
Himes, Allison Rose, BS +
Hogan, Addy Stanton, BS *
Hoopes, Mariana Elizabeth, BS *
Horgesheimer, Brock Jerry, BS *
Hubbard, Zach Jason, BS
Huerta-Borjas, Angela M., BS
Jardine, Emily Paige, BS
Jarman, Jaden Moore, BS *
Jaussi, Anna Lyn, BS +
Jensen, Matt Edward, BS
Jensen, Sydney Blake, BS +
Jenson, Mckaylee C., BS *
John, Zoe Summer, BS *
Johnson, Alyssa Janae, BS
Johnson, Ben B., BS
Johnson, Jake Fawcett, BS *
Johnson, Trevor Neil, BS
Jones, Andrew Paul, BS
Jordin, Taylor, BS *
Joss, Olivia Beth, BS
Juliana, Isabel Christine, BS
Kane, Sarah Evelyn, BS *
Kankamp, Lauren N., BS
Keeler, Abby Taylor, BS
Kerrigan, Mary Ellen Daly, BS
Kidd, Autumn Gabriela, BS
Knawles, Tenzi Jax, BS *
Knox, Alyssa Mariah, BS
Knudsen, Ben Jordan, BS *
Knudsen, Shelby Kim, BS *
Kotsanlee, Stephen Liem, BS
Kruse, Cole Douglas, BS *
Labrums, Logan, BS
Lane, Brock, BS *
Lasike, Sione Laipeli, BS
Lee, Breandan, BS
Leitherer, Ezri Ruth, BS *
LeMoine, Johnathan, BS
Lever, Britta Anne, BS
Lewis, Christopher V, BS
Lord, Hailey Mae, BS *
Lords, Kannie F., BS *
Mahmood, Zaham Aidid, BS
Martin, Paige, BS
Martinez, Amanda Justine, BS *
McBride, Jacob Corey, BS *
McKenna, Stewart James, BS ^
NURSING

Abila, Emalee Justine, AAS **
Alger, Ashlyn Joy, CC **
Alton, Sydney Grace, AAS **
Anderson, Brinley Kay, CC **
Anderson, Kiersten Halladay, AAS **
Aoki, Maegan Wolfe, BS
Barnhill, Noel Moon, BS +
Bastian, Britney, BS *
Beers, Jacklyn Nicole, BS
 Begay, Mariah Tehya, CC
 Betha, Layton, AAS **
 Bigelow, Cyene Rose, BS *
 Bingham, Rachel Beth, BS +
 Black, Megan Denae, CC **
 Black, Raegan Mary, AAS
 Bonham, Brynn Aleis, BS *
 Boone, Marilisa Rachelle, AAS
 Borboa, Rose, BS +
 Bower, Josh Cannon, CC **
 Brackenbury, Haylie Anne, BS *
 Bradford, Autumn Michelle, AAS **
 Burnett, Karlee, BS *
 Byers, Carlie N., BS +
 Calderwood, Tyler Anne, BS +
 Carpenter, Aubrie Anne, AAS **
 Christensen, Melissa May, CC **
 Cisneros, Perla Anahi, BS *
 Clement, Sherry, AAS
 Coleman, Kelsey Nichelle, AAS **
 Coombs, Olivia, BS *
 Deswood, Val Adakai, BS +
 Fischer, Gwen June, BS *
 Flygare, Roxa, AAS **
 Fowler, Crystal, BS *
 Geddes, Lauryn, BS +
 Gordon, Sheldon J., AAS
 Grange, Shaylee Rae, AAS **
 Grant, Kylee Austin, AAS **
 Gravley, Jerra Celeste, CC **
 Grigich, Aspen Jade, AAS
 Hall, Hannah, BS *
 Hall, Staci Ann, BS
 Harrop, Maci Elizabeth, AAS **
 Higbee, Kathy Huffman, BS *
 Hooper, Annabelle June, CC **
 Houskeeper, Paisley G., CC **
 Hutchinson, Kristian Briana, AAS
 Hyder, Missy Linn, BS *
 Jay, Kaia Virgie, CC **
 Jenkinson, Madeline Olivia, BS +
 Johansen, Madi, BS *
 John, Talaya Harrison, AAS
 Johnson, Ashley Brooke, BS *
 Johnson, Hailey Brooke, BS *
 Jones, Jessica Lynn, BS *
 Klaes, Allyson Rae, CC **
 Koyle, Addie Rosemarie, BS *
 Lammert, Amanda R., AAS **
 LaRose, Ashlae Ellise, AAS
 Larsen, Jessie Rae, BS *
 Laws, Elly A., AAS
 Lawson, Falon Rae, AAS
 Lee, Savannah Grace, CC **
 Lund, Paige R., BS *
 Madsen, Kyle Ann, AAS
 Malovich, Sarah Diane, CC **
 Matthews, Lindsay, BS *
 Maxwell, Erika L., BS *
 Maynes, Jamie Lynn, AAS **
 McDavid, Kaisy Elizabeth, BS *
 McLaughlin, Chelsey RaeLynn, AAS
 Mcqueen, Morgan Beth, BS *
 Meeks, Tabitha Ann, AAS
 Mendez, Prisma Liney, AAS **
 Mersch, Hannah, AAS **
 Metelho, Tawnya Renee, AAS **
 Miller, Miranda, BS +
 Nethercut, Rachel, CC **
 Nielsen, Kory Keith, BS
 Norton, Dayton James, AAS
 Olsen, Adiah McKell, BS *
 Orr, Cameron, CC
 Osiek, Aubryn Elizabeth, BS
 Osiek, Garrett Michael, AAS
 Pemberton, Kylee Mae, CC **
 Peterson, Brittany Lee, AAS
 Pittman, Beth Irene, AAS **
 Pond, Shaelyn Rose, BS +
 Pummell, Baxten, AAS
 Ramstetter, Josie, BS
 Rasmuson, Amy Irene, BS *
 Reed, Alexis Kay, BS *
 Reinhardt, Bethanie, AAS **
 Rogers, Alyssa N., BS *
 Rushton, Madisyn Kelly, BS *
 Schade, Levi Gentry, CC **
 Searle, Amy Dawn, AAS
 Sego, John Robert, BS *
 Selfridge, Olivia Hubbard, AAS
 Shurtleff, Lisa Christine, AAS **
 Simboli, Maddy, CC **
 Skyles, Holli Lynne, AAS **
 Smith, Bri Maegan, BS *
 Smith, Denise Jane, AAS **
 Smith, Sydney R., AAS **
 Sorensen, Lysha L., AAS
 Spackman, Kate Diane, BS +
 Stevens, Abbie Mae, BS *
 Stripeika, Hannah Jean, BS +
 Talbot, Connor Brent, AAS **
 Talbot, Emily Rochelle, BS *
 Tate, Kelsey, BS +
 Taylor-Olsen, Chapel Starbuck, BS
Thayn, Ashly Victoria Lyn, BS **
Thomason, Kallie, BS ^
Tingey, Logan Porter, BS
Trujillo, Jayson Heriberto, BS *
Vea, Jade Leona, AAS
Vonk, Mary J., BS *
Wall, Sara Elena, BS ^
Walls, Nathan Ross, AAS
Wardle, Sophie Mathilde, BS *
Ware, Cheyanne Jean, CC ^^
Weeks, Hannah, CC **
Weeks, Teagan Ann, BS
Weldon, Ashton Jade, BS *
Welling, Anya E., BS +
Weyermann, Anna D., AAS ^^
Whitehorse, Hadassah Kayla, CC **
Wilcox, Mersadez, BS *
Wilkey, Laken B., BS *
Williams, McKayla L., BS *
Wilson, Alyssa Aimee, AAS **
Yoklavich, Heidi Ann, BS ^

**PSYCHOLOGY**

Adams, Aubree Jane, BS ^
Alexander, Ash Dawn, BS +
Anderson, Tacie Marie, BS +
Angus, Alex Kay, BS
Arevalo, Andreah E., BS +
Arwood, Taylor Maree, BS
Aycock, Kylen Robert, BS *
Bailey, Anna B, BS
Bambrough, Alexee Marinda, BS
Barnes, Aubry L., BS +
Bennion, Ashton Kim, BS ^
Berrett, Carissa J., BS *
Biesinger, Brayden, BS
Birchell, Trever Trent, BS *
Bliss, Connor Brandon, BS +
Bogdan, Brooke Anne, BS ^
Boglicacio, Isa-Bella Terese, BS *
Boorman, Naomi, BS *
Bowen, Miles Chandler, BS +
Bowers, Ashton Paul, BS
Bowles, Ashlyn Rich, BS ^
Broach, Madison/Maz Riley, BS *
Brown, Colten Kenneth, BS *
Brumbles, Kelsey Carol, BS
Bullock, Kaylee Nicole, BS *
Burningham, Ian Gillett, BS
Butler, Marisa Ray, BS
Call, Madelyn, BS
Call, Sarah, BS *
Callister, Kiernan Taylor, BS +
Cardinal, Kelci Danielle, BS
Carter, Collin Paul, BS *
Chisholm, Catherine Patricia, BS *
Christensen, Tacy M., BS *
Christoffersen, Zac Abel, BS
Cobabe, Emma Grace, BS *
Collings, Zia Marie, BS
Collins, Kenedy Lindsay, BS
Cook, Zayah Marjorie, BS *
Cosby, Rachel Lynn, BS
Cox, Matthew James, BS *
Cragun, Eden M., BS *
Croft, Michelle, BS
Cunha, Larissa Maia, BS *

Dah, Delphine, BS
Dangerfield, Rylee Michelle, BS ^
Davis, Alexa Marlena, BS +
Davis, Jake Tyler, BS *
Dean, Alexa M., BS
Dehlin, Tori, BS
Delgado, Lisset, BS *
Dikes, William Clark, BS +
Dioder, Stacey, BS +
Dreis, Hayden McKay, BS +
Drent, Mollie Jo, BS
Driggs, Faith Anne, BS
Eberhard, Travis H., BS *
Elkins, Cambric Marlin, BS ^
Elwood, Cardon Dennis, BS *
Eubanks, Hailey Rose, BS
Facer, Olivia Kate, BS +
Figueroa-Garcia, Lori Dinorennys, BS
Foote, Ethan Thomas, BS
Forsberg, Sybil R., BS *
Foster, Margaret Grey, BS
Fuller, Aubrie Starr, BS *
George, Breanna Christalynn, BS *
Godsey, Lauryn Noelle, BS *
Goldrup, Raquel, BS ^
Graham, Ashley M., BS +
Green, Gavin, BS *
Gudmunson, Jeff G., BS
Gustavson, Tyell J., BS +
Guzman, Alejandro, BS *
Hall, Josie Jean, BS *
Hamilton, Kammy Joe, BS *
Hannah, Josephine Nicole, BS
Hanover, Emily Ann, BS +
Hansen, Jocelynn Lauren, BS *
Hansen, McKenna J., BS *
Harker, Harrison Paul, BS
Harrison, Hailey Ryan, BS ^
Flaskell, Rachel, BS *
Haupt, Jenny Bertrillo, BS *
Henwood, Callum Thomas, BS *
Higby, Dwellan, BS *
Hillegeist, Jeri Ann, BS
Hodson, Jamie Brook, BS
Hollist, Macy Rae, BS ^
Hoopes, Harmony, BS
Howard, Griffin Michael, BS *
Hughes, Tanner Glen, BS
Hutchings, Abbie Marie, BS
Ivie, Cassey Grace, BS ^
Jeffer, Eric, BS
Jensen, Abby Kristen, BS
Jensen, Megan J., BS +
Jensen, Rebecca Ann, BS +
Johnson, Amelia, BS *
Johnson, Marcie Faye, BS
Jones, Jayne Renae, BS *
Jones, Lexie Nicole, BS *
Kingsford, Hallie, BS
Kitchen, Ashley Kristine, BS *
Kohler, Lee Michelle, BS *
Landeros, Vanessa Marie, BS
Lavin, Abby, BS *
Lee, Abby Lauren, BS +
LeFevre, Zach Ronald, BS ^
Lindsey, Trinady Miriam, BS
Low, Hannah Michelle, BS *

Lowder, Jolyyn, BS
Ludlow, Hannah, BS *
Maile, Vetekia Mahangata’ane, BS
Mann, Miranda Monet, BS +
Martin, Bru, BS +
Martindale, Ellie, BS
Martinelli, Charles F., BS +
Maxwell, Anastasea, BS *
McBride, Aysa Kay, BS
McMahon, Ashton C., BS
McMillan, Ashley, BS ^
Meek, Ari, BS *
Memmott, James, BS *
Merritt, Hunter L., BS +
Miller, London, BS *
Miller, Macy H., BS +
Molyneux, Kiah Danielle, BS
Moo, Eh Ler, BS *
Mourtgos, Katie Marie, BS *
Moysch, Gracie Marie, BS
Myers, Lexie Makay, BS
Needham, Elizabeth, BS *
Nelson, Isaac, BS *
Nelson, Jillian, BS
Nelson, Nathan Christian, BS +
Nemelka, Rylee Lynn, BS ^
Newmeyer, Abigail A., BS
Nielson, Jody, BS
Nielson, Race M., BS
Northrup, Jules, BS
Oar, Lydia Marie, BS
Olsen, Chezney Logan, BS +
Olsen, Mitch Ray, BS
Ovington, Brandon David, BS *
Pape, Alexa Gene, BS ^
Palmer, Kellen Jesse, BS
Parent, Darragran Raoul, BS ^
Peters, Cameron Isaac, BS *
Petersen, Everett Jack, BS ^
Phillips, Kai O., BS +
Phillips, Ruth Aspen, BS +
Pierson, Eliza Lynn, BS ^
Pitcher, Tj Jon, BS
Poppleton, Cameron J., BS *
Reid, Samantha, BS *
Reynolds, Kylie Kay, BS *
Rhodes, Maddy Pauline, BS *
Richards, Rebekah Anne, BS
Rigby, Kaylee Alexis, BS
Rivero, Stefani G., BS
Robbins, Caroline Sue, BS
Roberts, Yasabella Nicole, BS
Rollins-Carlson, Ivy Louise, BS
Rosenbaum, Anna Elizabeth, BS *
Rosier, Sariah M., BS +
Roundy, Ryker, BS
Sabin, Madeleine Alita, BS +
Saenz, Dayanara, BS *
Schaner, Caroline Grace, BS *
Schlappi, Sammi, BS +
Schrieber, Cindy Anne, BS
Seedall, Kiley J., BS
Shultz, Abigail P., BS +
Singleton, Elizabeth J., BS
Skahill, Jordyn Renee, BS +
Smith, Emma Rose, BS
Smith, Lauren Elise, BS *
Smith, Malynn Sherene, BS
Smith, Rebekah Louise, BS *
Snidarich, Samantha Elvern, BS *
Spackman, Abby, BS ^
Spackman, Justin C., BS +
Sparrow, Elise Kay, BS *
Springer, Micaiah Saige, Angela, BS *
Stagg, Taylor Ellen, BA +
Standifird, Ellie Judy, BS ^
Stephenson, Hannah Noelle, BS *
Stinson, Aimee, BS
Stott, Tarra, BS
Swallow, Eliza Ann, BS
Sweeten, Zac J., BS
Swensen, Savannah Grecia, BS *
Taggart, Makai Rachael, BS
Taylor, BreAnna Lee, BS *
Thomas, Belle Kristen, BS ^
Thompson, Trey William, BS +
Thornton, Elizabeth, BS ^
Tilo, Unaifeau J., BS *
Vidrine, Kat Nicole, BS +
Vigil, Emily Jane, BS
Vincent, Makayla Alayne, BS
Wadley, Mckenna Lyn, BS *
Wallace, Ella Mae, BS
Wayment, Teeya, BS
Weddington, Lauren Charlotte, BS
Wiesenberg, Gabrielle, BS +
Wilcox, Laurie Delight, BS
Williams, Ben Michael, BS +
Williams, Jade E., BS
Wills, Savanna Ray, BS *
Winterton, Andrew Wesley, BS +
Wolffey, Emily Elizabeth, BS +
Wright, Silvina Monica, BA *
Young, Isabelle T., BA *
Zent, Kimberlly Joy, BS ^

SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATION COUNSELING

Aadil, Nodira, BS
Ahlborn, David Jaeger, BS *
Barney, Heather J., BS +
Bate, Kaitlynn M., BS
Beck, Sierra Whitney, BS
Beck, Sydney, BS +
Brower, Jenny, BS
Clegg, Sophie Elizabeth, BS +
Cook, Mindy Ray, BS
Cowley, Alyssa Jean, BS *
Daniels, Diane, BS +
Davies, Sandi, BS
Davis, Kristin Marchant, BS
Daybell, Mikkle, BS *
Dixon, Stefanie Noorda, BS *
Etheridge, Kathy H., BS
Evans, Ryan Michael, BS
Froelich, Chelsey Ann, BA +
Gatherum, Shelby, BS *
Gibbons, Taylor Michelle, BS *
Gibson, Kate, BS *
Goldman, Livia Joy, BS +
Gubeli, Chelsea Elizabeth, BS
Gunderson, Haley Ann, BS *

Hansen, Angela Christine, BS
Harmon, Sarah, BS *
Hawkins, Cheryl Lynn, BS +
Higginbotham, Candace Alda, BS *
Holt, Paige Lauren, BS *
Hooten, Rachel, BS
Jensen, Maddie M., BS *
Johnson, Abigail Alexis, BS
Johnson, Brandi Lee, BS *
Kapp, Carissa2 Annie, BS
Lansing, Adrienne N., BS
Larsen, Celina Gisele, BS *
Larsen, Heather Pauline, BS
Ludlow, Christine KG, BS
Matthews, Darius Tyrone, BS
Mock, Melissa, BS
Nance, Laurie Mikol, BS
Nichols, Grace A., BS *
O’Berry, Gwen Leilani, BS
Oman, Madison Frankie, BS
Oswald, Madison Kaye, BS *
Pilatte, Katie, BS
Petersen, Jack Kenley Kay, BS
Petersen, Adrienne, BS *
Petersen, Chelsey Jan, BS *
Plaga, Abagail Lynn, BS
Roest, Geri Leigh, BS *
Scott, Breeka Anne, BS
Seegrist, EmmaLea R., BS +
Sitterud, Bracyi, BS +
Smith, Colette Clyde, BS *
Smith, Taelor Shae, BS *
Spencer, Natalie Jeanal, BS
Spransy, Susie, BS
Stoddard, Paige A., BS *
Stucki, Maren Eliza, BS *
Tame, Jennifer, BS
Taylor, Abbey, BS *
Taylor, Kylee Suzanne, BS *
Vawdrey, Ivy L., BS *
Webb, Kortney Ann, BS *
Woolf, Emma Kathryn, BS +
Wyatt, Trisha, BS *
Yeates, Madeline Michele, BS *

TEACHER EDUCATION AND LEADERSHIP

Ahmann, Jessi Mariah, BS *
Almeida, Austin James, BS *
Arnold, Liv Emma, BS *
Ashby, Laurana Ivory, BS
Ashment, Alexa Lee, BS +
Baer, Tia M., BS *
Baldwin, Taylor, BS
Baxter, Anna, BS *
Bean, Erin, BS ^
Betsi, Hasbah S., BS *
Bodily, Crystal, BS +
Bodily, Hailey, BS
Bolton, Sydney Mikaili, BS *
Brasel, Sarah A., BS *
Brown, Alexander, BS *
Bunderson, Maddie Irene, BS +
Burnett, Madison Jayne, BS +
Burnham, Abigail June, BS +
Butler, Taven, BS +

Calderon, Paz Jaylin, BS
Capener, Karlee Grace, BS *
Carling, Tayla M., BS +
Carlson, Avery Lorraine Rollins, BS *
Carter, Kelsey Sue, BS *
Chamorro, Maria, BS
Cheshire, Marii Blayke, CC ^
Chism, Allee McKenna, BS +
Christensen, Christine Dora, BS +
Christensen, Kayleen Renae, BS +
Clark, Cecily, BS *
Collins, Emily Lynn, BS *
Coombs, Madison Hall, BS +
Cooper, Lizzy Jane, BS +
Cornwall, Hannah Elise, BS *
Creys, Ede Madeline, BS *

Cuevas, Alora, BS ^
Dahl, Sabrina Marie, BS *
Davidson, Sabrina Rose, BS +
Deabenderfer, Nicole B., BS *
DeRoussel, Lillian Kaye, BS +
Devey, Hadley Elisabeth, BS +
Dibias, Madison BS *
Dickerson, Emily Melissa, BS
Dodge, MiKayla Marie, BS
Duvall, Sam Harris, BS
Eatont, Emily Yvonne, BS *
Elison, Lily Ann, BS *
Evans, Baxton Rieley, BS
Excell, Autumn Rae, BS
Farr, Keelie KC, BS
Field, Katlyn Renee, BS +
Fielding, Kennedy Aiese, BS *
Finlinson, Sarah Jeanne, BS +
Forster, Mikayla, BS *
Fowles, Emily Anne, BS *
Fox, Jason P., BS *
Fox, Jessica D., BS *
Franke, Aubree Leany, BS *
Gardner, Brooklyn G., BS *
Gibbons, Taylor Michelle, BS *
Gibbs, Kodi, BS *
Goodliffe, Averie, BS
Green, Peri, BS *
Griffin, McKenzie Anne, BS
Guercio, Emma Kari, BS *
Gunther, Hannah Rose, BS +
Hall, Megan Olivia, BS *
Hansen, Jessica Lee, BS +
Hansen, Kylee Ida, BS
Hardy, Maddux Amanda, BS
Harker, Hannah L., BS *
Harlan, Jade Marie, BS *
Harris, Shandyn, BS *
Har, Emma Lee, BS *

Hawkes, Addison Penny, BS *
Hawkes, Avery Faith, BS *
Hawkes, Shaya Nicole, BS *
Heslop, Ksenie Katharine, BS *
Higley, Sarah Lin, BS +
Hill, Kenzie J Spencer, BS *
Hislop, Maggie Elizabeth, BS *
Hoelzlz, Kailey Anne, BS
Hollingsworth, Camile, BS *
Holmes, Jae L., BS
Hughes, Hana, BS *

---
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GRADUATE CEREMONY
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8:00 a.m.
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USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps

DEAN’S WELCOME
Dr. Douglas D. Anderson, Dean

CONVOCATION ADDRESS
Dr. James H. Davis, Head
Marketing & Strategy

HOODING AND RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES

CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Douglas D. Anderson, Dean

RECESSIONAL

UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY
May 3, 2024
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
10:00 a.m.

PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps

DEAN’S WELCOME
Dr. Douglas D. Anderson, Dean

INTRODUCTION OF VALEDICTORIAN
Dr. Andrew Brim,
Professional Practice Assistant Professor
Data Analytics and Information Systems

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Hunter Anthony Ted Smith

RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES
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Dr. James H. Davis, Head
Marketing & Strategy

CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Douglas D. Anderson, Dean

RECESSIONAL
2023-2024 JON M. HUNTSMAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
AWARD RECIPIENTS

Douglas D. Anderson, Dean

TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Dr. Pedram Jahangiry

ED GLATFELTER FACULTY SERVICE AWARD
Dr. Kelly Fadel

CAZIER PROFESSOR LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Dr. Bob Mills

FACULTY RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Dr. Grazia Xiong

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR
Dr. Antje Graul

UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR
Dr. Sterling Bone

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MENTOR
Dr. Zsolt Ugray

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW
Gabriel Layton Taylor

LEGACY OF UTAH STATE
Vanessa Lynnette Richards

MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER
Austin Francis

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHER
Tyler Wendell Rich

SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Kylee Zimmerman

STUDENT SENATOR
Emerald Spencer

VALEDICTORIAN
Hunter Anthony
Ted Smith,
Data Analytics and Information Systems
Faculty Escort: Dr. Andrew Brim, Data Analytics + Information Systems Department

Hunter Smith was born in Sandy, Utah, and grew up in West Jordan. After graduating from West Jordan High School in 2017, he served for two years as a missionary for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Busan, South Korea. Upon his return, he enrolled at Utah State University, graduating in December 2023 with a double major in data analytics and information systems with an emphasis in data engineering. He now works full-time as a data engineer for Bernhard, an engineering and contracting firm. He is excited to continue learning throughout his professional career and aspires to become a data scientist in the future.

Hunter’s interests and hobbies include traveling the world, playing and watching sports, being outside, watching movies, and hanging out with friends and family. Following his wife’s graduation in May, they are planning to move to the Salt Lake area.
MASTER’S DEGREES

Achanta, Satyanarayana Vinay
Master of Management Information Systems
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Anderson, Josi
Master of Human Resources
Management

Andrews, Julie Ann
Master of Accounting
School of Accountancy

Aslett, Gregory
Master of Science
Economics and Finance

Avila, Kannen John
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Bankhead, Wyatt William
Master of Human Resources
Management

Bare-Hudson, Kevin Andrew
Master of Accounting
School of Accountancy

Bates, Suzanne Eve
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Bean, Hiatt W.
Master of Human Resources
Management

Beck, Kevin David
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Beckman, Megan
Master of Accounting
School of Accountancy

Beskalless, Hani
Master of Business Administration
Business

Beutler, Sydney
Master of Data Analytics
Economics and Finance

Beutler, Taylor
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Bingham, Maddie
Master of Accounting
School of Accountancy

Bosshardt, Ethan C.
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Bost, Jeremy
Master of Human Resources
Management

Bowman, Jacob Douglas
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Boyd, Kennedi Alyse
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Bradshaw, Cairo
Master of Human Resources
Management

Brenchley, David G.
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Brian, Ryker Douglas
Master of Science
Economics and Finance
Dr. Chris Fawson

Brohl, Parker
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Brothersen, Benjamin F.
Master of Financial Economics
Economics and Finance

Brummer, Stacey
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Bunch, Kaden Thomas
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Bunderson, Cole
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Burt, Landon
Master of Financial Economics
Economics and Finance
Bushnell, Cailean Olivia
Master of Science  
Economics and Finance  
Dr. Todd Gardner Griffith

Caldwell, Genna Danielle
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Campbell, Joshua James
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Carlile, Peyton Ann
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Carr, Courtney L.
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Chamberlain, Joseph McConkie
Master of Management Information Systems  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Churchill, Kelsey Lynn
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Clark, Benjamin Andrew
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Clark, Conner Samuel
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Clark, Megan Elizabeth
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Clayson, Tyler Douglas
Master of Data Analytics  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Cloutier, Gina Rose
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Coleman, Laura
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Cook, Jefferson Brady
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Cooper, Riley Wayne
Master of Financial Economics  
Economics and Finance

Crowther, Elaena Marene
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Dabling, Andrea Jane
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Daines, Sarah Kaye
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Daley, Ryan
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Dansie, Natasha
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Dawar, Ayushi
Master of Management Information Systems  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Demars, Briton Theodore
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Denning, Sam
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Doxey, Aubrie Lynn
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Draper, Benjamin Thomas
Master of Financial Economics  
Economics and Finance

Droesbeke, Caleb John
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Dudley, Larry Lane
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Duncan, Brent Thomas
Master of Financial Economics  
Economics and Finance

Dunford, Braden J.
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Elwood, Alicia Kaye
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Enos, Keola
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Eskelson, Zack John
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Evans, Lee
Master of Business Administration  
Management

Evans, Lee
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy
Evers, Emily Elizabeth  
Master of Human Resources Management

Farewell, Jesse Ryan  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Feigenbaum, Delphine Tsinajinnie  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Feigleson, Amber  
Master of Business Administration Business

Ferguson, Kimberly Walton  
Master of Accounting School of Accountancy

Ficklin, Quin Rainier  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Fleming, Timothy  
Master of Human Resources Management

Fleming, Timothy  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Fletcher, Robert John  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Flint, Nathaniel Harris  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Flood, Davis C.  
Master of Accounting School of Accountancy

Francis, Austin  
Master of Data Analytics Economics and Finance

Frodsham, Jeffrey D.  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Gallegos, Alfie  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Garcia, Jorge Jaime  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Garrard, Abigail Caitlin  
Master of Financial Economics Economics and Finance

Gharat, Vedang Vikas  
Master of Management Information Systems Data Analytics and Information Systems

Ghuman, Gurmechak Sekhon  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Gibbons, Maren Patricia  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Gomez, Levi Medardo  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Goodey, Sheryl  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Goodman, Bridget Marie  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Graham, Elizabeth  
Master of Data Analytics Data Analytics and Information Systems

Griffith, Brett David  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Gunnell, Drexler J.  
Master of Management Information Systems Data Analytics and Information Systems

Haggen, Izzy Michael  
Master of Management Information Systems Data Analytics and Information Systems

Hancey, Kyson T.  
Master of Financial Economics Economics and Finance

Harman, Darren  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Harrison, Jakendra Lynn  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Hatfield, Alicia Marie  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Hatfield, Christopher Clark  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Heaton, Benjamin Gregg  
Master of Human Resources Management

Hendershot, Steele  
Master of Business Administration Marketing and Strategy

Henz, Carlos Vinicius  
Master of Data Analytics Data Analytics and Information Systems
Herd, Ryan  
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Hill, Julie Caycee  
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Hirst, Chloe  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Hodgson, Heidi  
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Holmes, Si  
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Holst, Haiden Christopher  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Hoopes, Hayden Tex  
Master of Data Analytics  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Hudson, Courtney  
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Hunter, Becki Michele  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Hurtado, Juan Camilo  
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Hyde, Jess Thorne  
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Inman, Cheyenne C.  
Master of Human Resources  
Management

James, Leslie Lynn Ruddell  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Janssen, Daniel  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Jefferies, Carrie Renae  
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Jensen, Abby  
Master of Data Analytics  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Jensen, Landen Eric  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Jimenez, Gabriella Frances  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

John, Austin Mark  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Johnson, Austin Will  
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Johnson, Jace Jerry  
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Johnson, Jeremy  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Johnson, Ryan  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Jones, Andrew Scott  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Kamarapu, Ajay Revanth  
Master of Management Information Systems  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Karren, Nate B.  
Master of Science  
Economics and Finance  
Dr. Todd Gardner Griffith

Kipping, Peyton Shanay  
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Kjar, Payton  
Master of Data Analytics  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Knapp, Calvin John  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Kotnani, Hari Chandana  
Master of Management Information Systems  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Larsen, Dani Reese  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Layne, Andy Dennis  
Master of Financial Economics  
Economics and Finance

Lee, Jennifer Lynn  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Lindstrom, James Anders  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy
Lloyd, Whitney  
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Longhair, Tetona F.  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Lucas, Adam S.  
Master of Financial Economics  
Economics and Finance

Masiarchin, Izabel R.  
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Matheson, Carter Coleman  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Mayer, Heather Kate  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

McDonald, Taylor Blaine  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

McGrath, Jordan Phillip  
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Meacham, Wade  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Meza, Adrian  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Mitchell, Tyler Morgan  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Miyasaki, Fa  
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Moore, Michael Douglas  
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Morris, Elaine Christie  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Mortensen, Kendall Chase  
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Mortenson, Bryce  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Nanney, Clifton  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Neary, Cynthia Berrett  
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Neyland, Patrick  
Master of Financial Economics  
Economics and Finance

Nielsen, Alec James  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Nielsen, J Rhett  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Nilsson, Jordan David  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Nixon, Zachary Dean  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Norbe, Joseph Albert  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

O'Hara, Norman Michael  
Master of Business Administration  
Business

Olson, Kaitlyn Rebecca  
Master of Management Information Systems  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Olson, Maciah E.  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Ozturk, Zeynep Naz  
Master of Science  
Economics and Finance

Pacheco, Jose Ricardo  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Palmer, Eric  
Master of Human Resources  
Management

Parks, Tyler  
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Pearson, Jeffrey  
Master of Management Information Systems  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Pehrson, Joshua Keeler  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Pemberton, Neal Arthur  
Master of Human Resources  
Management
Peterson, Isaac
Master of Accounting
School of Accountancy

Phillips, Matt Paul
Master of Human Resources
Management

Poole, McKray
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Pope, Keith Yancey
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Pottle, Blake Michael
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Pyne, Riley Alexander
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Quinn, Brandon Thomas
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Reid, Liam McAllister
Master of Data Analytics
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Rigley, Kimberly
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Roberts, Mark Brandon
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Rogers, McKenna
Master of Management Information Systems
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Rojas, Grace Miranda
Master of Business Administration
Management

Romney, Kenny
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Ruan, Tom
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Runolfson, Lucy Mae
Master of Accounting
School of Accountancy

Sahely, Angie Pashtana
Master of Data Analytics
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Sanford, Chasen Eric
Master of Human Resources
Management

Schleich, Spencer Alan
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Schneeggenburger, Jillian Kay
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Schroeder, Travis
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Schulz, Tanner James
Master of Data Analytics
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Sears, Stephen Brett
Master of Business Administration
Management

Sellers, Twiggy M.
Master of Human Resources
Management

Selznick, Richard Solomon
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Semadeni, Devon Joseph
Master of Accounting
School of Accountancy

Sexton, Russ
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Shanklin, Phill
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Shipley, Bear Michael
Master of Accounting
School of Accountancy

Simister, Zacary Chad
Master of Accounting
School of Accountancy

Singh, Neetu
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy

Smith, Brook Nicole
Master of Accounting
School of Accountancy

Smith, Isaac Alexander
Master of Accounting
School of Accountancy

Smith, Michelle Lynn
Master of Business Administration
Marketing and Strategy
Smith, Wes Ian  
Master of Data Analytics  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Snow, Jacob Scott  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Soderquist, Kari Anne  
Master of Human Resources Management

Sonnenberg, Christian Benjamin  
Master of Financial Economics  
Economics and Finance

Sorenson, Jake  
Master of Science  
Economics and Finance  
Dr. Lucas A. Rentschler

Staley, Nick  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Staples, Mike  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Steckler, Benjamin David  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Sumsion, Taylor Monson  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Tanner, Caitlyn  
Master of Human Resources Management

Tanner, Caitlyn Jennifer  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Tanubudhi, Deepika  
Master of Management Information Systems  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Tanubudhi, Nikitha  
Master of Management Information Systems  
Management Information Systems

Taylor, Nathan Paul  
Master of Science  
Economics and Finance

Thatcher, Cooper Alan  
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Tingey, Bryant Matthew  
Master of Management Information Systems  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Uresk, Bonnie A.  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Vaifanua, Howard  
Master of Human Resources Management

van Wyngaardt, Nicolaas Jacobus  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Victorino, Tony Paul  
Master of Human Resources Management

Vogelsberg, Devin T.  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Walters, Samantha Frances  
Master of Data Analytics  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Warby, Kennady Cahoon  
Master of Human Resources Management

Watabe, Leo Masaya  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Webb, Cody Christopher  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Wheelwright, Robin Irene  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

White, Parker  
Master of Human Resources Management

Whitted, Jake Randall  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Williams, Levi Hunter  
Master of Business Administration  
Marketing and Strategy

Williams, Wyatt  
Master of Data Analytics  
Data Analytics and Information Systems

Withers, Andrew  
Master of Science  
Economics and Finance  
Dr. Lucas A. Rentschler

Woolf, Cabes  
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy

Wright, Lacie Mae  
Master of Accounting  
School of Accountancy
ACCOUNTING
Anderson, Thomas Lafayette, BS *
Averett, Jessica, BS +
Bagley, Payton Doyle, BS ^
Baker, Caleb William, BS ^
Barker, Preston R., BS +
Barnes, Emilie Ann, BS *
Bartholomew, Austin Lee, BS ^
Bast, Sarah Dianne, BS
Bingham, Madiee, BS *
Bischoff, Grant Van, BS ^
Bland, Preston Kyle, BS
Boden, Bryan James, BS
Bostock, Dylan John, BS +
Brackner, Adam Paul, BS *
Brady, Cassidy Bauco, BS
Brown, Garrett Lee, BS *
Brunson, Logan Lamar, BS
Calder, Shaeliee, BS +
Campanile, Brinton S., BS
Campos, Ariel, BS
Clark, Conner Samuel, BS
Clark, Kinnen, BS +
Cloward, Dawson B., BS *
Colson, Erin Jane, BS +
Cooper, Carter David, BS +
Cowley, Tyler R., BS *
Crystal, Dillon Brock, BS +
da Costa Cardoso, Fernando, BS *
Daley, Ryan, BS
Darrington, Rocio Lucia, BS +
Diamond, Luke Tori George, BS
Doherty, Jack Einar, BS
Dudley, L. Lane, BS ^
Dustin, Zach John, BS +
Eskelson, Zack John, BS +
Etherington, Brandon, BS *
Ferguson, Kimberly Walton, BS *
Fox, Taylor Jo, BS *
Franks, Ethan Michael, BS +
Geertsen, Josh Gar, BS *
Green, Carter David, BS ^
Hambleton, Benjamin Arthur, BS
Hansen, Allison Kate, BS ^
Hardy, Lance T., BS +
Henderson, Anna, BS
Hendrickson, Nick Todd, BS +
Herd, Ryan, BS *
Hotrocks, Tanner, BS
Hudson, Courtney, BS +
Hyde, Jess Thorne, BS
Jaussi, Logan Troy, BS +
Jensen, Kobe Shawn, BS *
Johnson, Jared Daniel, BS
Jones, Trevor Howard, BS
Keeley, Sam John, BS +
Kimball, Will Osler, BS +
Lamborn, Logan James, BS +
Lloyd, Whitney, BS *
Lorscheidter, Spencer Jacob, BS
Miller, McKayla Ann, BA ^
Miner, Bentley Richard, BS
Moore, Michael Douglas, BS *
Mortensen, Kendall Chase, BS *
Nelson, Eric Ryan, BS +
Olander, Daedalan, BS ^
Paskins, Kaitlyn, BS ^
Perry, Jace Theodore, BS
Rawle, Spencer, BS ^
Ray, Carter, BS
Ray, Jaxon Don, BS *
Rees, J., BS
Richards, Dawson Orion, BS ^
Richardson, Allen Woodruff, BS *
Roberts, Jack S., BS
Robinson, Adam S., BS *
Rohlf, Kobiie Ellen, BS +
Rowley, Michael, BS ^
Salisbury, Jared Brett, BS
Sheen, Savannah L., BS ^
Smith, Ronnie Julius, BS *
Smith, Tate Edwin, BA ^
Sorensen, Rhiania Boivie, BA ^
Sorensen, Ann, BS *
Stenquist, Ryan S., BS ^
Suarez, Mitchell Wayne, BS
Sullivan, Brad David, BS *
Thatcher, Cooper Alan, BS *
Trevino, Angelina Jade, BS +
Tupoula, Kecen Daniel, BS
Vaugn, Lillian Mae, BS *
Vigh, Justin Alexander, BS *
Ward, Ashley Morgan, BS +
Wegman, Andrew A., BS *
Weston, Wyatt Steele, BS
Wilson, Erika Jo, BS *
Winn, Cameron Kent, BS
Winward, Piper, BS
Wood, Clayton Donald, BS *
Woolf, Cabes, BS +
Worrell, Tanner Paola, BS

DATA ANALYTICS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Alexander, Molly Elizabeth, BS +
Anderson, Ryan Park, BS +
Barnes, Tyler Travis, BS *
Bolingbroke, Alec, BS *
Braner, Matthew William, BS
Briggs, Branson Taylor, BS
Butler, Colton E., BS *
Butterfield, Stratton, BS +
Calvin, Hannah Breauhn, BS
Carlston, Drake, BS *
Casselman, Quincy MyKhe, BA
Christensen, Ben Dec, BS *
Christiansen, Cadee J., BS *
Clements, Dallin P., BS +
Clements, Isaiah Lynn, BS
Cochran, Marlene, BS *
Coon, Codey, BS +
Cragun, Maddie Rawn, BS *
Craig, Jacob Spencer, BS *
da Costa Cardoso, Fernando, BS *
Davis, Joe, BS *
De La Cruz, Dan William, BS
Edgmon, Zackary Jerry, BS
Edwards, Madeline K. *, BS ^
Furuhman, Nate, BS *
Gale, Tyler James, BS *
Gilman, Brendan Matthew, BS
Graham, Dillon James, BS *
Graham, Peyton Dane, BS +
Gunther, Amber Marley, BS
Hale, Rachel A., BA *
Harris, Chris Alan, BS *
Hatch, Jaren M., BS
Headrick, Megan Linda, BS
Heady, Oliver Steven, BS
Holcomb, Isaac W., BS
Hotchkiss, Jake Ryan, BS
Jensen, Laurie Ann, BS +
Jibson, Connor James, BS
Johnson, Betsy Josephine, BS *
Johnson, Claire D., BS *
Jones, Rheim Jayden, BS +
Kammeyer, Cynthia Maria, BS
Kendrick, Austin Jason, BS *
King, Jordan Tyler, BA +
Lawrence, Quinn L., BS *
Leary, Erik Tyler, BS *
Lehnig, Sariah, BS *
Liechty, Stephanie Morgan, BS *
Linndstrom, Jason Dee, BS *
Loveridge, Haden J., BS +
Matheson, Cade John, BS *
McGreer, Spencer A., BS *
Melessa, Kauri, BS *
Miles, Landon Robert, BS +
Miller, Ronny Veronica, BS *
Millsard, Cody Alan, BS
Morrill, Josh John, BS
Nelson, Caleb E., BS
Neubert, Blake Richard, BS
Norman, Chance Tyler, BS
Ouk, Tiya Maleih, BS
Parker, John, BS *
Pearson, Benjamin L., BS *
Peterson, Braden Wade, BS
Poulsen, Jens Timothy, BS
Powell, Marina Knight, BS *
Prince, Hayden Zachary, BS
Rasmussen, Annelise Heather, BS +
Cassel, Audrey Jacqueline, BS +
Carter, Pace Jay, BS *
Carley, Andrew Mark, BS
Carter, Pace Jay, BS *
Cassel, Audrey Jacqueline, BS +

ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

Aamodt, Katie Jetta, BS *
Ai, Mingyu, BS
Anderson, Matthew Neal, BS
Anderson, Natalee, BS *
Anderson, Zach Zachary, BS
Andrew, John T., BS
Antonetti, Natalie, BS
Archibald, Zach Hunter, BS *
Argyle, Jackson Harris, BS +
Ba, Xiaoyu, BS *
Bachler, Jimmy Michael, BS *
 Bai, Yunxiao, BS
Baker, James W., BS *
Barnes, Josh C., BS *
Barron, Graham, BS
Bell, Mark Zoram, BS *
Bingham, Hunter James, BS *
Bischoff, Grant Van, BS *
Bishop, Curtis James, BS
Bodily, Brenden Jay, BS *
Bowden, Kadi Neleh, BS *
Brown, Garrett Lee, BS *
Buchmiller, Jake Karl, BS *
Buhr, Caleb Franklin, BS *
Burnham, Jayden Gary, BS *
Butcher, Tehl Gregory, BS
Call, Ashton Cyril, BS
Campbell, Colton Christopher, BS +
Cao, Hanyuan, BS +
Carley, Andrew Mark, BS
Carter, Pace Jay, BS *
Cassel, Audrey Jacqueline, BS +

Cattani, Dreyson A., BS
Chandler, Bryce David, BS
Chang, Yuan, BS *
Chapman, Hunter L., BS *
Chen, Jaishuo, BS
Chen, Jie, BS
Chen, Linlin, BS *
Chen, Sijiang, BS
Chen, Yingqian, BS
Chen, Yuhua, BS
Chen, Yujun, BS
Chen, Zhijie, BS
Chenery, Ryan Richard, BS *
Cheng, Xiaojun, BS *
Christensen, Will V., BS
Christiansen, Ryan Bridger, BS
Cierny, David, BS *
Clay, Colby Karl, BS +
Cook, Cameron B., BS *
Coombs, Ethan R., BS *
Coombs, Jacob D., BS *
Coombs, Kaden, BS
Cornforth, Jake Edward, BS
Covington, Kaleb Royce, BS *
Cowley, Tyler R., BS *
 Cox, Chandler E., BS *
Cox, Dallin Merrill, BS *
Crowther, Grayson J., BS
Cui, Zerui, BS
Davis, Hannah Marie, BS
Davis, Joe, BS *
DeLange, Kendra, BS +
Dibble, Cade Alan, BS *
Dickens, Samuel Z., BA
Dncel, Wyatt Davis, BS
Ding, Jialin, BS
Doman, Sage, BS *
Dou, Minci, BS
Du, Chénlin, BS
Du, Yutong, BS *
Elcock, Grace Olivia, BS
Engberhann, Hannah Maurine, BS *
Enlow, Cole David, BS
Erickson, Isaac Karl, BS *
Erling, Michael Keefe, BS *
Essex, Kyla Mackenzie, BS
Etherington, Brandon, BS *
Evaga, Noah Loimata, BS *
Fairbourn, Alaina Lyn, BS
Farris, Isham Blake, BS *
Feigleson, Jonah Charles, BS *
Feng, Puming, BS
Feng, Ruhao, BS
Fetzer, Quinn Cooper, BS *
Forsythe, David Kokoamaikalani, BS
Galbraith, Brooke E., BS *
Gao, Dachuan, BS *
Garcia Flores, Emanuel, BS
Garcia Ortiz, Alvaro Nicolas, BS *
Gardner, Tate Isaac, BS *
Ge, Chengjie, BS
Gong, Yixuan, BS *
Graham, Abe Chase, BS
Guo, Jiaxing, BS
Guo, Yingshan, BS
Guo, Zixiang, BS
Gustafson, Harry Patrick, BS
Haddock, Cole M., BS *
Hadley, Parker S., BS
Hale, Rachel A., BA *
Han, Jingxia, BS *
Hanks, Max Hyrum, BA *
Hanson, Kyle Jack, BS *
Hao, Bo, BS
Hao, Zehua, BS
Harper, Christopher Douglas, BS *
Harris, Chris Alan, BS *
He, Jialin, BS
He, Zisen, BS
Heggie, Nixon, BS
Hill, Kendan J., BS
Hodnett, Jenna Nicole, BS *
Hou, Wenqi, BS
Hu, Yidie, BS
Hua, Minyang, BS
Huang, Yuankai, BS
Huang, Zhiyang, BS
Huang, Zixuan, BS
Hyde, Kaysen Matthew, BS *
James, Logan Christopher, BS *
Jensen, Austin Eddie, BS *
Jensen, Caleb Brent, BS
Jensen, Noah Christian, BA *
Jeppson, Ryan Matthew, BS *
 Ji, Tianling, BS
Jia, Boqi, BS
Jia, Guorong, BS
Jia, Junfei, BS
Jia, Yibo, BS
Jiang, Anqi, BS *
Jiang, Dongcheng, BS
Jiang, Jiahui, BS *
Jiang, Jiaying, BS
Jiang, Yuzhou, BS
Jin, Wenze, BS
Johnsen, Caleb Mecham, BS *
Johnson, Grant Steven, BS
Johnson, Janet Renae, BS *
Jones, Mason Porter, BS
Jones, Matt Cannon, BS
Jorgenson, Britanny, BS *
Josephson, Carter B., BS
Kang, Ning, BS *
Kearns, Parker Chase, BS *
Keller, Samantha Averill, BS *
Kester, James, BS *
Koch, Mason Kenneth, BS
Kurtz, Brady Lee, BS
Laws, Sydney, BS *
Lee, Spencer E., BS
Leishman, Tanner Kyle, BS
Lenzie, Mitchell, BS
Lewis, Lexi Bird, BS *
Li, Bohan, BS
Li, Gejiao, BS
Li, Hengyuan, BS
Li, Jiayu, BS
Li, Qiaojiao, BS
Li, Siliang, BS
Li, Wanyun, BS
Li, Xiaosong, BS
Li, Xin, BS
Li, Xinze, BS
Li, Yang, BS *
Call, Ethan L., BS  
Ye, Yifan, BS  
Yi, Jiaying, BS *  
Young, Samantha Kate, BA *  
Yu, Kaiyuan, BS  
Yu, Mengqiang, BS  
Yu, Xinlong, BS  
Yuan, Xinya, BS  
Yue, Yunxuan, BS  
Zeng, Caixian, BS  
Zhang, Bingyan, BS  
Zhang, Chuqing, BS  
Zhang, Huaiyue, BS  
Zhang, Jiarui, BS  
Zhang, Jinghan, BS  
Zhang, Jixiang, BS  
Zhang, Lanqi, BS  
Zhang, Menglu, BS  
Zhang, Mingyan, BS  
Zhang, Mingyuan, BS  
Zhang, Qianyu, BS *  
Zhang, Ting, BS  
Zhang, Tong, BS  
Zhang, Xin, BS  
Zhang, Yiling, BS  
Zhang, Yixin, BS  
Zhang, Yongle, BS *  
Zhang, Yulin, BS *  
Zhang, Yongle, BS +  
Zhang, Ziyi, BS  
Zhou, Jian, BS  
Zhou, Jiayi, BS  
Zhou, Renmeng, BS  
Zhou, Rui, BS  
Zhou, Wangqing, BS  
Zhou, Yi, BS  
Zheng, Lujie, BS *  
Zheng, Zexiang, BS  
Zhou, Jianbang, BS  
Zhou, Lifang, BS  
Zhou, Ming, BS  
Zhou, Sifan, BS  
Zhou, Tianyi, BS  
Zhou, Yufei, BS  
Zhou, Ziyi, BS  
Zhu, Jikai, BS  
Zhu, Xinyu, BS  
Zhuo, Yue, BS  
Zou, Haoyun, BS  
Zou, Shoukai, BS *  
Zou, Yuning, BS *

**MANAGEMENT**

Anderson, Mitch Hans, BS  
Bailey, Judd Jefferson, BS  
Baledge, Morgan Lee, BS  
Billings, Kaylie Jo, BS *  
Bolton, Kolob Smith, BS +  
Bowden, Kaci Nelch, BS *  
Breach, Brandon Thomas, BS  
Brewer, Bobby, BS *  
Bromley, Brenna Lucille, BS *  
Brown, Vanessa Sharon, BS  
Bruns, Jake Riley, BS  
Burke, Janelle Marie, BS  
Call, Ethan L., BS  
Caperton, Devry Lennon, BS *  
Chaney, Sam Jean, BS *  
Christensen, Connor William, BS *  
Christiansen, Lars Jay, BS  
Chung, Natoya Natalie, BS  
Clark, Kinlen, BS +  
Clark, LeeAnne, BS *  
Clayson, Derek R., BS  
Colvin, Ryan Arden, BS *  
Conger, Braxton J., BS *  
Cook, John K., BS  
Crump, Anna Kaitlin, BS *  
Cuttle, Grace G., BS  
Cypers, Chloe, BS  
David, Owen Charles, BS *  
Dial, Colten Ammon, BS *  
Dickinson, Aubree A., BS +  
Draper, Shyla Karen, BS *  
DuPaix, Joshua Matthew, BS  
Ehlen, Joseph Eric, BS  
Ellenberg, Mills, BS  
Ferguson, Dawson Alan, BS *  
Fujikawa, Jake Kenji, BS *  
Goodrich, Sue Lynn, BS *  
Gray, Alex A., BS *  
Gulbranson, Hayden James, BS  
Hampton, Jen, BS +  
Hansen, Braden Allen, BS *  
Harris, Amaie Rose, BS +  
Harris, Michael Brian, BS  
Hartgrove, Ian Joshua, BS  
Hawes, Jackson Paul, BS *  
Herrmann, Tyler J., BS  
Hessenthaler, Grace E., BS  
Hodsdon, Allison Ann, BS *  
Holt, Chance J., BS  
Hubbard, Zach Jason, BS  
Hughes, Carrie L., BS *  
Hurst, Derek John, BS *  
Isaacs, Andrew C., BS *  
Jagnandan, Ethan Hunter, BS *  
Jansen, Jaden Robert, BS  
Jensen, Tayson Tyler, BS  
Jensen, Tiana Rae, BS *  
Johnson, Ryan, BS  
Jones, Jens Shumway, BS *  
Jones, Matthew G., BS +  
Karren, Logan Ryan, BS *  
Kessel, Vanessa Blake, BS  
Kunz, Kaden Troy, BS  
Lamb, Carter Matthew, BS *  
Lampl, Michael Sean, BS *  
Lau, Becca Rose, BS +  
Leavitt, Taylor Ruth, BS  
Lindsey, Britt R., BS  
Lindstrom, Tyler Jeffrey, BS +  
Linford, Kate Rose, BS *  
Lingwall, Carson Matthew, BS  
Litchfield, Mike Lee, BS  
Long, Casey, BS  
Martinez, Cora Elizabeth, BS *  
Maurillo, Mila Rose, BS *  
McClellan, Tyler Michael, BS  
McDonald, Molly Katrina, BS *  
Mc Dougal, Cade Joey, BS *  
Michaelsen, Chase M., BS *  
Mikliff, Morgan E., BS *  
Mills, Ally Elaine, BS  
Moffitt, Tyler J., BS  
Moody, Austin Gerald, BS  
Moore, Charity Marie, BS  
Morby, Kenton Thomas, BS  
Munoz, Kendra, BS  
Nelson, Blake Jensen, BS *  
Nelson, Spencer, BS  
Niemann, Dayton Roper, BS  
Norris, Rucker James, BS *  
Olsen, Kylie Michelle, BS *  
Pence, Cash Brandon, BS +  
Perrins, Laine Elizabeth, BS  
Perrins, Madison S., BS *  
Perry, Sabin Morgan, BS  
Petersen, Connor Alan, BS  
Petersen, Troy McArthur, BS  
Phippen, Riley Douglas, BS  
Quick, Shylee Elizabeth, BS  
Quintrequeo, Alexee Juana, BS  
Rivera, Helman, BS  
Ropelato, Shelby, BS  
Sant, Yuxin, BS *  
Sandberg, McCade Daniel, BS +  
Semadeni, Jacob Ray, BS *  
Sharp, Jared Taylor, BS  
Shippen, Gracie, BS *  
Skinner, Zach B., BS  
Smith, Elizabeth Faye, BS  
Smith, Kaidan John, BS  
Smith, Tyler R., BS  
Strong, Will Christopher, BS  
Suess, Julia Elisabeth, BS +  
Swan, Ben Wade, BS *  
Swasey, Adam Ray, BS  
Tanner, Logan D., BS *  
Taylor, MacCabe R., BS +  
Terry, Lauren, BS  
Thomas, Kyle Dennis, BS *  
Tyler, Lauren Elizabeth, BS +  
Van Leeuwen, Kyle Joseph, BS *  
Vernon, Tanner B., BS *  
Wagner, Camie Jo, BS +  
Walker, Cameron J, BS  
Walker, Spencer John, BS +  
Warenski, Brayan M., BS +  
Whitaker, Jacob Spencer, BS +  
Whitaker, Maesa Chalet, BS *  
Wickizer, Matthew N., BA *  
Wilkins, Matthew, BS *  
Williams, Tyler Ann, BS +  
Willis, Janice De Leon, BS  
Wiscombe, Michael E., BS  
Wood, Alisa Dawn, BS *  
Woods, Brittany Lee, BS *  
Woolley, Glee McKnight, BS *  
Wright, Jennifer Lee, BS +

**MARKETING AND STRATEGY**

Ackley, James Benton, BS *  
Aspittle, Bailee M., BS  
Bailey, Brenna, BS *  
Baquerizo, Nataly, BS  
Bardsley, Cole D., BS  
Barker, Brynlee Sage, BS +
May 2, 2024
Newel & Jean Daines Concert Hall
Chase Fine Arts Center
12:00 p.m.

PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
OPENING REMARKS
Linda Nagel, Dean

VALEDICTORIAN INTRODUCTION
Timothy Walsworth

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Austin James Garner

TEACHER OF THE YEAR ADDRESS
Gustavo Ovando-Montejo

HOODING AND RECOGNITION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS
Peter Howe, Associate Dean for Academics

RECOGNITION OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
Peter Howe, Associate Dean for Academics

CLOSING REMARKS
Linda Nagel, Dean

RECESSIONAL
2023-2024 S.J. & JESSIE E. QUINNEY COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES AWARD RECIPIENTS

Linda Nagel, Dean

TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Gustavo Ovando-Montejo

UNIVERSITY FACULTY SERVICE AWARD
Erin Rivers

FACULTY RESEARCHER
Karen Beard

GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHER
Leanna DeJong

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW
Jared Young

LEGACY OF UTAH STATE NOMINEE
Stephen Bunnell

DOCTORAL STUDENT RESEARCHER
Noah Creany

MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER
Rae Fadlovich

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHER
Cristina Chirvasa

SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Madison Fjeldsted Thompson

JARDINE JUNIPER AWARD
Anaís Brisa Barrientos

STUDENT SENATOR
Nathan B. Omer

DEPARTMENTAL OUTSTANDING SENIORS
Jacob David Lancaster, Environment and Society
Christian J. Stewart, Watershed Sciences
Rachel Irene North, Wildland Resources

VALEDICTORIAN
Austin James Garner,
Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences
Faculty Escort:
Timothy Walsworth,
Watershed Sciences

Austin Garner was born in Logan but spent most of his childhood and adolescence in West Point, Utah. He spent many days of his childhood fly fishing with his uncle for one of the most charismatic native fish of Utah, the Bonneville cutthroat trout. This early exposure created an ongoing curiosity about our fish and their environment that has stuck with him ever since. After high school, Austin enlisted in the U.S. Army as an Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) Operator. However, in his second year of service, he suffered from a non-service-related injury that ended his military career.

After leaving the Army, Austin enrolled at Utah State as a fisheries and aquatic sciences major. In his time here, he joined Dr. Timothy Walsworth’s lab and performed undergraduate research investigating how non-native predators impact the June sucker recovery. In 2023, Austin received the Undergraduate Researcher of the Year Award from the Quinney College of Natural Resources for his efforts. The people he has met and interacted with here at Utah State have become like family to him. Moreover, he met his wife at USU, and in 2022 they welcomed their son into the world. After graduating, he hopes to continue on to graduate school to receive his master’s degree in a fishery-related field. Subsequently, he hopes to go into a career in fishery management working to conserve and restore our declining native species.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Atwood, Sandra Bartlett
Doctor of Philosophy
Environment and Society Department
Dr. Mark Brunson

Abdulwahab, Umarfarooq Adavudi
Doctor of Philosophy
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Charles P. Hawkins/Dr. Edward Ramsey Hammill

Beers, Aidan Taylor
Doctor of Philosophy
Wildland Resources
Dr. Nicki Frey

Chelak, Melissa
Doctor of Philosophy
Wildland Resources
Dr. David C. Stoner

Engebretsen, Kristin Nicole
Doctor of Philosophy
Wildland Resources
Dr. Julie Young

Harris, Brittany Shae
Doctor of Philosophy
Environment and Society Department
Dr. Peter David Howe

Hedin, Trisha Ann
Doctor of Philosophy
Environment and Society Department
Dr. Mark Brunson

Landry, Stephanie
Doctor of Philosophy
Wildland Resources
Dr. Erica Stuber

McClure, Cat Mary
Doctor of Philosophy
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Edward Ramsey Hammill

McLaren, Jack Sterling
Doctor of Philosophy
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Phaedra Budy

Morrisett, Christina Nicole
Doctor of Philosophy
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Sarah Elizabeth Null

Rhodes, Stan
Doctor of Philosophy
Environment and Society Department
Dr. Stefani Allison Crabtree

Ricci, Lauren Elizabeth
Doctor of Philosophy
Wildland Resources
Dr. Kezia Manlove

Smith, Brian James
Doctor of Philosophy
Wildland Resources
Dr. Dan MacNulty & Dr. Tal Avgar

Terry, Tyson
Doctor of Philosophy
Wildland Resources
Dr. Peter Adler

Wolf, John Marshall
Doctor of Philosophy
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Edward Ramsey Hammill

MASTER’S DEGREES

Aaronson, Julia Kate
Master of Science
Wildland Resources
Dr. Andrew Kulmatiski

Arditti, Alec J.
Master of Science
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Patrick Belmont

Baker, Dallin
Master of Ecological Restoration
Watershed Sciences

Barnes, Sarah
Master of Science
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Phaedra Budy

Blanche, Alex Jennifer Victoria
Master of Science
Wildland Resources
Dr. Michael R. Conover

Braun, Jes Victoria
Master of Science
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Karin Kettenring

Cappaert, Jaycee L.
Master of Science
Wildland Resources
Dr. Justin DeRose

Chavez, Martinique Josephine
Master of Science
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Phaedra Budy
Chavez, Emily A.  
Master of Science  
Watershed Sciences  
Dr. Trisha Brooke Atwood

Check, Courtney  
Master of Science  
Wildland Resources  
Dr. Simona Picardi

Clifford, Adam Michael  
Master of Science  
Wildland Resources  
Dr. Eric Thacker

Colby, Jace  
Master of Science  
Environment and Society Department  
Dr. Peter David Howe

Coleman, Tyler Raymond  
Master of Ecological Restoration  
Watershed Sciences

Cook, Thomas Judd  
Master of Natural Resources  
Natural Resources  
Dr. David Kimball Dahlgren

Cox, Sabrina Jade  
Master of Natural Resources  
Natural Resources  
Dr. Sunshine Brosi

DeBerard, Cal Weston  
Master of Natural Resources  
Natural Resources  
Dr. Mark Chynoweth

Delton, McKenna G.  
Master of Science  
Wildland Resources  
Dr. Kari Veblen

Donnelly, Benjamen Charles  
Master of Science  
Wildland Resources  
Dr. Nicki Frey

Edwards, Sean Michael  
Master of Natural Resources  
Natural Resources  
Dr. Sunshine Brosi

Fletcher, Emily  
Master of Science  
Environment and Society Department  
Dr. Sarah Catherine Klain

Feldman, Elana Victoria  
Master of Science  
Watershed Sciences  
Dr. Karin Kettnering

Fuller, Jason Mark  
Master of Natural Resources  
Natural Resources  
Dr. Sunshine Brosi

Gibbs, Richard Fern  
Master of Natural Resources  
Natural Resources  
Dr. Sunshine Brosi

González Ortiz, Adrián Alejandro  
Master of Science  
Watershed Sciences  
Dr. Trisha Brooke Atwood

Grygar, George  
Master of Natural Resources  
Natural Resources  
Dr. Sunshine Brosi

Hanson, Bayli Ray  
Master of Science  
Environment and Society Department  
Dr. Roslynn Brain McCann

Hayes-Puttfarcken, Amanda Leigh  
Master of Science  
Wildland Resources  
Dr. Erica Stuber

Houskeeper, Lauren  
Master of Science  
Watershed Sciences  
Dr. Erin Rivers

Iacono, Peter C.  
Master of Science  
Wildland Resources  
Dr. David C. Stoner

Jainarain, Emily Elizabeth  
Master of Science  
Watershed Sciences  
Dr. Erin Rivers

Jordan, Grayson Baily  
Master of Science  
Wildland Resources  
Dr. Justin DeRose

Johnston, Sandy  
Master of Ecological Restoration  
Watershed Sciences

Joukowsky, Lydia  
Master of Ecological Restoration  
Watershed Sciences

Kagan, Emily Peters  
Master of Natural Resources  
Natural Resources  
Dr. Sunshine Brosi

Kapel, Sarah Michelle  
Master of Science  
Wildland Resources

Larson, Ellen  
Master of Natural Resources  
Natural Resources  
Dr. Sunshine Brosi
Martin, Stacie Lynn
Master of Natural Resources
Natural Resources
Dr. Joseph Tainter

May, Manny
Master of Science
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Timothy Edward Walsworth

Metcalf, Ike Del
Master of Natural Resources
Natural Resources
Dr. David Kimball Dahlgren

Moffett, Zoe Starr
Master of Science
Wildland Resources
Dr. Nicki Frey

Neukranz, Chris Cortland
Master of Natural Resources
Natural Resources
Dr. Sunshine Brosi

Oelke, Chad Leland
Master of Natural Resources
Natural Resources
Dr. Sunshine Brosi

Ott, Jonathan William
Master of Natural Resources
Natural Resources
Dr. Justin DeRose

Potter, Alicia Caroline
Master of Science
Environment and Society Department
Dr. Claudia A. Radel

Sandbach, Christine
Master of Science
Wildland Resources
Dr. Julie Young

Sawyer, Shelby
Master of Science
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Joe Wheaton

Schwabedissen, Justin Kevin
Master of Science
Wildland Resources
Dr. Mary Conner

Shaughnessy, Cameron Parkhill
Master of Natural Resources
Natural Resources
Dr. Sunshine Brosi

Sinnott, Kate Alexandra
Master of Science
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Karin Kettenring

Solberg, Jaylin N.
Master of Science
Wildland Resources
Dr. Erica Stuber

Taylor, Daniel P.
Master of Science
Wildland Resources
Dr. Mary Conner

Taylor, Glenden
Master of Science
Wildland Resources
Dr. Mary Conner

Thompson, Jamela
Master of Science
Wildland Resources
Dr. Larissa Yocom

Turney, Eryn Kathleen
Master of Science
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Sarah Elizabeth Null

Van Deursen, Jake Russell
Master of Science
Environment and Society Department
Dr. Christopher A. Monz

Wagner, Diane Elizabeth
Master of Science
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Peter R. Wilcock

Wardle, Michael
Master of Natural Resources
Natural Resources
Dr. Sunshine Brosi

Watts, Rachel Emily
Master of Science
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Janice Brahney

Wetterlin, Lily
Master of Science
Watershed Sciences
Dr. Erin Rivers

Whetzel, Megan Marie
Master of Science
Wildland Resources
Dr. Tal Avgar

Wilson, Sarah Elizabeth
Master of Science
Environment and Society Department
Dr. Courtney Gail Flint

Wohlforth, Nick Wade
Master of Natural Resources
Natural Resources
Dr. Phaedra Budy

Wright, Emily Munk
Master of Natural Resources
Natural Resources
Dr. Phaedra Budy
S.J. & JESSIE E. QUINNEY
COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES
2023-2024 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY
Barrientos, Anais Brisa, CP ^^
Behan, Brian Michael, CP, BS
Bergholtz, Kellie, CP **
Berrett, Justin Kendall, BS
Billings, Brooklyn Elaine, CP **
Black, David M., BS
Blackburn, Dustin Max, BS
Bowers, CJ, BS
Bush, Sonora, BS
Butikofer, Jamie, BS +
Cannon, Emily Marie, CP ^^, BS +
Christensen, Grace Rael, BS ^
Clemens, Delaney Zoe, CP, BS
Cole, Lauren Paige, BS
Dennis, Mayson, BS
Dooley, Ben Philip, BS
Durrans, Anna C., BS +
Edwards, Tysen Boe, BS ^
Fjeldsted, Madison Marian, BS ^
Fryzel, Satchel Henry, BS
Gee, Patrick Kevin, BS +
Gehring, Matthew Odin, CP
Gotchy, Ava Lyn Owens, BS
Hall, Rachel Lynne, BS
Hammon, Myckaela Anne, CP ^^
Hiatt, Eric Nicholas, CP ^^
Holden, Tyson R., BS
Hughes, Brenna Lyn, BS
Hull, Kalli, CP ^^, BS +
Hunsaker, Anthony Ray, BS
Jackson, Emma, BS *
John, Jessica, BS ^
Jones, Jayden Marie, BS
Keller, Nathan Gene, BS
Kenyon, Taylor Dawn, BS
Kerr, Kolton Wade, CP
Kloz, Amanda Sunshine, CP ^^
Kuhn, Ryan, BS
Kunz, Eyston Travis, CP
Lancaster, Jacob David, CP ^^, BS ^
Larson, Grace J., BS
Longman, Anni, BS
Morgan, Lena Elizabeth, BS
Myers, Samantha Kim, BS *
Myrick, Sam Nicole, BS
Napier, Paisley Grace, BS
Nielsen, Syd Thomas, BS *
Peterson, Kaden B., BS
Pugh, Shayna R., BS ^
Rasmussen, Landon Jacob, BS
Reynolds, Nathan Michael, BS *
Richards, Halle Megan, BS
Runyon, Ethan Walter, CP, BS
Sandfort, Ryan, CP ^^
Shakespear, Cameron Vance, CP ^, BS ^

Shaw, Thomas David, BS
Stapley, Kiersten Ada, CP
Stewart, Christian J., CP ^^
Sultemeier, Spencer William, BS
Taylor, Paxton Shane, BS *
Teuscher, Aspen Holli, BS
Waller, Sadie Marie, CP **, BS *
Wilhelm, Emilee Grace, BS *
Williams, Isaiah Lavell, CP
Williams, Nicole Crookston, BS +
Wilson, Josh Glen, BS
Windley, Connor Phillip, BS
Yorgason, Annika, CP ^ ^, BS +
Young, Jared, BS *
Young, Robb Allan, BS *

NATURAL RESOURCES
Allen, Sabrina Punzalan, BA +
Blundlage, Cyrus Wolf, BS
Castro, Paige Suzannah, BS
Child, Collin Bassett, BS *
Mackinnon, Eden Thomas, BS *
McNeil, Megan, BS *
Mortensen, Devin, BS
Murdoch, Drake E., BS
Murphy, Sean P., BS
Nelson, Amber A., BS *
North, Rachel Irene, BS ^
Owens, Kirk McGinty, BS
Plant, Jake, BS +
Redfield, Laura Ann, BS ^
Riggs, Krishauna C., BS
Ross, Jed Michael, BS
Sandfort, Ryan, BS +
Schaelling, James Philip, BS
Spratling, Ian M., BS *
Stoker, Kyle, BS *
Walker, Hana Lynne, BS *
Waller, Hailey J., BS
Walton, Cole Joseph, BS +
Wengreen, Nakaila Te Aroha, BS *
Werdan, Wesley Joseph, BS
Weyerman, Jeremy Todd, BS *
Whitaker, Maddey Paige, BS
Whiting, Tristie Ree, BS
Withers, Sophia Lee, BS +
Wolfenbarger, Max David, BS *

WATERSHED SCIENCES
Bennion, Julia Lynn, BS
Bishop, Sam Anne, BS +
Chirvasa, Cristina, BS +
Doolittle, Tom Russel, BS *
Garner, Austin James, BS ^
Kunz, Eyston Travis, BS
Lewis, Alexus, BS
Maughan, Robert Carter, BS
Mills, Jenna Renae, BS *
Oman, Tanner Benjamin, BS
Omer, Nathan B., BS *
Stewart, Christian J., BS +
Walker, Hana Lynne, BS *
Wall, Hailey J., BS
Walton, Cole Joseph, BS +
Wengreen, Nakaila Te Aroha, BS *
Werdan, Wesley Joseph, BS
Weyerman, Jeremy Todd, BS *
Whitaker, Maddey Paige, BS
Whiting, Tristie Ree, BS
Withers, Sophia Lee, BS +
Wolfenbarger, Max David, BS *

WILDLAND RESOURCES
Allen, Sabrina Punzalan, BA +
Aston, Sierra Brooke, BS *
Ballard, Logan Dean, BS +
Barrientos, Anais Brisa, BS +
Begaye, Nizhoni Deezhi, BS
Bernier, Abby Sophia, BS ^
Betony, Ashley Jamie, BS
Blackley, William Todd, BS *
Boring, Lauren, BS
Chirvasa, Cristina, BS +
Clapier, Adam B., BS *
Davis, Katelyn, BS *
Doyle, Tristan Thomas, BS +
Drake, Josh Spencer, BS
Ellison, Evan L., BS
Fuehne, Matt Cletus, BS +
Geeson, Savannah Rae, BS ^
Gorrige, Kaid Bronson, BS *
Grindle, Jacob David, BS
Hammon, Myckaela Anne, BS +
Hancey, Kayla DeNee, BS
Hansen, Dylan Carter, BS
Hiatt, Eric Nicholas, BS ^
Jones, Logan Dean, BS +
Kerr, Kolton Wade, BS
Knudsen, Hadley Olivia, BS
Knudson, Christian Lee, BS +
Little, Abby L., BS *
Mackinnon, Eden Thomas, BS *
Mistel, Ben Michael, BS *
Mortensen, Devin, BS
Murdoch, Drake E., BS
Murphy, Sean P., BS
Nelson, Amber A., BS *
North, Rachel Irene, BS ^
Owens, Kirk McGinty, BS
Plant, Jake, BS +
Redfield, Laura Ann, BS ^
Riggs, Krishauna C., BS
Ross, Jed Michael, BS
Sandfort, Ryan, BS +
Schaelling, James Philip, BS
Spratling, Ian M., BS *
Stoker, Kyle, BS *
Walker, Hana Lynne, BS *
Wall, Hailey J., BS
Walton, Cole Joseph, BS +
Wengreen, Nakaila Te Aroha, BS *
Werdan, Wesley Joseph, BS
Weyerman, Jeremy Todd, BS *
Whitaker, Maddey Paige, BS
Whiting, Tristie Ree, BS
Withers, Sophia Lee, BS +
Wolfenbarger, Max David, BS *
May 2, 2024
Newel & Jean Daines Concert Hall
Chase Fine Arts Center
5:30 p.m.

PROCESSIONAL

WELCOME
Janet B. Anderson
Senior Vice Provost

CONVOCATION SPEAKER
Dr. Greg Wheeler, Principal Lecturer of Mathematics
Mathematics and Statistics

RECOGNITION OF 2024 GRADUATES
Janet B. Anderson
Senior Vice Provost

CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Laurens H. Smith
Provost and Chief Academic Officer

RECESSIONAL
BACHELOR OF INTEGRATED STUDIES AND ASSOCIATE OF GENERAL STUDIES 2023-2024 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.

GENERAL STUDIES

Abarca, Regan Nicole, AS
Acosta, Abigail, AS
Adams, Eilli, AS
Adams, Rissa Michelle, AS ^^
Adamson, Courtnay Ann, AS
Ahmed, Asma, AS **
Alas, KK Lorena, AS
Alexander, Molly Elizabeth, AS
Allen, Allyn Jaye, AS ^^
Allen, Gracie, AS
Allen, Kate Alice, AS ^^
Allen, Sariah Jane, AS
Allred, Dawson Michael, AS
Allred, Kaycie Lee, AA ^^
Allred, Troy Hunter, AS **
Anderson, Connor David, AS
Anderson, Erica H., AS
Anderson, Jacob Egan, AS **
Anderson, Joecelyn Jean, AS ^^
Anderson, Landen Archie, AS
Anderson, Rachel Ann, AS ^^
Anderson, Ramsey M., AS ^^
Anderson, Taybree Dawn, AS
Andresen, Tayla Paige, AS **
Andrewsen, Jacquelynn Mae, AS
Anglesley, Jeremiah Paul, AS
Arce, Jade Chadyly, AS
Arner, Ryan D., AS **
Arroyo, Brina Jo, AS
Aston, Bailey Jane, AS
Atkinson, Kylee Danielle, AS ^^
Atkinson, Nathan Royce, AS
Atwood, Jacee Rae, AS
Austad, Alissa Nicole, AS
Austad, Linsey, AS ^^
Avila, Annely, AS
Bagley, Bryce Joseph, AS
Bahe, Melissa Jean, AS
Baker, Tyler Anthony, AS ^^
Banasky, Jon Derrick, AS **
Bancroft, Conner Lee, AS ^^
Barfuss, Kassie Louise, AS **
Barfuss, Sam Byron, AS
Barker, Ellie, AS ^^
Barker, Rylar Jess, AS
Barlow, Josh Jeffrey, AS
Barnes, Brylee Grace, AS
Barney, Shbecue Ann, AA
Barrera, Caitlin, AS
Barrett, Katie A., AS ^^
Barra, Bryan A., AS **
Barry, Brittaney, AS **
Barry, Tyler James, AS ^^
Basili, Guillermo Miguel, AS
Bath, Leena Renee, AA ^^
Baxter, Bryson Ray, A
Baxter, Liz Ruth, AS
Bedonie, Kaylin Callie, AS
Beeson, Sydney Raquelle, AS ^^
Begay, Taylor Cass, AS
Bell, Brock Daniel, AS ^^
Belnap, Chase L., AS
Benally, Nolana Shania, AS
Bennett, Katelyn Dawn, AS ^^
Benson, Abby Ann, AS ^^
Benson, Marshall Lee, AS
Bergener, Lance Mark, AS
Berkley, Kenna Elizabeth, AS
Berry, Emma, AS
Beukers, Jessica J., AA ^^
Bingham, Eliza, AS ^^
Bischoff, Ellie, AS
Bishop, London Olympia, AS ^^
Bitterman, Nataly Renae, AS
Black, Megan Danae, AS ^^
Black, Raegan Mary, AS
Blanch, Makenna Elise, AS ^^
Bodily, Amber D., AS
Bohman, Ryan Jeffrey, AS ^^
Boley, Eli Haslam, AS
Borup, Kaylee Elizabeth, AS ^^
Bowcutt, Avery Elizabeth, AS ^^
Bowers, McKinley Reghan, AS ^^
Brumam, Craig Martin, AS **
Bray, Madi C., AS
Brewer, Michael S., AS **
Brewer, Whitney Marie, AS
Briggs, Eryn Alice, AS ^^
Brock, Hayden Gaether, AS
Brophy, Natalie Lynn, AS ^^
Brouse, Allison Nicole, AS ^^
Brown, Brayden Jay, AS
Brown, Brooklyn Hope, AS
Brown, Craig Gary, AS **
Brown, Karli Jean, AS ^^
Brown, Samuel, AS
Brown, Tiffany Marie, AS ^^
Bruno, Gianna Marie, AS ^^
Bryant, Zane Dupin, AS ^^
Bryson, Sabrina Lynn, AS **
Buckway, Kylee Beth, AS
Budge, Emily Eyre, AS ^^
Buena Ventura, Ammarie, AS
Bunting, Beth Lyn, AS
Burdett, Mikelle, AS
Burt, Jarick Reed, AS
Butler, Cassandra Eve, AS ^^
Butler, Marisa Ray, AS
Butterfield, Lexi Kieth, AS
Byers, Jaxon P., AS
Cabistan, Nadia, AS
Calederwood, Aubrey Marie, AS
Callahan, Alex Golden, AS
Carla, Isaac A., AS
Cann, Cambria Lynn, AS **
Carlson, Tyler Bryan, AS
Carrell, Claire Amelia, AS ^^
Carroll, Lexi Jaelynn, AS **
Carter, Ceirra America, AS **
Carter, Nikki Ashlynn, AS
Chamberlain, Cami Susanne, AS
Chandler, Emma Grace, AS ^^
Cheshire, Marni Blayke, AS ^^
Chiara, Mattie Leigh, AS ^^
Childs, Shelly, AS **
Christensen, Bethany Della, AA ^^
Christensen, Kye Miles, AA ^^
Christensen, Vanessa Lee, AS ^^
Christenson, Samantha, AS
Christian, Rachel Ruth, AS ^^
Christopherson, Matthew Ryan, AS
Clark, Colter Hanks, AS
Clark, Kristi Renee, AS **
Clark, Mazzy Lynnette, AS **
Clements, Kim Nan, AS **
Coggins, Lexie Lee, AS **
Coggins, Sadie Lyn, AS ^^
Cole, Jackson Frank, AS
Colley, Melissa Sue, AS **
Colonia, Jennifer R., AS
Conder, Alice MeiXing, AS **
Cone, John Michael, AS **
Conrado, Cheyanne Marie, AS
Coombs, Aly K., AS
Coon, Max Jeffrey, AS **
Cooper, Casey Scott, AS
Cottle, Emily, AS
Cramer, Brooklyn Sharon, AS
Cramer, Hailee Daniille, AS ^^
Crane, Wayland, AS
Cranney, Alyssa Irene, AS ^^
Crockett, Ben Jacob, AS **
Crockett, Emma Lane, AS ^^
Crosgrove, Emma June, AS
Croshaw, Grant A., AA
Crowley, Connor Joseph, AS
Croxall, Tiffany B., AS
Culp, Hayley Michele, AS
Cummings, Lauren Elizabeth, AS **
Cunningham, Colin M., AA
Dalley, Lexi Colleen, AS
Dansie, Jackson Jared, AS ^^
Dart, Lexi Karen, AS ^^
Davidson, Lauren Mikelle, AS ^^
Davies, Arianne R., AA ^^
Davis, Chelsea Marie, AS
Davis, Jacey P., AS
Davis, Kaden, AS ^^
Davis, Kyla Lorenz, AS ^^
Davis, Sarah Nichelle, AS
Dayish, Joanie Helen, AS **
Dayley, Alyssa Lynn, AS **
De Leon, Ashley Melissa, AS
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Dean, Bria Shayleen, AA
Deavila, Danielle, AS **
DeJarnatt, Amanda Rae, AS
DeLair, Nicki, AS
Dennis, Abbie Elena, AS ^^
Denson, McKinlee Suzanne, AS **
DeRoest, Madsyn Leigh, AS
DeRoussel, Ethan, AS
Dibble, Zachery Scott, AS **
Dietrich, Cameron J., AS
Dixon, Jaron Jayce, AS ^^
Dobson, Becca C., AS
Donaldson, Jamie Denise, AS **
Donovan, Brady Lee, AS
Dooley, Ben Philip, AS
Dowd, Allison Annamarie, AS
 Dowdy, Aubrey Marie, AS
Draper, Emma, AS ^^
Duke, Madi Kay, AS ^^
Duke, Trent Stone, AS
Dulude, Greg Thomas, AS
Duran, Jacqueline Lindsey, AS
Durham, Taryn Celsete, AS ^^
Duvall, Ellie Caroline, AS ^^
Dymock, Berkley Christine, AS
Eames, Karissa Lee, AS **
Eborn, Annika Shay, AS
Edwards, Abigail Kate, AS **
Edwards, Jack, AS
Eggleston, Tashina Rochelle, AS
Ehlers, Taylor Jacob, AS
Elison, Alexis Lee, AS **
Elleman, Trever John, AS
Elliott, Eminie Mae, AS
Ellsworth, Melody, AS
Elwood, Zoe Len, AS
Emery, Arie Crystal, AS
Endicot, Sarah Daelyn, AS
Ernstrom, Elizabeth Jane, AS
Escobedo Garcia, Armando, AS
Esplin, Ellie Dawn, AS
Esplin, Katelyn Lauren, AS **
Esquivel, Kylee Lee, AS
Estrada Garcia, Jose Eric, AS
Evans, Edie B Mathews, AS
Evans, Kylee M., AA ^^
Evans, Landon Culy, AS
Fairhurst, Bryson, AS **
Falkenrath, Eliza Joy, AS **
Farley, Magei Hampton, AS ^^
Farmer, Riley Dee, AS
Farnsworth, Sarah Marie, AS **
Ferrin, Glen, AS
Fetter, Paige Marion, AS ^^
Fields, Arlis Boone, AS
Macki, Roxey Hannah Figueora, AS
Filfred, Taveda Quinayah, AS
Fish, Kanon Jenkins, AS
Fisher, Kinley H., AS
Fitch, Tyler, AS
Flamm, Abbie Jane, AS **
Flickinger, Brittany Diane, AS **
Forbush, Gracie Grace, AS
Francis, Kaden Joseph, AS **
Frederick, Alex Steven, AS ^^
Freestone, Amber Layne, AS **
Fried, Casidy Q., AS **
Frisby, Bevin Abigail, AS ^^
Froelich, Chelsey Ann, AS ^^
Fuentes, John Edwin, AS
Fuhriman, Damon Miles Laurence, AS ^^
Galarza, Ezekiel Zarek, AS ^^
Galvez, Isaac Benjamin, AS **
Garcia, Jonah Salvador, AS
Garside, Parker Ammon, AS
Gate, Chris Charles Edward, AS
Gee, Tyden James, AS
 Gibson, Whitney M., AS
Gillespie, Tanner, AS **
Gipe, Joshua James, AS
Gleddie, Parent, Rachel Elizabeth, AS
Glenn, Hyatt Matthew, AS
Glover, Camden Parent, AS
Gneiting, Westin, AS
Goodfellow, Kallie, AS **
Goodrich, Rachel Henny, AS **
Graham, Gabrielle, AS ^^
Gramse, Brooklyn, AS
Grange, Mackay Benjamin, AS
Graves, Trumpa Beth, AS **
Gravely, Jerra Celeste, AS ^^
Green, Joshua S., AS
Green, Ruth, AS
Greenwood, Cortney C., AS
Grundhauser, Emily Jay, AS **
Gunther, Ollie James, AA
Guymon, Joselyn Olivia, AS
Hacking, C Jacek, AS
Haderlie, Lindsey M., AS **
Hadfield, Katia Val, AS ^^
Halat, Jeff Marc, AS ^^
Hale, Stephanie Cristine, AS
Hales, Aaron Michael, AS
Hall, MaKenna, AS
Hallett, Cheynne Marie, AS
Hansen, Ethan Elijah, AA
Hansen, Hallie Grace, AS
Hansen, Sydney Ruth, AS
Hardinger, Jolynn, AS
Hardman, Sawyer R., AS ^^
Harlan, Jordan Smith, AS
Harris, Hazel LaDonna, AS
Harris, Lucy Claire, AS
Harrold, Greg D., AS
Hawks, Cora, AS ^^
Hawks, Meredith J., AS
Hawley, Paityn Avy, AS ^^
Hearn, Kristen F., AS, BS
Hennes, Sebastian John, AS ^^
Herbon, Paige, AS ^^
Hernandez, Virginia, AA **
Herrera, Emma Tatiana, AS
Heusser, Kayla Marie, AS
Hickenlooper, Tara, AS
Hill, Emily Marie, AS
Hill, Haylee Ann, AS **
Hill, James Kannon, AS
Hill, Katelyn Augusta, AS ^^
Hirschi, Janice Ann, AS ^^
Hodges, Ashley M., AS
Holdaway, Zoe Alyssa, AS **
Holliday, Hope, AS ^^
Holmes, Brant Vance, AS **
Holmquist, Risa Mai, AS
Hone, Cole Jay, AS **
Honey, Bailey Zo Rae, AS
Horsley, Easton David, AS **
Horton, Jaynie Lin, AS ^^
Houskeeper, Paisley G., AS ^^
Housley, Joshua Michael, AS
Howes, Kate E., AS
Huber, Mark Lyman, AS ^^
Humphreys, RaeLyn Sue, AS
Hurst, Alexis Rae, AS
Hutchinson, Madisen, AS ^^
Hutchinson, Madison Lynn, AS
Hutchinson, Benjamin James, AS ^^
Hyde, Halle Jo, AA ^^
Hyer, Maggie Eva, AS
Hymas, Jenn Lyn, AS
Isakson, Zoe E., AS
Islas, Stephanie Ann, AS
Iund, Lauren Victoria, AS **
Jackman, Raegan Marie, AS
Jackson, Raegan Danielle, AS
Jacobs, Lauren T., AS **
Jacobsen, Preston D., AS **
James, Brett Rob, AS
James, Jaleny Tracy, AS **
Jefferson, Bogue M., AS ^^
Jenkins, Tanner W., AS ^^
Jensen, Cambrie, AS ^^
Jensen, Kaylee Lorraine, AS
Jensen, Makenzie, AS
Jensen, Sailor Sue, AS ^^
Jepson, Jenna R., AS
Jessop, Natalie Amber, AS
Johansen, Bethany Grace, AS **
Johansen, Kaden, AS
John, Sonja Cee, AS
Johnsen, Kenadee Ann, AS
Johnson, Brayden A., AS
Johnson, Dalten Montana-Bryne, AS ^^
Johnson, Hailey Kate, AS
Johnson, Katelyn, AS ^^
Johnson, Marcie Faye, AA
Johnson, Nate, AS
Jolley, Maliah Sue, AS ^^
Jones, Kym, AS **
Jones, Shantel, AS
Judd, Shara Anne, AS ^^
Justesen, Madisen Jolynn, AS ^^
Justice, Christopher Tai, AS
Justice, Renee, AS
Kalista, Tori, AS ^^
Kearl, Destiny Y., AS
Kearl, Kinsley, AS ^^
Keller, Tyson Richard, AS
Kendrick, Brook, AS
Kendrick, Hollie Mae, AS
Kenyon, Jarrett Carreon, AS
Kerr, Kyle Chad, AS
Kerr, Logan Rulon, AS **
Killinen, Jason, AS ^^
Kingston, Connor Steven, AS
Kirby, Davis Reid, AS
Klein, Shanya U'lani, AS
Klepeich, Natalie, AS ^^
Klomp, Spencer Isaac, AS ^^
Knight, Melissa Claire, AS ^^
Kmadsen, Kenneth May, AS **
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Juab High School Choir

ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT’S GREETING
Nancy Glomb
USU Southwest
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Cheryl Hawkins
USU Southwest Student Body Vice President, 2024-2025
Paola Hawkins

MUSICAL NUMBER
Juab High School Choir
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Julie Stevens
Clinical Assistant Professor
College of Humanities and Social Sciences, USU

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Laurens H. Smith
Provost & Chief Academic Officer, USU

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Nancy Glomb
Associate Vice President, USU Southwest

GREETING TO GRADUATES
Kim Larson
Executive Director, USU Alumni Association

RECESSIONAL
JULIE STEVENS  
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES  
Commencement Speaker

Julie Stevens, LCSW, is a clinical assistant professor for the Social Work department in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. She received her Bachelor of Social Work from USU Logan in 2016, which started in Delta and Nephi extension sites from spring 2012 to fall 2013. Following her Master of Social Work she returned to Millard County, UT, and worked in clinical practice for nearly four years. Julie worked with individuals, families, and groups in therapy to address mental health and addiction concerns. One of her specialties was working with children from a neuroscience perspective. She participated on a committee to implement Utah’s Intergenerational Poverty Initiative for Millard County. She also worked with crisis intervention in emergency rooms in the six-county area. She continues to reside in Millard County and has joined the statewide faculty at USU for the Ephraim Campus in 2022. The undergraduate courses she has taught include Intro to Social Work, Generalist Social Work Practice, and Field Practicum. She also collaborated with Blanding professor Charlie Bayles, LCSW on Indigenous Test Prep and adapting instruction for Indigenous students.

CHERYL HAWKINS  
USU SOUTHWEST STUDENT BODY VICE PRESIDENT, 2024-2025  
Student Speaker

Cheryl grew up in Southern California where she attended Fontana High School. She chose to further her education across the country in Virginia, but then returned home to serve an LDS mission in Peoria, Illinois where she met her husband, James. Her studies were put on hold after she returned home while she raised her four children. Then a few years after moving her family to Utah, she chose to finish what she had started almost 25 years before. She attended Utah Tech but then found a home at Utah State University where she could continue her job as a paraprofessional at Hurricane High School while getting her bachelor’s degree in education. Her mother also found joy in education as a special education aide in a classroom for many years, which is what inspired Cheryl to continue her education even further with a master's degree in special education this fall.

PAOLA HAWKINS  
Student Speaker

Paola graduated from Hurricane High School in 2019. She served as captain of the Swim and Water Polo team in her senior year. After a year at Utah Tech, she served an LDS mission in San Antonio, Texas. When she returned home and began working at the Institute of Forensic and Neuropsychology in St. George under Dr. Tim Kockler. She loves the opportunities this role offers her to work on a wide variety of cases and the interactions she has with clients and patients at the clinic every day. She found her home at Utah State University where she completed her bachelor’s degree in sociology. She will continue her education in the fall with Utah State’s Master of Human Resources program while she continues to work at the Institute of Forensic and Neuropsychology.
PROCESSIONAL

PRESENTATION OF THE COLORS
Veterans of Foreign Wars - Post 1695

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Alexa Eastman

STUDENT SPEAKERS
Taylor Kenyon
Cassie Webster

MUSICAL NUMBER
“Be Who You Are”
Performed by Box Elder High School Madrigals
Conducted by Andrew Larson
Pianist – Misa Findlay
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Dr. Elizabeth R. Cantwell
President, USU

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Dan Black
Associate Vice President, USU Brigham City Region

GREETING TO GRADUATES
Kim Larson
Executive Director, USU Alumni Association

RECESSIONAL
Bruce Brothersen and his wife, Rebecca (Becky), have shared 38 wonderful years of marriage. They have been blessed with a family of six children and five grandchildren. Bruce, a proud graduate of Utah State University, earned his Bachelor of Science in civil engineering in 1986.

Throughout his remarkable 36-year career at Nucor, specifically within the Vulcraft-Verco group, Bruce has held various positions, showcasing his versatility in design, sales, environmental and engineering management for an impressive 19 years. Presently, he contributes his expertise as a senior innovator in the innovation group, developing steel products used nationwide in building design.

Bruce’s professional achievements extend to being a registered professional engineer in seven states and a registered structural engineer in Utah. His connection to USU remains strong, evident through his sponsorship of research and active service on the advisory board for the Civil Engineering Department.

Outside of his professional commitments, Bruce serves as the Steel Joist Institute Education Committee Chairman. He frequently conducts webinars, presents at the North America Steel Construction Conference, and has contributed articles to esteemed publications like “Modern Steel Construction” and “Structure” magazines.

With numerous titles in family, business, and community, Bruce believes “Aggie” to be one of his favorites. His enduring commitment to education, innovation, and community service paints a portrait of a remarkable individual.
TAYLOR KENYON
Student Speaker

Taylor Kenyon who has majored in environmental studies with a biology minor stands out as the 2024 Biology Undergraduate Researcher of the Year. Recognized for her contributions, she received a research scholar designation for her impactful work at USU.

Growing up outside of Portland, Oregon, Taylor developed a love for the ocean and its inhabitants. Taylor’s research journey, primarily in the field of ecology, began in her sophomore year. Her noteworthy study on “Bird Age and Likelihood of a Fatal Window Collision” earned her a spot as a poster presenter at the Ecological Society of America in August. In June, Taylor participated in a study-abroad program in Australia where she studied the Great Barrier Reef and researched coral patch reefs. Taylor plans to attend graduate school and study marine ecology.

CASSIE WEBSTER
Student Speaker

Cassie Webster is a first-generation master’s graduate in fitness promotion. She is a proud mother of three who relocated to Brigham City in 2011 as a Physical Therapist Assistant. Unbeknownst to her, this journey would lead her back to her alma mater, fueled by an inner sense that her student chapter wasn’t quite complete.

In the last three years, amidst unexpected challenges like the loss of her mother and a diagnosis of thyroid cancer, Cassie has demonstrated unwavering perseverance. She has channeled her pain into building a boxing program for individuals with Parkinson’s disease. She has found great purpose as well as a second family within this community. Beyond academics, Cassie enjoys hiking, running half marathons, music, and savoring ice cream with loved ones. As she graduates, Cassie leaves an inspiring legacy of strength and determination, encouraging others to embrace and draw motivation from her journey.
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY TOOELE
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

PROCSSIONAL

PRESENTATION OF THE COLORS
National Guard Junior Leaders Training Course, JLTC

NATIONAL ANTHEM
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Maddie Cragun
Teagen Lint

ADDRESS TO GRADUATES
Mrs. Terry Linares
Elementary Education Student Teaching Supervisor,
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CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Dr. Elizabeth R. Cantwell
President, USU

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Jennifer Cowburn
Associate Vice President, USU Tooele

GREETING TO GRADUATES
Ryan Dent
President-Elect, USU Alumni Association

RECESSIONAL
Linares started working for the district in 1974 as a school secretary in Wendover. In 1979 she and her family moved to Grantsville where she continued to work as a school secretary, first at Grantsville Elementary School and later at Grantsville Junior High School.

While working at Grantsville Junior High School, Linares completed a bachelor’s degree in history from Utah State University Tooele. After completing her bachelor’s degree, she commuted after school for two and a half years to Logan to complete her teaching certification from USU.

Linares started teaching English and history at Grantsville Junior High School in 1989 and then at Grantsville High School (GHS) for five years. She then served as assistant principal at GHS for three years and then as principal for six years at the same school. In 2004, Linares was selected as the secondary education director for the school district. In 2007 she was appointed as assistant superintendent. In May 2008, the school board announced its selection of Linares to succeed Mike Johnsen as superintendent after Johnsen announced his retirement. She retired from the superintendent position in 2013.

Terry was hired by USU Tooele in 2017 to teach English concurrent enrollment. Later in 2020, she took on the Elementary Education (ELED) Student Teaching Supervisor role. In that short amount of time, Terry has taught 23 concurrent courses for the Tooele Campus, while completing all of her supervisor tasks for the ELED department.
MADDIE CRAGUN
Student Speaker

Maddie Cragun, from her hometown of Tooele, Utah, is set to graduate with a bachelor of science in information system with an emphasis in data engineering. Alongside her academic achievements, Maddie has been a member of the National Society of Leadership, embodying the principles of integrity and service. Outside of her studies, she finds joy in outdoor activities and spending time with her dog.

TEAGEN LINT
Student Speaker

As a sophomore majoring in agribusiness at Utah State University (USU) and proudly serving as a statewide ambassador, Teagen strives to embody the values of leadership and dedication every day. Teagen grew up in Tooele County and graduated from Grantsville High School, just 10 miles from USU Tooele. Her heart finds its truest joy in the great outdoors, where she immerses herself in adventures like kayaking, camping, hunting, and white-water rafting, cherishing the beauty of nature. Alongside her outdoor pursuits, Teagen delights in the quiet pleasures of reading and baking, embracing her old soul’s love for tradition and creativity. With a passion for agribusiness and a spirit hungry for exploration, Teagen is eager to make her mark on the world, blending tradition with innovation as she pursues her dreams.
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY MOAB
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

PROCESSIONAL
Music by Fiery Furnace Marching Band

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Whytney Hawks
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Senior Associate Vice President, USU Moab
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Andrea Noyes
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Leticia Bentley
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CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Dr. Elizabeth R. Cantwell
President, USU

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Kristian Olsen
Senior Associate Vice President, USU Moab

GREETING TO GRADUATES
Matthew White
Vice President of Advancement & President of the USU Foundation

RECESSIONAL
LETICIA BENTLEY  
COMMUNITY ADVOCATE AND TEACHER,  
USU MOAB ADVISORY COUNCIL MEMBER  
Commencement Speaker

Leticia Bentley, originally Leticia Herrera from Michoacan, Mexico, earned a degree in elementary education and taught grades second through fourth. In 1985, she married and relocated to Moab, Utah. She obtained her Utah teaching certificate in 1998, teaching Spanish and ESL at Grand County Middle School and Grand County High School. In 2007, she founded the Moab Valley Multicultural Center. She was inducted into The Enlightened Fifty by the Community Foundation of Utah in 2013 and received the Certificate of Outstanding Dedication from the State of Utah’s Adult Education and Family Literacy Committee in 2002. Leticia served on the IME committee (Institute for Mexicans Abroad) through the Mexican Consulate and the Resources for Self-Represented Parties Committee through the Judicial Council of Utah from 2014 to 2017. Additionally, she was recognized by the Episcopal Diocese of Utah in 2011 for her role in establishing the Multicultural Center and providing services to the community’s most disadvantaged. Leticia’s proudest achievements are her three children and three grandchildren.

ANDREA NOYES  
Student Speaker

Andrea Noyes, a Moab local, stands as a beacon of compassion and determination in her community. With a Bachelor of Science in integrated studies, specializing in social work, Andrea emerges from her academic journey equipped to enact meaningful change in the lives of those she serves.

Andrea’s journey was marked by a profound love of learning, instilled by her mother, Mrs. Pam, a dedicated preschool teacher who ignited Andrea’s intellectual curiosity with her inventive and engaging teaching methods.

Encouraged by her father, Rick Lopez, Andrea was taught the value of perseverance and the importance of relentlessly pursuing her dreams.

At the core of Andrea’s journey is the unwavering love and support of her wife, Chantell, and their four remarkable children. Their steadfast encouragement fuels Andrea’s pursuit of her dreams and drives her to make a difference in the world.

Professionally, Andrea’s commitment to her community shines brightly as the executive director of the Children’s Justice Center, where she channels her passion for serving marginalized communities into tangible action. Her journey of service has been diverse, encompassing roles as a police officer, detective, hostage negotiator, and working undercover to combat internet crimes against children. Andrea’s dedication extends even further, as she currently serves on the Moab Valley Fire Department, embodying the spirit of selflessness and courage in the face of adversity.
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY BLANDING
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

PROCESSIONAL

WELCOME
Kristian Olsen
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PRESENTATION OF THE COLORS
Blanding City Police

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Nadia Armajo
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Kristian Olsen
Senior Associate Vice President, USU Blanding
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Riana James
USUSA Vice President, USU Blanding

STUDENT SPEAKER
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ADDRESS TO GRADUATES
Jasmine Blackwater-Nygren
First Lady of the Navajo Nation

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Dr. Elizabeth R. Cantwell
President, USU

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Jim Dandy
Program Coordinator, USU Blanding

GREETING TO GRADUATES
Matthew White
Vice President of Advancement & President of the USU Foundation

RECESSIONAL
First Lady Jasmine Blackwater-Nygren grew up in Red Mesa, AZ, and maintains a home there with her husband, President Buu Nygren. Together, First Lady Blackwater-Nygren and President Nygren have two children.

In 2017, Blackwater-Nygren attained a Bachelor of Science in Technology, Science, and Society with a focus on sustainability and the environment, and a minor in Native American studies. In 2020, Blackwater-Nygren earned a law degree, including an Indian Law certificate, from the Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law at Arizona State University. During her time as a law student, Blackwater-Nygren completed internships with Navajo Nation Legislative Branch and Navajo Nation Supreme Court.

Tylan Dee is originally from Monument Valley, Utah. He is Tódích’íí’nii (Bitter Water clan), born for Tábąąhá (Water’s Edge clan), his maternal grandfather is of Tl’izí lání (Many Goats clan) and his paternal grandfather is of Bit’ahnii (Folded Arms People clan). He graduated with honors from the College of Eastern Utah with an Associate of Science in general studies and received his Bachelor of Science in integrated studies from Utah State University. He will start a Doctor of Education in Higher Education Administration at the University of Utah this upcoming fall semester.

Tylan has been awarded the 2024 USU Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences Master’s Scholar of the Year award. He currently works for USU Blanding as an academic advisor and is passionate about his career. His focus is helping our youth and finding a student’s full potential beyond their expectations. Tylan enjoys online gaming, attending drag races, working on vehicles, powerlifting, and taking random drives.
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY EASTERN
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

PROCSSIONAL
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U.S. Army 116th Engineer Company
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WELCOME
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STUDENT SPEAKERS
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ADDRESS TO GRADUATES
Greg Dart
President, Western Nebraska Community College

INTRODUCTION OF VAL J. HALAMANDARIS CARING AWARD RECIPIENT
Doug Miller
Chief Campus Administrator, USU Eastern

MUSICAL SELECTION
“Flight Song”
by Kim Andre Arnesen

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Dr. Elizabeth R. Cantwell
President, USU

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Doug Miller
Chief Campus Administrator, USU Eastern

GREETING TO GRADUATES
Matthew White
Vice President, Advancement & Alumni, USU

RECESSIONAL
GREG DART
PRESIDENT, WESTERN NEBRASKA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Commencement Speaker

Greg Dart currently serves as President of Western Nebraska Community College (WNCC). Dart arrived in Western Nebraska in July 2023, armed with a large family, a great love for rural higher education and an excitement for the Nebraska panhandle. Dart believes strongly in the transformational power of higher education and that rural community colleges play a vital part in impacting the communities they serve.

Before coming to WNCC, Dart spent nearly 10 years at Utah State University Eastern, serving as chief campus administrator/senior associate vice president, vice chancellor, and as a director. Dart said his time at USU Eastern was transformational and that the people – students, faculty, staff, alumni and the community – make it one of the most special places anywhere.

Before his time there, Dart was vice president of student services at Zane State College and in various director roles at other institutions, working in strategic enrollment management, admissions, recruitment, marketing, public relations and athletics. Dart was also an associate professor of communications at Snow College.

Before coming to higher education, he served in various political, advertising, news media, and public relations positions. Dart completed his associates education at Snow College, his bachelor’s at the University of Alaska-Anchorage, his master’s at Utah State University, and his doctoral work at Northeastern University in Boston.

Dart and his wife Dawn have seven children, spanning 14 years from college to kindergarten. Outside of work, he can often be found at the soccer fields, enjoying time with his family, and cheering on college athletes at all levels and in many states.
MADISEN J. JUSTESEN
VALEDICTORIAN
Student Speaker

Madisen Justesen was born in Little Rock, Arkansas, but she has resided in Price since she was 3 years old. Madisen graduated from Carbon High School with a 4.0 GPA and has maintained a 4.0 while earning her associate of science from USU Eastern. Madisen grew up doing many activities of service through her involvement in her community. She has served as the President of the SUN Center for the last two years where she has accomplished so much; some of these accomplishments include helping the SUN center become incorporated into the USUSA team, starting Castle Valley Center visits, helping raise money for programs in the community, and so many other things. This is where she found her passion for serving others and her desire to be a leader.

Madisen plans to continue her education and earn her bachelor of science at the University of Utah, with the ultimate goal of becoming an orthodontist. While Madisen has enjoyed focusing on her academics at USU Eastern, she has also found great joy in helping others and making the campus a better place.

Madisen has had so many amazing experiences and opportunities here at Eastern. She is grateful to have had the most amazing professors who have pushed her to be the best version of herself. In her free time, Madisen enjoys dancing, hunting, fishing, being president of Math Club, and spending time with her family.

KYLEE ATKINSON
SALUTATORIAN
Student Speaker

Kylee Atkinson is a freshman at USU Eastern and a member of the volleyball team. Traveling and competing with her teammates has contributed significantly to her memorable experience at the university. Additionally, she serves as a resident advisor, which has provided her with valuable insights into campus life and student dynamics. Pursuing a major in accounting, Kylee has found fulfillment in working towards her academic goals during her first year of college. Originally from Wellsville, Utah, in Cache Valley, she holds a deep affection for her hometown. As the oldest of two girls, Kylee is the daughter of Steven and Syndee Atkinson. Beyond volleyball, she enjoys engaging in outdoor activities, immersing herself in a good book, and cherishing moments with her family and friends. Kylee has established meaningful connections with professors, staff, and peers at USU Eastern, and she looks forward to continuing her journey towards achieving both academic and athletic success in the upcoming year.
DYSON LIGHTHALL
VICE PRESIDENT, USUSA EASTERN
Student Speaker

Dyson Lighthall has attended Utah State University Eastern for the past two years, where he has been actively involved in both academics and extracurricular activities. He played two consecutive years of basketball and served as the Athletic & Campus Recreation Representative during his first year. In his second year, Dyson served as Eastern’s student vice president. During his time at Eastern, Dyson also found his sweetheart, Kianna Lighthall, whom he married in the summer of 2023. Dyson is currently majoring in biology and has plans to attend medical school after completing his bachelor’s degree.

PRISMA LINEY
VAL J. HALAMANDARIS AWARD

Prisma Liney is a first-generation college student at Utah State University Eastern. Her parents immigrated to the country to establish a better future for their five children, laying the groundwork for Prisma’s educational journey. Today, she celebrates the achievement of earning her associate of applied science degree in nursing, a testament to her family’s sacrifices and her own perseverance. Being a first-generation student required Prisma to carve her path meticulously, advocating for higher education while inspiring others from similar backgrounds. Her dedication led to countless days of hard work and sleepless nights, all in pursuit of her aspirations to uplift her community.

Embracing the empathetic identity of nurses, Prisma finds solace in the potential for improvement through knowledge and healing. Her experiences as a nursing student have instilled in her a desire for growth, both academically and within her community. Through her degree, she has honed soft skills such as leadership, collaboration, and adaptability, which she applies to various community projects.

Prisma has had the privilege to collaborate with organizations such as the Boys & Girls Club, the Bureau of Land Management, the Serving Utah Network, and United Way of Eastern Utah. She views nursing as a fulfilling career, one that nourishes both her soul and those she serves.

Prisma is accompanied by her supportive Hispanic family and cherished friends, who have been instrumental in shaping her into the woman she is today. Honored to receive the 2024 USU Eastern Val J. Halamandaris Caring Award, Prisma is grateful to mirror her family’s integrity and tenacity in her journey of academic and personal achievement.
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DR. ROBERT WAGNER
PRESIDENT, IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY
Commencement Speaker

Dr. Robert W. Wagner became Idaho State University’s (ISU) fourteenth president in January 2024. Dr. Wagner joins ISU after nearly 17 years at Utah State University, serving most recently as executive vice president and chief operating officer and previously as the vice president for academic and instructional services, assistant vice provost, vice provost, executive vice provost, executive director of distance education and dean. Before his time at USU, Dr. Wagner served as a special assistant to the president for the State University of New York at Albany, focusing on government relations and special projects.

Dr. Wagner’s administrative experience includes institutional strategic planning; enrollment management; many aspects of the student life cycle, including recruiting, admissions, financial aid, student orientation, retention, and completion; academic programming and faculty development; cross-institutional collaboration; community engagement; innovation in higher education; fundraising; student achievement; and government, industry and community partnerships. He has served on several national boards, including industry advisory panels and higher education associations, and he served as chair of the Utah Education and Telehealth Network Governing Board. Dr. Wagner’s dedication to education originated from applying personalized learning models for students with disabilities within the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saint’s educational system.

Dr. Wagner has a bachelor’s degree in psychology from Brigham Young University, a master’s of public administration from the University of Utah and a Ph.D. in political science (public policy and public law) from the Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy at the State University of New York-Albany with an emphasis in university, industry, and government relations. He also earned higher education leadership certificates from Harvard University and Arizona State University-Georgetown University. Dr. Wagner and his wife, Tracy, are the parents of five adult children and three grandchildren.

JOHN MICHALSKI
Student Speaker

John Michalski was born and raised in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Growing up he had an almost innate passion for dinosaurs, prehistoric life, and the field of paleontology. It became his dream to become a professional paleontologist. Graduating from Greendale High School in 2017, he would begin working towards a bachelor’s degree in geosciences at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee (UWM). He volunteered at the Milwaukee Public Museum as an interpreter of their paleontology exhibits. He also volunteered as a fossil preparator at the Burpee Museum of Natural History in Rockford, Illinois. In the summer of 2021, John closely worked with UWM’s own paleontologist, Dr. Victoria McCoy, on a research project about fossil plants. This project would be submitted and published in the journal of Paleobotany and Palynology in early 2022. A week before graduating from UWM with his bachelor’s, John visited Utah to tour potential graduate schools, including USU’s Uintah Basin campus. Today, John is graduating with a Master of Science in Geosciences. In his free time, he enjoys creative writing, video making, kayaking, hiking, and spending time with family and friends.
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ALMA MATER HYMN UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

Theodore M. Burton

(And) across the quad at even-tide, as shadows softly fall, the tower of 'Old Main' appears, and peace rests over all.

Chorus

lighted "A" upon the hill, stands out against the blue. Oh, Alma Mater,

1.

Utah State, my heart sings out to you. And heart sings out to you. Oh,

2.

Alma Mater Utah State, my heart sings out to you.